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1 Introduction

1.1 Context: Climate change

At present global climate change shows a general increase in atmospheric temperature
and precipitation. The past 50 years (1956-2005) mean global temperature increased
at a rate of 0.10 to 0.16 ◦C per decade, which is nearly twice the average over the past
100 years. This temperature rise is largely caused by an increase in greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere of which CO2 is the most important. Global atmospheric CO2

concentration increased from a pre-industrial value of about 280 ppm to 379 ppm in
2005, where the annual increase during the period 1995-2005 was on average 1.9 ppm
per year (IPCC, 2007).

Over the next 100 years (2100) the global average temperature is projected to rise
1.1-6.4 ◦C as a result of increased atmospheric CO2 concentration. The precipitation
amount is expected to increase at high-latitudes, while a decrease is most likely in
most subtropical regions (IPCC, 2007). The magnitude of projected climate change
depends on the used CO2 emission scenario (Nakicenovic & Swart, 2000). The SRES
A2 emission scenario of the IPCC is often used in climate projections and describes a
very heterogeneous world with continuously increasing global population and region-
ally oriented economic growth. This scenario has the largest CO2 emission compared
to the other IPPC emission scenarios, causing the atmospheric CO2 concentration
to rise from current 370 ppm to 730 ppm in the period 2070-2100 (Nakicenovic &
Swart, 2000). Climate projections based on this scenario produce the largest global
temperature rise and change in precipitation.

Regional differences of projected climate change, are however large. Projected climate
change for north-western Europe in 2100 entails a rise of annual temperature of 3-5 ◦C,
with a larger rise in summer temperatures than winter temperatures. Precipitation
is projected to increase in winter and decrease in summer, where the number of wet
days decreases (Christensen et al., 2007). Obviously such profound changes in climate
will have a large effect on ecosystems.

In this thesis the effect of climate change on a forest ecosystem in the temperate
climate zone is investigated.

To better understand long-term effects of climate change it is important to understand
the hydrological and carbon cycle of such a forest ecosystem and more importantly
how these two are connected. First, an overview is provided of the water and carbon
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fluxes in forest ecosystems. Special attention will be paid to the role of groundwater,
which is crucial to vegetation dynamics and hydrological fluxes in temperate climates.
Then follows a qualitative description of the way both vegetation and hydrology in
forest ecosystems may react to climate change. After that a short review is given
of different approaches to modeling vegetation. Finally, this chapter ends with the
research questions that will be answered in this thesis, followed by the thesis outline.

1.2 Eco-hydrology of forest ecosystems

1.2.1 Hydrological cycle

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic representation of the most important water fluxes within
a temperate forest ecosystem. Only the part of the hydrological cycle is shown that
directly affects the forest system. The part of the hydrological cycle that is not
shown consists of the fluxes within the atmosphere. In general, the most important
water flux into the system is precipitation (P ). Other influxes can be runoff (R)
and groundwater replenishment (Qv or Qh) from surrounding areas. Precipitation
falls directly onto the ground as throughfall (Pd) or is intercepted by vegetation.
Water that is intercepted by leaves, branches and stem evaporates (Ei), or when the
interception capacity is exceeded, falls onto the ground as leaf drip (Pind) or runs
off as stemflow (Ps). The interception capacity of vegetation largely depends on the
amount of leaf area of the vegetation. The evaporation rate strongly depends on
atmospheric conditions and canopy structure, i.e., temperature, incoming radiation
(Rad), atmospheric vapor pressure deficit (D) and canopy conductance (often split
into boundary layer and atmospheric conductance, gb and ga).

Depending on the amount of throughfall and the infiltration capacity of the soil, wa-
ter that reaches the ground either completely infiltrates (I) or ponds on the surface
and is turned to runoff (R), after which it either infiltrates further on or accumulates
in streams. Water that infiltrates, is ’temporarily stored’ in the unsaturated zone.
Water in the unsaturated zone either evaporates from the soil surface (Es), perco-
lates to the groundwater at high soil moisture contents (Qv) or is taken up by roots
(Jw), depending on the vegetation type and prevailing atmospheric and soil moisture
conditions. Almost all water that is taken up by roots transpires from the leaves,
while a small part can be temporarily stored within the tree’s tissue. Transpiration
of vegetation again depends strongly on atmospheric and canopy conductance, but
also on stomatal conductance gs. The water flux from the land surface to the at-
mosphere is thus greatly influenced by vegetation. Vegetation influences the energy
and water balance through its physiological properties (in particular, leaf area index,
stomatal resistance, and rooting depth), albedo, surface roughness, and its effect on
soil moisture (Arora, 2002).

14
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Figure 1.1 Hydrological cycle in a forest showing the following water fluxes and conductances: P ,
precipitation; Pd, direct throughfall; Pind, indirect throughfall; Ps, stemflow; Ei, interception evap-
oration; I, infiltration; Es, soil evaporation; Qv, vertical soil water flux; Qh, the horizontal ground-
water water flux; Jw, water flux through the tree; Et, transpiration of the tree; R, runoff; gsr and
gp, soil-root and plant conductance; gs, gb and ga, stomatal, leaf boundary layer and atmospheric
conductances. Other fluxes and variables are: Rad, net incoming radiation; JCO2

, CO2 flux from
the atmosphere; D, atmospheric vapor pressure deficit; Ta, air temperature; Ψl, leaf water potential;
Ψs, soil water potential; Tl, leaf temperature; S, water stored in the soil; Zr, rootzone depth.

1.2.2 Carbon cycle

Figure 1.2 shows the most important carbon fluxes in forest ecosystems. CO2 from
the atmosphere is taken up by vegetation into the leaf through the stomata. Carbon
assimilation increases with a higher gradient between atmospheric (ca) and intercel-
lular (ci) carbon concentration (inside the leaf). Carbon uptake therefore depends on
atmospheric carbon concentration and the atmospheric, boundary layer and stomatal
conductance to CO2 (ga,CO2

, gb,CO2
and gs,CO2

). The delivery of carbon to the leaves
for one part determines the carbon assimilation rate.

The carbon assimilation rate of vegetation also depends on biochemical processes
which are influenced by the available energy, i.e., solar radiation (photosynthetic active
radiation, PAR), leaf temperature (Tl) and the availability of the enzyme Rubisco.
Carbon assimilation is either light limited when solar radiation is low (in case of
shading or in winter), or Rubisco limited when solar radiation is abundant (sunlit
leaves in summer). Assimilated carbon is then stored as carbohydrates.

The other important CO2 flux is respiration, consisting of autotrophic and het-
erotrophic respiration. Autotrophic respiration is respiration by the carbon-assimi-
lating species in the ecosystem and can be divided into photorespiration and dark
(or mitochondrial) respiration. Photorespiration occurs during photosynthesis in
C3 plants. Dark respiration results from plant growth (Rgrowth) and maintenance
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Figure 1.2 Carbon cycle in a forest showing the following fluxes and variables: An, net carbon
assimilation (carbon assimilation minus photorespiration); gs,CO2, gb,CO2 and ga,CO2, stomatal, leaf
boundary layer and atmospheric conductances for CO2; Rmaint, maintenance respiration; Rgrowth,
growth respiration; Rs, soil respiration; Lf , leaf fall; ca, atmospheric carbon concentration; ci,
intercellular carbon concentration. Other variables are: PAR, photosynthetic active radiation; Tl,
Tsoil, Tstem, leaf, soil and wood temperature respectively; Ψl, leaf water potential; SCO2

, carbon
stored in the soil; θ, soil moisture content; pH, acidity; Zr, the rootzone depth.

(Rmaint). Growth respiration occurs when providing the energy required by the
biosynthesis of new tissues and mainly occurs in the leaves and to a lesser extent
in new shoots and roots. Growth respiration is proportional to the growth rate of the
plant. Maintenance respiration is the energy required to maintain all tissues and is
proportional to the living biomass of the plant. Heterotrophic respiration occurs by
all non-carbon assimilating organisms (animals, fungi, bacteria etc). An important
part of heterotrophic respiration occurs in the soil, resulting from mineralization of
organic matter. This process is called soil respiration (Rs).

Evergreen trees continuously replace older leaves by new ones (Lf ), while deciduous
trees shed their leaves in winter. Also, fine roots grow new and are shed depending
on temperature and soil moisture availability. Plant litter is reworked by small soil
organisms to fine soil organic matter and partly mineralized (used as food supply) by
micro organisms, bacteria and fungi. The conversion of litter and soil organic matter
to CO2, i.e. soil respiration, depends very much on soil moisture content and soil
temperature (e.g. Reichstein et al., 2003).

1.2.3 Connecting the carbon and hydrological cycle

In a forest ecosystem the carbon and hydrological cycle are closely connected. The
most important connections are through the stomatal conductance and the leaf area.
The stomatal conductance influences both the transpiration and the carbon flux; when
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carbon enters the leaf during carbon assimilation water transpires from the leaf.

The available energy from radiation, atmospheric vapor pressure deficit and atmo-
spheric conductance (which depends on wind speed and atmospheric stability) to-
gether determine the atmospheric capacity for evaporation. This means that, when-
ever the plant opens its stomata to allow CO2 to enter the leaves, it will also lose
a certain amount water to the atmosphere. The loss of water will decrease the leaf
water potential (Ψl), which causes a gradient in water potential between the soil and
the leaf. During favorable soil moisture conditions the plant replenishes this by taking
up water through the roots. The flux of water that is maintained, depends on conduc-
tances within the soil, between soil and roots, within the plant and finally the stomatal
conductance. All these conductances decrease at low water potentials. If the flow of
water from the soil to the leaf is large enough to sustain what is lost through evapo-
ration, the leaf water potential will remain more or less constant, and transpiration
persists. However, in case the soil becomes drier, the root water uptake diminishes,
causing a more negative leaf water potential. If the leaf water potential decreases,
the stomata begin to close, stomatal conductance decreases, and eventually the plant
will cease to transpire water. This is a defense mechanism of the plant against losing
too much water, i.e., wilting. This implies that the plant can no longer take up CO2

from the atmosphere, inhibiting carbon assimilation and plant growth stops. There
are more conditions at which stomata close, such as at low light intensities (in winter
and at night) and at high and low temperatures.

Another feedback between transpiration and carbon assimilation is through the leaf
temperature. When stomata open during the day transpiration starts. This latent
heat flux has a cooling effect on the leaf. The leaf temperature in turn influences the
opening of the stomata itself, but also the biochemical activity within the leaf and
therefore carbon assimilation.

Additionally, the carbon and hydrological cycle are coupled through soil respiration.
Soil respiration is, apart from temperature, also strongly influenced by soil moisture
conditions.

Another important link between the hydrological and carbon cycle is through the
LAI which is largely a function of biomass. A high LAI causes a high interception
capacity and therefore, under favorable atmospheric circumstances, a high canopy in-
terception evaporation. Also transpiration will be high under favorable atmospheric
circumstances, because more radiation is absorbed and the amount of stomata in-
creases. However, high interception evaporation and transpiration lead to drier soil
conditions and therefore again limited transpiration, more water stress, closing stom-
ata, and less carbon assimilation. This in turn reduces the amount of leaf area and
biomass. These feedbacks cause a dynamic equilibrium to develop between biomass
and LAI and moisture availability.

Many (hydrological) models use a fixed ratio of assimilation rate and transpiration
rate during the season or even during the day. This ratio is called water use efficiency
(WUE). Based on the description of the connections between the hydrological and
carbon cycle it can be seen that using a fixed ratio of assimilation rate and transpira-
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tion rate (water use efficiency, WUE) during the season or even during the day can
lead to large errors in either assimilation or transpiration rates.

1.3 Influence of groundwater in temperate climate

In the temperate climate zone vegetation growth is limited by several factors: light,
water and nutrients. Because in temperate climates precipitation exceeds evaporation,
groundwater bodies develop with shallow water tables, at least in areas with a per-
meable substrate. This makes vegetation in a temperate climate if not groundwater
controlled certainly groundwater influenced.

In summer periods, the soil moisture content drops as a consequence of increased
evapotranspiration due to increased solar radiation and higher temperatures. Soil
moisture contents can become so low that evapotranspiration and carbon assimilation
are hampered and restrict vegetation growth. The presence of groundwater near the
rootzone can (partly) prevent growth reduction. On the other hand if groundwater is
too close to the surface (during part of the year), a shortage of oxygen can occur, i.e.,
oxygen stress (Feddes et al., 1978; Bartholomeus et al., 2008b). Within landscapes
with sufficient relief these processes can occur at the same time, as water stress occurs
upslope and oxygen stress occurs in the valley.

Different species have adapted to different soil moisture conditions. E.g. Quercus
robur and Pinus sylvestris grow at relatively dry locations and Betula pubescens and
Alnus glutinosa can live at nearly saturated locations, whereas Fagus sylvatica can
grow in between; this is of course, also depending on substrate and soil type. This
differentiation causes a zonation in vegetation along a hillslope to develop, e.g., Figure
1.3 and Falinski & Falinska (1986).

At the same time upslope-downslope interactions can occur, where upslope changes
influence downslope processes. For example, forest clearing upslope can temporarily
cause more groundwater recharge, and therefore wetter conditions downslope. Chang-
ing climate conditions, e.g., a decrease in precipitation, affecting the soil moisture
content, can cause vegetation zones to shift up or down along the slope. This shift in
its turn can influence the groundwater level along the entire slope. These interactions
ask for a coupled approach to study vegetation and groundwater processes.

1.4 Adaptation to climate change

Both vegetation and hydrology are influenced by climate change and both have been
subject to many field, experimental and modeling studies. Field studies and experi-
ments show a complex response of vegetation to temperature rise, precipitation change
and atmospheric CO2 rise. These responses occur at different spatial and temporal
scales.

The physiological responses of a plant to increased atmospheric CO2 concentration is
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on vegetation composition in old growth forest in Bia lowieża, East Poland (Bosch, 2006).
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to reduce its stomatal conductance (e.g. Medlyn et al., 2001; Kruijt et al., 2008). The
decrease in stomatal conductance results in reduced transpiration of the plant. At the
same time the increase in CO2 causes higher carbon assimilation rates and net primary
production, resulting in a higher biomass, which induces transpiration. Most studies
to the increased carbon concentration effect are based on short measurement periods
on plants and young (small) trees. The long term effect of increased atmospheric CO2

concentration on tree species is not clear, also because the interactions with other
limiting factors like nutrients and water availability are not well known (Karnosky,
2003).

Temperature rise affects vegetation physiologically by increasing the biochemical ac-
tivity. Both carbon assimilation and respiration are expected to increase, but the
net effect on vegetation growth is unclear and depends also on other environmental
conditions (Saxe et al., 2001). Also evapotranspiration is expected to increase as a
result of temperature rise, which directly influences hydrology. In case of deciduous
trees, a temperature increase also affects phenology, as the growing season is extended.
This results in an extended period of carbon assimilation and respiration and thus
influences vegetation growth. The change in phenology also affects hydrology as tran-
spiration and interception evaporation are influenced as well. The exact reaction of
phenology is however uncertain, because the true mechanisms are not yet understood
and the relation between phenology and day length is also strong (Saxe et al., 2001).

Changes in precipitation amount and patterns directly influence hydrology as it de-
termines the amount of water available for interception evaporation, vegetation tran-
spiration and groundwater recharge. Changes in precipitation influence vegetation
through soil moisture. This influences (fine) root growth and growth of mycorrhiza
and therefore root water uptake. In the longer term, vegetation can respond to for
instance drier soil moisture conditions by investing more resources to the root sys-
tem instead of above ground biomass to enlarge its root system. Periods of droughts
also influence LAI and therefore interception evaporation, which again influences the
hydrological part of the system.

All these changes in climate conditions also influence the vegetation structure and pat-
terns. Shifts in vegetation zones are expected to occur as a result of temperature rise
and changes in precipitation. On a global scale vegetation zones are expected to shift
to higher latitudes and on a local scale zones are expected to shift to higher altitudes.
Due to changes in precipitation shifts in vegetation can occur, where drought tolerant
species replace wet tolerant species and vice versa (Smith et al., 1992; Emanuel et al.,
1985).

1.5 Numerical modeling of vegetation

The previous section mentions many feedbacks in the vegetation response to climate
change. Field experiments have limitations when trying to quantify the effect of cli-
mate change on vegetation systems. This is partly caused by the long response time
of vegetation systems to changes in environmental conditions. Therefore long lasting
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field experiments have to be conducted. Also the large scale effects on vegetation
structure and shifts in zonation are difficult to study, as the complete vegetation
system has to be subjected to artificial climate conditions, which is logistically impos-
sible. Geographical substitution can be a solution, where comparable ecosystems (in
terms of vegetation type, substrate, exposure, slope angle etc.) at different locations,
but with different climate conditions are compared. This approach also has limita-
tions, because it is difficult to isolate the effect of climate, as in reality there will also
be simultaneous changes in other environmental conditions.

The effect of climate change on hydrological systems is also far from straightforward.
It depends heavily on how vegetation reacts to changes in precipitation, temperature
and atmospheric CO2 concentration. Changes in vegetation affect the hydrological
system through changes in interception evaporation and transpiration, while changes
in hydrology feed-back on vegetation (Eagleson, 1978). A sound analysis of hydro-
logical sensitivity to climate change thus demands a coupled vegetation-hydrology
approach, i.e., eco-hydrological models (Rodriguez-Iturbe, 2000).

Numerical or computer models can help understand and predict the reaction of eco-
hydrological systems to climate change. Using numerical models, the often non-
linear, vegetation processes and their reaction to climate change can be combined
and studied. The many non-linear relationships make the model outcomes highly
involved and difficult to predict beforehand. The presence of so many non-linear
relations necessitates a vegetation model that is as bio-physically based as possible
and a hydrological model that is equally physically sound.

Many vegetation growth models have been developed for and used in climate change
studies. Here a short overview is given, without the ambition to be complete. Exist-
ing vegetation models that are used to predict climate change effects on vegetation
systems are mostly designed to make predictions on a large (global) scale (e.g. Friend
et al., 1997; Prentice et al., 1993; Sitch et al., 2003). These models are highly com-
plex in all the processes that they include. However, these models are basically point
models and lack many local interactions and feedbacks and as well as interactions
between different cells. They do compare well with other point models (e.g. Dufrêne
et al., 2005), which are also used to predict the effect of climate change. For instance
Davi et al. (2006) used a physiologically based multi-layer model to simulate different
forests and the effect of transient climate change up to 2100. They investigated sensi-
tivity of water and carbon fluxes to climate change. As the model that they used was
a point model, it contained only one species and did not include groundwater dynam-
ics. Haxeltine et al. (1996) introduced a form of competition in an equilibrium based
vegetation model. The competition is based on the predicted net primary production
of a certain plant functional type. The species with the highest expected net primary
production is selected as the occurring species. Another option to allow for local
competition and local scale variations in soil moisture and vegetation competition is
using Lotka Volterra type equations (e.g. Arora & Boer, 2006).

Forest gap models (e.g. Botkin et al., 1972; Leemans & Prentice, 1989) simulate
forest growth based on growth of individual trees and have been used to determine
the effect of climate on forest composition (e.g. Fischlin et al., 1995). Many of these
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forest gap models simulate establishment, growth and mortality of individual trees on
small patches of land (often 1000m2) as a function of species natural histories and the
extrinsic and intrinsic conditions of the stand. These models are however horizontally
non-explicit. Forest development at a larger spatial scale is estimated by averaging
the successional patterns of these patches from a multitude of simulation runs.

Models such as Forest-BGC (Running & Coughlan, 1988) that are meant to simulate
forest growth at the scales of decades to centuries tend to simplify some relationships.
Forest-BGC calculates evaporation using Penman-Monteith and a reduction based on
the stomatal conductance at low leaf water potentials, that is directly coupled to soil
water storage. Assimilation in Forest-BGC is based on a maximum rate and reduction
factors for water (based on canopy water content), light nutrients and temperature.
Vegetation growth and dynamics are not modeled.

Another class of models consists of models that simulate crop growth. These are
meant to simulate crop growth throughout the season. However, they have been
applied to natural vegetation at the landscape scale. These models are somewhat
more empirical. For instance, the WAVES model (Zhang & Dawes, 1998) as well
as the crop growth model WOFOST (Boogaard et al., 1998) (also part of SWAP,
van Dam et al. (2008)) calculates transpiration with Penman-Monteith and uses a
maximum assimilation rate that is reduced by multiplication factors for soil moisture,
nutrients and temperature.

In hydrological models vegetation dynamics are often (over)simplified. Early ap-
proaches to include vegetation into hydrological models are most often limited to
evapotranspiration and the factors directly influencing it like LAI and soil moisture
content (e.g. Abbott et al., 1986a; Wigmosta et al., 1994; Famiglietti et al., 1992). In
the field of hydrology an increased interest seems to exist in the effect of vegetation on
the water balance. Vegetation models of varying complexity have been developed, but
these models mostly focus on water limited systems (e.g. Rodriguez-Iturbe & Porpo-
rato, 2004; Daly et al., 2004; Laio et al., 2009; Tamea et al., 2009). One of the recent
approaches are based on optimality principles in vegetation functioning (e.g. van der
Tol et al., 2008b,a; Schymanski et al., 2009). These models do however all simulate
static vegetation and the interaction with groundwater is absent. There are only a few
studies combining a vegetation model and a hydrological model. Band et al. (1993)
used the Forest-BGC (Running & Gower, 1991) to simulate forest carbon, water and
nitrogen budgets at a stand level and combined it with TOPMODEL (Beven, 1979)
which is a quasi-distributed hydrological model. However, vegetation in this model is
still static in the sense that there is no competition or growth. Other combinations
of vegetation and hydrological models seem nonexistent.

To be able to make predictions about the hydrological system under climate change,
vegetation dynamics need to be included. Using only predefined response functions
as are used in hydrological models neglects effects like increased LAI, changes in
stomatal conductance (resulting from change in CO2 concentration) and shifts in
vegetation types.

The model that is eventually developed in this study includes many of the men-
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tioned omissions in existing models. It operates at a landscape scale, includes lateral
hydrological connections through groundwater flow and vegetation dynamics. The
latter include, bio-physically based carbon assimilation and transpiration, vegetation
growth, inter-species light competition and the response to both water and oxygen
stress.

1.6 Research questions

The discussion above shows the complexity of manifold non-linear relations of ecosys-
tem response to climate change and addresses knowledge gaps at the hillslope scale.
This thesis especially focuses on the knowledge gaps that arise from the lack of inter-
disciplinary approaches between hydrological and ecological studies. An integrated
approach is used to determine the effect of climate change on groundwater influ-
enced vegetation systems, where vegetation influences hydrology and vice versa. This
enables the assessment of the effect of climate change on hydrology including soil
moisture dynamics and lateral connections in the landscape through groundwater,
in combination with vegetation dynamics including competition for light and water.
Hence the following research questions will be answered:

1. Can a quantitative framework, on a hydrological basis, be formulated to under-
stand groundwater, soil water and vegetation dynamics in groundwater influ-
enced ecosystems?

2. What is the influence of the presence of a static groundwater table on vegetation
dynamics and water fluxes?

3. What is the effect of spatio-temporal groundwater dynamics on vegetation
growth in an eco-hydrological system?

4. What is the effect of climate change on vegetation in a groundwater influenced
hillslope ecosystem under temperate climate conditions?

5. To what extent can the concept of water and oxygen stress of vegetation be used
in systems that are also light limited?

6. Which findings in this study are important for the disciplines of hydrology,
ecology and climatology?

1.7 Thesis outline

The first four research questions will be answered based on studies presented in Chap-
ter 2 to 5. In Chapter 2 a quantitative framework on a hydrological basis is described
for understanding groundwater, soil water and vegetation dynamics in groundwater
influenced ecosystems, where the groundwater is dynamic but the vegetation static.
In Chapter 3 the influence of groundwater on vegetation dynamics and water fluxes in
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Figure 1.4 Thesis outline. The way groundwater and vegetation dynamics are simulated in Chapters
2 to 5 and the analysis that has been performed.

the hydrological system are shown, based on an advanced dynamic vegetation model
and static groundwater. The effect of spatio-temporal groundwater dynamics on veg-
etation growth in an eco-hydrological system is shown based on the model described
in 3 and a dynamic variably saturated hydrological model in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5
the combined model is subsequently used to investigate the effect of climate change on
vegetation in a groundwater influenced hillslope ecosystem under temperate climate
conditions.

Figure 1.4 provides a diagram of the way groundwater and vegetation are treated in
the various chapters; static or dynamic. Also the mode of analysis is indicated, i.e.,
usage of a sensitivity analysis of environmental parameters or of a climate scenario
analysis. It can be seen that the model gradually moves toward a more dynamic and
complex model.

In Chapter 6 the first four research questions are discussed based on the results
presented in Chapters 2 to 5. Then the last two questions concerning the concept
of water and oxygen stress of vegetation in systems that are also light limited and
relevance of the findings of this research for the disciplines of hydrology, ecology
and climatology are discussed. From these discussions recommendations for further
research emerge.
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2 Groundwater - soil water - vege-

tation dynamics in a temperate

forest ecosystem along a slope

This chapter has been published as:
Brolsma, R. J. and M. F. P. Bierkens (2007), Groundwater-soil water-vegetation dy-
namics in a temperate forest ecosystem along a slope. Water Resources Research, 43.

Abstract

Groundwater can have a profound effect on water availability to vegetation in temper-
ate climate regions. Here we attempt to model groundwater, soil water and vegetation
dynamics in groundwater controlled ecosystems and assess how these depend on cli-
mate and topography. We focus on the possible location of a boundary between two
vegetation types on a slope. One vegetation type is adapted to wetter soil moisture
conditions and one is adapted to drier conditions. We hypothesized that the vegeta-
tion type boundary along the slope in climax state is located where the slope-average
evapotranspiration is highest and/or where vegetation stress is minimal. Vegetation
stress is a combination of occurring water stress as defined by Porporato et al. (2001)
and a newly defined oxygen stress, that results from anaerobic conditions. To study
this system we built a 2-dimensional model of saturated-unsaturated flow along a
slope in which the abundance of two vegetation types varied along the slope. The
results show that boundary between the vegetation types based on maximum evap-
otranspiration occurs at approximately the same location as that is predicted based
on minimum plant stress. When precipitation increases the boundary between the
two vegetation types moves up slope. Sensitivity of the location of the vegetation
boundary to changes in precipitation decreases with increasing slope angle.

2.1 Introduction

In lowland areas within temperate climate regions, groundwater has a profound ef-
fect on the moisture availability to vegetation. Groundwater influences soil moisture
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through capillary rise, especially in summer. Recently, many studies have been per-
formed on the interaction between vegetation and soil moisture availability. Many
of these studies have been directed to vegetation dynamics and patterning in wa-
ter limited ecosystems. The multitude of studies can roughly be divided into stud-
ies focusing on stochastic soil moisture dynamics and rainfall intermittency (Milly,
1993; Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1999; Laio et al., 2001; van Wijk & Rodriguez-Iturbe,
2002; Porporato et al., 2004) and studies focusing on self organized patchiness caused
by vegetation-infiltration feedbacks (Klausmeier, 1999; HilleRisLambers et al., 2001;
van de Koppel et al., 2002; Rietkerk et al., 2002; von Hardenberg et al., 2001). Also,
quite a few studies focus on vegetation patterns in bogs and wetland ecosystems,
mainly along the line of feedback mechanisms involving either water logging (Swan-
son & Grigal, 1988; Couwenberg & Joosten, 2005) or nutrient stress (Rietkerk et al.,
2004).

From this review it follows that eco-hydrological studies have so far seldom included
groundwater flow and soil water-groundwater interactions and mainly focus on ex-
treme ecosystems like bogs and semi-arid grasslands. Although there is much litera-
ture on hillslope hydrology, e.g. (Kirkby, 1978; Brutsaert, 1994; Troch et al., 2003),
except for Ridolfi et al. (2003), most eco-hydrological modeling studies have been
performed on flat areas, discarding the influence of relief. However, on slopes in tem-
perate climate regions gradients exist from dry soil conditions on upper slopes to wet
soil conditions on lower slopes. These gradients cause a change in vegetation type
from drought-adapted to vegetation adapted to wet conditions. Redistribution of wa-
ter and nutrients play an important role in these systems; e.g. upslope hydrological
processes influence downslope moisture availability. In this article we will investi-
gate the dynamics of such a gradient type system. We will limit ourselves to water
redistribution.

The aim of the research presented here is to provide a quantitative framework for
understanding groundwater, soil water and vegetation dynamics in groundwater con-
trolled ecosystems, and to assess how these depend on climate and topography. This
is achieved by creating a model to study the interactions between vegetation compo-
sition, aquifer thickness and slope angle on vegetation stress, evapotranspiration and
soil moisture content.

With this model two optimality assumptions are compared. The first assumption
is that ecosystems strive to a maximum transpiration and the second assumption is
that ecosystems strive to minimize plant stress. The first assumption is based on the
hypothesis that natural selection maximizes the energy flux through the system, so
far as compatible with the constraints to which the system is subject (Lotka, 1922),
or as formulated by Odum (1983) natural systems tend to maximize the flow of useful
energy. We use transpiration as a proxy for energy flow and production. The second
assumption is based on Eagleson (1982), suggesting that vegetation canopy density
will equilibrate with the climate and soil parameters to minimize the water stress.

Compared to previous work on dynamic modeling of the relation between hydrology
and vegetation patterning this study adds a number of novel features. First, we
consider lateral groundwater flow and groundwater dependent ecosystems; second, a
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the 2-dimensional hydrological model, also showing the ge-
ometry of the slope. The variables are explained in the text.

full gradient of wet-to-dry conditions is considered by analyzing the type-distribution
along a slope; third, analogous to water stress (Porporato et al., 2001) we introduce
oxygen stress to measure the effect of site conditions becoming too wet for a given
pant species; fourth, we analyze how different fitness criteria, i.e. productivity and
plant stress, determine the boundary between vegetation types.

The remaining part of the paper is set up as follows. First the developed model will
be presented and the model experiments will be described. Then the outcomes of
the model experiments will be shown, followed by an investigation of the effects of
variations in rainfall input, vegetation composition and slope geometry on the model
outcomes.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Model description

We developed a quasi 2-dimensional hydrological model to investigate and quantify
the influence of slope angle, precipitation input and vegetation composition on the
hydrological system. Figure 2.1 gives a schematic overview of this model.

Climatic forcing, interception and evapotranspiration

The climatic input for the model is generated by a stochastic weather generator, devel-
oped by Richardson (1981), which generates precipitation, minimum and maximum
temperature and wind speed on a daily time step based on statistical properties. We
focused on the temperate climate of The Netherlands, which has an average yearly pre-
cipitation of 700 mm and an average evapotranspiration of 450 mm. The probability
of a wet day varies between 0.43 in June and 0.68 in November. All used parameters
for weather generation were for monthly periods and can be found in van der Voet
et al. (1996). The other variables needed for calculating evaporation, i.e., radiation
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and humidity, were calculated from day number and the simulated temperature using
equations summarized in Allen et al. (1998).

Precipitation P [LT−1] can either be intercepted by the vegetation or directly reach
the soil surface. This direct throughfall (Pd) is determined by the canopy gap fraction
fgap · P . Here we have taken fgap=0.2, which is the average from van Wijk & Bouten
(2001). The intercepted precipitation (1 − fgap) · P evaporates from the canopy and
is calculated using the Penman equation for evaporation of open water (E0 [LT−1]).
The maximum interception by the canopy is limited by the interception capacity and
the maximum E0 per day. The water that does not evaporate within one day reaches
the soil surface as indirect throughfall Pi [LT−1]:

Pi =















0
if (1 − fgap)P < min(E0, LAI · IntCap/∆t)

(1 − fgap)P −min(E0, LAI · IntCap/∆t)
if (1 − fgap)P > min(E0, LAI · IntCap/∆t)

, (2.1)

in which LAI is the leaf area index (L2 leaf L−2 ground), IntCap is the interception
capacity (L3 L−2 leaf) and ∆t is the time step at which meteorological forcing is
evaluated (1 day in our case). Total throughfall Pn is the sum of direct and indirect
throughfall:

Pn = Pd + Pi, (2.2)

In the model vegetation does not develop in time and is assumed to be in a mature
state. The temporal variation of leaf area index (phenology) is modelled based on a
temperature index, where LAI increases linearly from LAImin to LAImax as soon as
the 10-day average temperature T10 > 10 OC and decreases linearly to LAImin again
if T10 < 10 OC. The rate of rise and decline of LAI is taken as (LAImax−LAImin)/30
[day−1].

No transpiration occurs as long as intercepted water evaporates. Transpiration is
calculated using the Penman-Monteith equation and is additionally controlled by the
root water uptake and the LAI.

ET =
LAI

LAImax
F (ψ)Ep, (2.3)

where ET is transpiration [LT−1], Ep is potential evapotranspiration calculated with
Penman-Monteith [LT−1] and F (ψ) is a root water uptake reduction function [-].

Root water uptake occurs from the rootzone and depends on its matric potential ψ [L]
and is modelled using the Feddes et al. (1978) root water uptake reduction function.
The function is shown in Figure 2.2 for two vegetation types (see hereafter). Note
that reduction occurs both in case of very dry soils as well as in case of soil saturation.
All vegetation parameters for the two different vegetation types (see section 2.2.2) are
given in table 2.1.

Hydrology

The hydrological model aims to describe the flow of water along a hillslope. We used
a simplified model, consisting of two coupled zones: a root zone where trees abstract
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Figure 2.2 Feddes’ root water uptake reduction function (left) and Feddes’ function converted to
static stress function (right)for both vegetation types. Wet and dry refer respectively to the vegeta-
tion type adapted to wet and dry soil moisture conditions. pF=log(-h), where h is in cm.

their water from and a groundwater zone. Although describing subsurface flow using
Richards’ Equation (Richards, 1931) was preferred, solving Richards’ Equation for
many hundreds of years taking account of intermittent saturation and drying of soil
and the occurrence of (intermittent) seepage zones is still cumbersome in terms of
computation time and robustness (i.e. guaranteed convergence). This becomes a
problem if many of these centennial-length runs are performed as in this study.

In our simplified model it is thus assumed that flow in the groundwater zone is hor-
izontal only and that a vertical exchange flux exists between the rootzone and the
groundwater zone. The assumption of the vertical flux between rootzone and ground-
water is warranted if a water table is present such that hydraulic gradients in the
rootzone are predominantly vertical and saturation and thus conductivity increases
with depth. The assumption of a horizontal flux in the groundwater zone is warranted
if the aquifer thickness is large enough and the slope is not too steep.

Figure 2.1 schematically shows the model set up. The model consists of two layers: the
(unsaturated) rootzone with vertical flow and the groundwater zone with horizontal
flow. The equation describing relative soil saturation s [-] in the rootzone is described
by the following ordinary differential equation defined for each location x along the
slope:

(θs − θr)Dr
ds

dt
= Pn(t) − qs(Pn, s) − ET (s, t) + qv(s, t), (2.4)

where s is the relative soil saturation [-] defined as s = (θ − θr)/(θs − θr)with θ
volumetric soil moisture content [-], Dr is the depth of the rootzone [L], θs is the
volumetric soil moisture content at saturation [-], θr is the residual volumetric soil
moisture content [-], qs is the surface runoff [LT−1] and qv is the vertical exchange flux
between the rootzone and groundwater [LT−1], i.e. percolation/groundwater recharge
(downward; negative) or capillary rise (upward; positive)
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Surface runoff qs occurs if precipitation exceeds the infiltration capacity which is taken
equal to the unsaturated conductivity [LT−1]. In case of rootzone saturation all net
input Pn is converted to runoff. Surface runoff is not modelled explicitly, but instantly
removed (weak sink) and cumulated as runoff. The vertical exchange flux is modelled
by applying Darcy’s law:

qv(s, h) = −K(s)

(

zs + ψ(s) − h

zs − h

)

, (2.5)

in which h is the elevation of the groundwater table at location x [L],K is the hydraulic
conductivity [LT−1] and zs is the surface elevation [L]. It can be seen that as long as
the matric potential in the rootzone is above −(zs − h) (i.e. equilibrium) percolation
occurs (qv < 0), while if it is smaller than −(zz − h) we have capillary rise (qv > 0).

Relationships between relative soil saturation, matric potential and unsaturated con-
ductivity are modelled using Mualem-Van Genuchten relationships (van Genuchten,
1980). Soil physical parameters are obtained from Carsel (1988) and are listed in
Table 2.1.

Lateral groundwater flow along the slope is modelled with the partial differential
equation:

n
∂h′

∂t
= Ks

∂

∂x

(

h′
∂h′

∂x
+ h′ tanα

)

− qv(s;h
′), (2.6)

where h′ = h − z the height of the water table with respect to the aquifer bottom,
Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the subsoil [LT−1], n is the drainable
porosity of the subsoil [-] and α is the slope angle.

The coupled equations 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 are solved by discretizing the slope into a finite
number of columns and using a finite-difference scheme which is explicit in time using
time steps of 0.01 day (note that the meteorological forcing enters the model as daily
averages). With regard to the coupling flux Equation 2.5, we note that during a single
integration step the amount of percolation/capillary rise cannot exceed the difference
between actual soil moisture store and the soil moisture store that would be obtained
in an equilibrium soil moisture profile seq. So, any location along the slope cannot
move from a percolation state to a state of capillary rise or vice versa during a single
integration step. It should also be noted that no storage and delay occurs in the flux
between rootzone and groundwater. If during the simulation the groundwater table
reaches the surface, i.e. a seepage zone develops along the lower parts of the slope
(Dunne et al., 1975), the vertical flux becomes a seepage flux (return flow). This
seepage is instantly removed and is added to the direct runoff (originating from non-
infiltrating throughfall) to form cumulated runoff. Obviously, all throughfall falling
on the seepage zone does not infiltrate, but adds to the direct runoff.

2.2.2 Plant stress

In a temperate climate, plants can suffer both from a shortage of water (water stress)
as well as from a shortage of oxygen (anaerobic or oxygen stress)(Feddes et al., 1978).
The latter occurs at relatively high moisture contents, causing a lack of oxygen, which
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Table 2.1 Used soil parameters

Variable Value Description Source

θr 0.02 residual soil moisture content Carsel (1988)
θs 0.46 saturated soil moisture content Carsel (1988)
n 1.89 van Genuchten Carsel (1988)
α (cm−1) 0.075 van Genuchten Carsel (1988)
Ks (m/d) 1.061 saturated conductivity Carsel (1988)
rz (m) 1 thickness rootzone
D (m) 5 aquifer thickness

Table 2.2 Used parameters for vegetation

Vegetation type Wet Dry

h1 (m) -0.01 -0.15
h2 (m) -0.05 -0.3
h3 (m) -1 -10
h4 (m) -20 -80
θ1 0.4585 0.3204
θ2 0.4309 0.2150
θ3 0.0925 0.0294
θ4 0.0251 0.0215
IntCap (mm) 0.366 interception capacity, per unit leaf area
LAImin 0.01 minimum leaf area index
LAImax 4.1 maximum leaf area index
LAIgap 0.2 gap factor of canopy
k 0.5 plant damage parameter
q 1 nonlinearity parameter for plant stress

is necessary for root water uptake in the rootzone. Porporato et al. (2001) designed
a method to calculate water stress. They distinguished between static and dynamic
stress. Static stress gauges the ”state of stress” of a plant at a given time, while dy-
namic stress is a measure of total stress that a plant has experienced over a prolonged
period of time taking into account the frequency and the mean length of the water
stress period that a plant has experienced during a growing season. In analogy to
the concept designed by Porporato et al. (2001) we introduce the concept of oxygen
stress.

Static stress (Figure 2.2) is stress that a plant experiences without memory of previous
stress. The soil moisture content below which static water stress ζw begins is equal
to θ3 and maximum static water stress is reached at θ4, where static water stress is
1. These correspond to the potentials h3 and h4 from the Feddes function. Static
oxygen stress ζo is calculated in a similar way using θ1 and θ2. The static water and
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oxygen stress are formulated as:

ζw =

{ (

θ3−θt
θ3−θ4

)q

if θ4 < θt < θ3

1 if θt < θ4
(2.7)

and

ζo =

{ (

θ1−θt
θ1−θ2

)q

if θ2 < θt < θ1

1 if θt > θ1
, (2.8)

where θt is the soil moisture content at time t and q is a measure of non-linearity of
the effects of soil moisture deficit and plant conditions. Since this non-linearity is still
poorly understood, q is given the value 1.

The dynamic water stress during an entire growing season is then calculated using
(Porporato et al., 2001):

Stressw =

(

ζw
′
· Tsw

k · Tseas

)1/
√
ns

, (2.9)

where ζw
′

is the average static water stress of a plant during the period it is under
water stress (i.e. for days where ζw > 0), Tseas is the mean length of a growing season
(period during which LAI > LAImin), Tsw is the mean duration of a water stress
period, k is a parameter which is a threshold where damage occurs to a plant and
ns is the frequency at which stress occurs. Here dynamic oxygen stress is defined
analogously:

Stresso =

(

ζo
′
· Tso

k · Tseas

)1/
√
ns

, (2.10)

where ζo
′

is the average static oxygen stress of a plant during the period it is under
oxygen stress and Tso is the mean duration of a oxygen stress period. Total stress is
then defined by a multiplicative model of dynamic water and oxygen stress:

Stresstot = 1 − (1 − Stressw) · (1 − Stresso) . (2.11)

2.2.3 Model runs

Two vegetation types have been defined, one adapted to wet soil moisture conditions
and one favoring dry soil conditions. The vegetation types only differ in their re-
action to water availability through root water uptake, i.e. the Feddes parameters
(Table 2.2). The vegetation type favoring dry conditions is comparable to Quercus
robur (oak). The vegetation type favoring wet conditions represents Alnus glutinosa
(alder). Alnus glutinosa has the capability to transport oxygen through its roots to
the rootzone, enabling root water uptake under (near) saturated conditions. The
abundance of each of the vegetation types is varied along the slopes, between 0% and
100%, whereby the total vegetation coverage is always 100%. The vegetation type
favoring the wet conditions is always on the lower part of the slope. We assume a
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strict zonation of vegetation to exist (Falinski & Falinska, 1986; Hack & Goodlett,
1960) and therefore no mixture of vegetation types occurs.

The influence of change in climatic forcing is limited to variations in precipitation.
The baseline scenario is based on the current rainfall regime of The Netherlands. We
studied two cases. In the first case the rainfall amount was changed by multiplying
the baseline rainfall amount per day by a factor to obtain two dry scenarios with only
80 and 90% of yearly precipitation, and three wet scenarios with 110, 120 and 130 of
yearly precipitation. In the second case we increased the probability of a rainy day
after a dry day to increase frequency of rain events, such that again rainfall amounts of
80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, 120% and 130% of the yearly rainfall amount were obtained.

To test if the hydrological model showed the expected dynamic behavior we performed
a model run in which we looked at the system’s response to a constant forcing, i.e. a
constant influx (throughfall) of 2 mm/d and potential evapotranspiration of 1 mm/d.
Assuming only oak as vegetation type we calculated the temporal variation along the
slope of the following variables: groundwater table, transpiration and rootzone soil
moisture content.

To quantify the influence of the main physical parameters of the slope, we varied
the slope angle and the thickness of the aquifer. First we performed simulations
with three different slope angles: 3, 5 (baseline) and 10% using the baseline rainfall
scenario. Secondly the aquifer thickness was investigated using thicknesses of 3, 6
(baseline) and 12 m. Finally we investigated the combined effect of varying slope
angle and rainfall amount.

Runs of 150 years were performed where the first 50 years were used as spin up
of the system to reach an approximately ’equilibrium’ state and were not used in
the analysis. Of the last 100 years daily fluxes (evapotranspiration, runoff, qv and
interception), water stress, oxygen stress and soil moisture content were stored.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Hydrological test run

First we have performed a test run to investigate behavior of the hydrological model.
Thereto we applied a constant throughfall of 2 mm/d and a constant potential evap-
otranspiration of 1 mm/d to the system, starting with an ”empty” model. Figure
2.3 shows the resulting temporal development of the groundwater table, soil moisture
content and transpiration for t=1,5, 8 and 15 years. It can be seen that after approx-
imately one year the soil moisture content reaches a fixed level, at which it remains
approximately constant for five years as a consequence of an almost equilibrium be-
tween throughfall, qv and ET . When groundwater reaches the bottom of the rootzone
at the lower part of the slope, the soil moisture content quickly rises above θ3 causing
a reduction in root water uptake and therefore an accelerated increase in moisture
content and groundwater rise. After about 13 year an equilibrium is reached, i.e.
water that was evaporated first is now discharged from the seepage zone.
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Figure 2.3 The figure at the top shows the transpiration of the vegetation along the slope, the middle
figure shows the relative soil moisture content and the figure at the bottom shows the height of the
groundwater level for 1, 5, 8 and 15 years after starting the hydrological test run. The grey lines in
the figure at the bottom show the lower and upper boundary of the aquifer and the rootzone.

2.3.2 Vegetation

First we compare the different vegetation scenarios (Figure 2.4) focusing on the 100%
oak and the 50% oak - 50% alder runs. In both runs water stress is absent on the
lowest part of the slope, because the soil moisture content is near saturation or at
least above θ1. The stress then increases abruptly at 5-6% of the slope. In the 100%
oak run the stress increases along the slope to a value of 0.42 and then remains almost
constant at the upper part of the slope. In the 50% oak/alder run water stress reaches
a value of 0.95 on the part where alder is present, since alder experiences water stress
at relatively high soil moisture values. Water stress drops again at the boundary
between oak and alder to about 0.42. The maximum value of stress on the upper
part of the slope for both the oak and alder vegetation in all runs is approximately
the same. Only the run with 100% alder shows less stress which can be explained by
the fact that on the higher part of the slope oak, which has a relatively high ET, is
not present, causing a higher groundwater level and wetter rootzone conditions down
slope.

The oxygen stress is highest for oak causing very high stress on the lowest part of the
slope in the runs where oak is present in this part of the slope. Alder only experiences
oxygen stress in the lowest 2 cells of the slope, where the soil water content is above
θ1 for a large part of the growing season.
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Figure 2.4 The left figure shows the oxygen stress for the baseline precipitation scenario for three
different vegetation runs (0, 50 and 100% alder). Position is the location along the slope (0 is lowest
point and 100 the highest point). The right figure shows water stress for the same runs.

2.3.3 Influence of rainfall amount

To investigate the influence of rainfall on the vegetation stress and ET we used sce-
narios with 80, 90 100, 110, 120 and 130% of the actual precipitation, by changing
the amount of rain per day, or the number of days it rains. We will first focus on the
results of changing the amount of rain per day. Figure 2.5 shows the influence of the
location of the vegetation boundary on the water and oxygen stress for the different
rainfall scenarios for the system as a whole.

First we will focus on the baseline run (1.0 times normal precipitation). Water stress
for the system as a whole, i.e. the spatial mean of the local stress, increases when the
boundary between the vegetation types moves up slope, i.e. when the percentage of
alder increases. Water stress increases continually when the boundary moves up slope,
while oxygen stress decreases. The decrease in oxygen stress mainly occurs at the lower
part of the slope where it strongly decreases before stabilizing. The mean oxygen stress
for the complete slope is approximately 10 times smaller than the mean water stress.
Figure 2.5 also shows that water stress decreases for all vegetation boundary positions
with increasing precipitation levels, while the oxygen stress increases.

The combined water-oxygen stress (Figure 2.6) shows a minimum stress value for each
of the rainfall scenarios. If we assume that the actual vegetation boundary in climax
state is at the position where the ecosystem as a whole experiences minimum stress,
we see that this location moves up slope as rainfall increases. A small test, changing
the value of q in Equations 2.7 and 2.8 to 2.0 and 3.0, showed only a slight change
in magnitude of the stress, but did not show any influence on the location of the
boundary where minimum stress occurs.

Similarly one can assume that the vegetation boundary in climax state lies at the
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Figure 2.5 Dynamic oxygen stress (left) and water stress (right) for the complete system per year
for the different locations of the vegetation boundary and different precipitation amount scenarios.
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Figure 2.6 Mean total dynamic stress for the complete system per year for the different locations of
the vegetation boundary and different precipitation amount scenarios. Circles indicate the minimum
values.

location where the ecosystem shows maximum productivity, with maximum evapo-
transpiration as a proxy. Figure 2.7 shows that this location also moves up the slope
as rainfall increases. Comparison of Figures 2.6 and 2.7 shows that both optimality
criteria result in similar behavior of the vegetation boundary and almost (but not
exactly) the same location of the vegetation boundary for a given rainfall amount.
It remains to be seen, whether either of these optimality criteria is found in real
ecosystems. They do however lead to comparable results.

Figure 2.8 shows the average soil moisture content of the rootzone of the system as a
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Figure 2.7 Mean evapotranspiration for the complete system per year for the different locations of
the vegetation boundary and different precipitation amount scenarios. Circles indicate the maximum
values.
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Figure 2.8 Mean soil moisture content for the complete system per year for the different locations of
the vegetation boundary and precipitation amount scenarios. Circles indicate the minimum values.

whole, showing that around the location of the vegetation boundary, the ecosystem
average soil moisture content is minimal. Although differences are small, this can be
attributed to the fact that higher evapotranspiration directly causes lower moisture
contents in the rootzone. It is interesting to see that a global optimality criterion
as maximum productivity leads to low soil moisture content, fact that can also be
deduced from local considerations: individuals must grow as fast as possible and take
up as much resources around them as possible to maximize their chances of survival.
This then leads to maximum productivity and maximum use of supplied resources for
the ecosystem as a whole (Kerkhoff et al., 2004).
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Figure 2.9 shows the different fractions of ET , interception (E0) and runoff for the
different rainfall scenarios where the boundary between vegetation type is such that
vegetation stress is minimal. For the baseline run the interception is 115 mm, av-
erage evapotranspiration along the slope is 461 mm and the total runoff is 129 mm.
When precipitation decreases with 20% interception decreases with only 5.2% and if
precipitation increases with 30% interception only increases with 5.5%. This may be
explained by the limited interception capacity causing more throughfall.

Average evapotranspiration decreases with 15.3% and increases with 20.2% with re-
spectively 80% and 130% of the actual precipitation. In the first case this results from
a decrease in throughfall causing a decrease in soil moisture and therefore less root
water uptake. The decrease of soil moisture content also causes a decrease in perco-
lation to the groundwater, which results in less runoff (50.1%). The second case is
the exact opposite; throughfall, soil moisture content, evapotranspiration and runoff
all increase.

2.3.4 Influence of rainfall frequency

To investigate the influence of the frequency of rainfall events we varied the probability
of a wet day following a dry day leading to scenarios of 80, 90 100, 110, 120 and 130%
of the actual precipitation. The general trend of Stress, ET and θ is quite similar
as that of increasing the amount of rain per day, and results are not shown. The
location of minimum stress is in both cases at approximately the same spot. However
the location of maximum ET reacts less in case of increased rainfall frequency. The
shifts of the location of minimum soil moisture content between runs are smaller as
well.

Figure 2.9 shows that changing the frequency and therefore the number of wet days re-
sults in larger changes in interception when compared to changing the rainfall amount
per day that it rains. The interception increases proportionately to the increase in
rainfall frequency, but when the rainfall amount per day is increased, the intercep-
tion store is more often exceeded, causing a less then proportionate influence on the
interception. Therefore, in the latter case, there is a stronger increase in throughfall
and infiltration, which causes a higher soil moisture content, which again results in a
stronger increase of ET . Because of the higher soil moisture content, qv is larger and
the change in runoff (seepage) amount is larger too.

2.3.5 Slope and aquifer thickness

Up to now all rainfall scenarios have been run with a slope angle of 5% and a total
thickness of the aquifer of 6 meters. To determine the influence of slope angle and
aquifer thickness on this system, we conducted runs with slope angles of 3 and 10%
and aquifer thicknesses of 3 and 12 meter. The results and a comparison with the
baseline scenario can be found in Table 2.3. The main influence of a smaller slope
angle of 3% is a decrease of runoff of 21.1 mm/y (16.5%) and an increase of ET with
21.1 mm (4.6%). A larger slope angle of 10% causes an increase of runoff of 17.7 mm
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Figure 2.9 Interception, ET and runoff at the maximum productivity of each precipitation scenario.
The influence of changing the amount of rainfall on days that it rains and the influence of changing
the number of days that is rains.

Table 2.3 Influence of slope and aquifer thickness on maximum evapotranspiration, position, mini-
mum stress, minimum θ, interception and runoff.

Slope angle(%) Aquifer thickness(m)

3 5 10 3 6 12

Max. evapotranspiration (mm/y) 487 462 444 475 462 457
Position 19 9 4 14 9 8
Min. stress 0.417 0.417 0.425 0.406 0.417 0.411
Position 11 6 3 9 6 6
Minimum θ 0.127 0.112 0.101 0.119 0.112 0.110
Position 19 8 4 13 8 6
Interception (mm/y) 115 115 115 115 115 115
Runoff (mm/y) 107 128 146 116 128 133

(13.8%) and a decrease of ET of (3.8%) for the entire slope. The main influence of
doubling aquifer thickness is a decrease in ET of 4.3 mm (0.9%) and an increase of
runoff of 3.4%. A thickness half of the normal thickness soil resulted in an increase
of ET of 12.4 mm (2.7%) and a decrease in runoff of 9.7%. An increasing slope angle
and an increasing aquifer thickness generally lead to higher discharge, drier soils and
smaller seepage zones. Consequently the boundary moves down slope.

Figure 2.10 shows the influence of the combined effect of changing slope angle and
rainfall amount on the location of the vegetation boundary based on minimum plant
stress. It can be seen that a decrease of slope steepness leads to higher vegetation
boundaries for all rainfall scenarios. This is caused by a decrease of the water table
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Figure 2.10 Influence of rainfall amount and slope (3, 5 and 10%) on the location of the boundary
between two vegetation types based on the minimum stress criterion.

gradient for gentle slopes and therefore lower discharge and higher moisture contents
in the rootzone. This results in an increase of oxygen stress rates at the lower part of
the slope and a decrease of water stress at the higher part of the slope. The sensitivity
of the vegetation boundary to varying rainfall amounts on steeper slopes is less then
on gentle slopes. This is because, for gentler slopes a smaller part of the rainfall
increase is converted to groundwater runoff leading to a larger increase of soil wetness
and a larger upslope shift of the vegetation boundary.

2.4 Discussion and conclusions

A 2-dimensional model of saturated-unsaturated flow along a hill slope was devel-
oped to investigate the interaction between hydrology and vegetation in groundwater
dependent ecosystems. We focused on the boundary between two vegetation types
along a hill slope under varying climatic and topographic conditions.

The concept of water stress as defined by Porporato et al. (2001) has been extended to
include oxygen stress. This seems a useful extension for evaluating vegetation stress in
groundwater influenced ecosystems. We have defined oxygen stress straightforwardly
as the conjugate of the water stress function. Obviously more research and validation
using field data is necessary to verify that the proposed oxygen stress function is
rightly modelled.

We tested two optimality hypotheses about the location of a location of the vegetation
boundary at climax state; first the boundary is there where the ET is at a maximum
and second the vegetation boundary is there where total plant stress is at a minimum
for the entire system. Our analysis shows that the locations where these criteria are
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met, are found at approximately the same location. The position where the maximum
evaporation is minimal approximately coincides with the location where slope-average
soil moisture is minimal.

As a result of varying precipitation inputs into an ecosystem the position of the
boundary between two vegetation types for which ET is maximal moves along the
slope. When precipitation increases the boundary moves up slope together with the
locations where stress and soil moisture content are minimal. This means that as
a result of increased precipitation the abundance of alder increases. In case of an
increase in rainfall amount per day, the shifts of the boundary are more pronounced
than in case of increasing the amount of wet days. Also the magnitude of the change
in amount of ET , Stress and soil moisture are more pronounced. This is caused by
the fact that increasing the amount of wet days, mainly increases the interception,
which decreases the effect on the other fluxes and the vegetation boundary. Joint
sensitivity analysis also shows that the effect of rainfall on the vegetation boundary
is more pronounced for gentle slopes than for steep slopes.

This paper presents a first attempt to understand vegetation distribution along a
groundwater influenced slope. We only considered static vegetation on a one-dimen-
sional slope where water and indirectly oxygen availability are the limiting factors.
Further understanding requires resolving a number of issues, many of which we are
working on at this moment. First, extending this approach to a two-dimensional
hillslope where actual vegetation patterns can be studied while considering transient
vegetation dynamics (i.e. growth and dispersal) will reveal how soil moisture and veg-
etation patterns interact in space and time. Second, in temperate climate ecosystems
such as considered here, water and oxygen stress only partly explain vegetation distri-
bution. Nutrient availability, light competition, forest fire and grazing are important
as well and should be included in the model.
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3 Vegetation competition model

for water and light limitation.

I: Model description, one-dimen-

sional competition and the

influence of groundwater

This chapter has been published as:
Brolsma, R. J., D. Karssenberg and M. F. P. Bierkens (2010), Vegetation competition
model for water and light limitation. I: Model description, one-dimensional competi-
tion and the influence of groundwater. Ecological Modelling 221, pp. 1348-1363.

Abstract

Vegetation growth models often concentrate on the interaction of vegetation with
soil moisture but usually omit the influence of groundwater. However the proximity
of groundwater can have a profound effect on vegetation growth, because it strongly
influences the spatial and temporal distribution of soil moisture and therefore wa-
ter and oxygen stress of vegetation. In two papers we describe the behavior of a
coupled vegetation-groundwater-soil water model including the competition for water
and light. In this first paper we describe the vegetation model, compare the model
to measured flux data and show the influence of water and light competition in one
dimension. In the second paper we focus on the influence of lateral groundwater
flow and spatial patterns along a hillslope. The vegetation model is based on a bio-
physical representation of the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum. Transpiration and
stomatal conductance depend both on atmospheric forcing and soil moisture content.
Carbon assimilation depends on environmental conditions, stomatal conductance and
biochemical processes. Light competition is driven by tree height and water compe-
tition is driven by root water uptake and its water and oxygen stress reaction. The
modeled and measured H2O and CO2 fluxes compare well to observations on both a
diurnal and a yearly timescale. Using an up-scaling procedure long simulation runs
were performed. These show the importance of light competition in temperate forests:
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once a tree is established under slightly unfavorable soil moisture conditions it can not
be outcompeted by smaller trees with better soil moisture uptake capabilities, both
in dry as in wet conditions. Performing the long simulation runs with a background
mortality rate reproduces realistic densities of wet and dry adapted tree species along
a wet to dry gradient. These simulations show that the influence of groundwater is
apparent for a large range of groundwater depths, by both capillary rise and water
logging. They also show that species composition and biomass have a larger influence
on the water balance in eco-hydrological systems than soil and groundwater alone.

3.1 Introduction

Within temperate climate zones vegetation growth is limited by water, light and
nutrients. Especially in lowland areas in the temperate climate zone groundwater can
have a profound effect on vegetation. This can occur indirectly through influence on
the rootzone soil moisture content and directly if groundwater is present within the
rootzone itself. Vegetation growth can be limited both as a result of a shortage as well
as a surplus of soil moisture, causing either water or oxygen stress. However in most
eco-hydrological modeling efforts thus far groundwater is not included (Rodriguez-
Iturbe et al., 2007).

Our aim is to determine the influence of groundwater on vegetation dynamics and on
the other hand show the effect of using an advanced vegetation model on the water
fluxes in the hydrological system. In this series of two articles a model is introduced
that is capable of simulating the coupled vegetation, soil water and groundwater
dynamics in temperate climates including both water and oxygen stress of vegetation.

Vegetation growth models can be divided into two main groups: The first group con-
sists of models that are based on the soil-plant-atmosphere-continuum (SPAC) (e.g.
Friend et al., 1997; Katul et al., 2003; Zavala, 2004; Daly et al., 2004). Carbon assim-
ilation is simulated in a biophysical way, or at least using parameters and variables
that have a physical meaning. Photosynthesis and root water uptake, as well as stom-
atal conductance are modeled explicitly in these models, while variation of ambient
variables is taken into account. Due to computational demands these models normally
run on a short timescale representing time series lasting at most a few days.

The second group are semi-empirical models (e.g. Parton, 1993; Running & Coughlan,
1988; Potter, 1993) that can run on a time scale from days to centuries. Vegetation
growth is usually modeled based on a maximum assimilation or growth rate that
depends on species type, irradiance or is calculated using the model of Farquhar et al.
(1980). This assimilation rate is then reduced based on empirical reduction functions
for water, nutrients and temperature. This group includes the majority of forest
growth models.

Although we are interested in long time series (up to a 1000 years) we chose to
use a SPAC type approach, because our goal is to create a model that can be used
under changing climate conditions. As described by Arora (2002) the simulation of
vegetation as a dynamic component of the soil-vegetation-atmosphere continuum in
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hydrological models is crucial when studying climate change and transient climate
scenarios. Therefore we chose to make the model as physically-based as possible. In
order to use a SPAC model on a timescale of 1000 years, an upscaling method was
developed that enables us to make long model runs with a daily time step, while
still taking into account the non-linearities in the reaction of vegetation in terms
of evapotranspiration and carbon assimilation to soil moisture content and (diurnal)
variation of atmospheric variables (radiation, temperature and vapor pressure deficit).

The model of Daly et al. (2004) has been used as starting point. This model simulates
the soil-plant-atmosphere-continuum and is for the main part physically-based. In
order to use this model for vegetation growth and competition in temperate climates
the model was expanded with i) light and water competition between vegetation types,
ii) oxygen limitation due to high soil moisture contents, iii) growth and respiration of
vegetation and iv) climatic forcing by a stochastic weather generator. Furthermore,
a temporal upscaling method was applied to make the vegetation model suitable for
daily time steps and long time series.

In this first article we describe the adapted vegetation model including one-dimension-
al water and light competition. To test the model, simulation results of evapotranspi-
ration and carbon dioxide fluxes are compared to eddy covariance measurements. A
comparison of fluxes is made based on a daily and a yearly timescale. Using this model
the influence of groundwater on the vegetation dynamics and soil moisture content on
different time scales as well as the influence of soil texture is determined. The results
show the importance of studying vegetation and hydrology including groundwater as
an integrated system.

The resulting vegetation model is used as a basis for a spatio-temporal vegetation
model coupled to a three-dimensional hydrological model. The second article (Brolsma
et al., 2010b) describes the coupling to a dynamic three-dimensional hydrological
model. Using that model we describe the influence of spatial groundwater dynam-
ics on vegetation and vice versa. The coupled vegetation-hydrological model will in
future research be used to analyze transient climate scenarios.

3.2 Model description

The model described in this first paper is a point model, although it can be used as
a component in a spatially distributed model, as will be done in the second paper.
Although this is a point model, we chose for a spatial extent of 10*10 m which corre-
sponds to the size of a mature tree. First we describe the soil water balance and the
atmospheric forcing. Then we describe the vegetation growth model including carbon
assimilation, transpiration, interception, respiration and competition for light and
water, as well as the upscaling of these processes. Finally, actual vegetation growth,
including allocation, allometry, phenology and mortality of vegetation is described.
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3.2.1 Soil water balance

The soil moisture and root water uptake models use a single layer to represent the
root zone, with homogeneous soil moisture content. As recently shown by Teuling
& Troch (2005) this effectively mimics differential water uptake throughout the root
zone throughout the year. The soil moisture model runs on a daily time step. The
soil water balance is described by:

dθ

dt
Zr = I − ET − EV +Qv, (3.1)

where θ [-] is soil moisture content, t [s] is time, Zr [m] root zone depth, I [m s−1] is
infiltration, ET [m s−1] is plant evapotranspiration, EV [m s−1] is soil evaporation
and Qv [m s−1] is the vertical exchange flux with the saturated zone. This flux is
calculated using:

Qv = Kθ

(

−dhgw − ψs
gρw

)

dhgw
, (3.2)

where dhgw [m] is the distance of the groundwater to the center of the rootzone, g
[m s−2] is the gravitational acceleration, ρw [kg m−3] is the water density, Kθ [m s−1]
is the unsaturated soil water conductivity and ψs [Pa] is the soil matric potential. Kθ

and ψs are calculated using Mualem-Van Genuchten relationships (van Genuchten,
1980). Note that the upward flux is positive and the downward flux is negative. With
regard to Qv we note that we limit this flux within one integration time step to the
difference between θ−θeq, where θeq is the soil moisture content based on the situation
where soil moisture content is in equilibrium with the groundwater level (Brolsma &
Bierkens, 2007):

θeq =
θs − θr

1 +
[(

αdhgw
ρwg

)n]m + θr, (3.3)

in which θs [-] and θr [-] are the saturated and residual soil moisture content and α,
n and m are van Genuchten parameters.

Infiltration (I) is equal to the minimum value of net precipitation, Pnet [m s−1] and
Kθ. When Pnet exceeds Kθ this is considered as runoff and removed from the cell.
The calculation of Pnet will be described further on. Soil evaporation is assumed to
only occur at near saturated conditions (θ > θsat − 0.01). When this occurs EV is
assumed to be at a potential evaporation rate calculated using the Penman-Monteith
equation (Monteith, 1965) for open water conditions.

3.2.2 Atmospheric forcing

The atmospheric parameters that are used in the vegetation model are: minimum
and maximum temperature (Tmin, Tmax)[

◦C], precipitation (P )[m d−1 or m 0.5h−1],
shortwave radiation (Rads)[W], longwave radiation (Radl)[W] and vapor pressure
deficit (D)[-]. The vegetation model runs on a half-hourly time step. If the above
listed variables are available on a half-hourly resolution, these data are used directly.
In case these are not available at a half-hourly time step, or if vapor pressure deficit
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or longwave radiation are not known the following assumptions have been made to
obtain half-hourly values.

In these cases, the air temperature during the day is approximated by:

Ta =
Tmin + Tmax

2
+
Tmin − Tmax

2
cos [(td − ts) 2π] , (3.4)

where td [day] is time of day and ts [day] is a the time lag between the time that Tmax
is reached and noon. The vapor pressure deficit is based on the difference between
saturated vapor pressure at Tmin and at Ta according to equations summarized in
Allen et al. (1998).

The influence of cloud cover on both long wave radiation, Radl [W m−2] and shortwave
radiation, Rads [W m−2] is estimated using the following two empirical equations by
Shuttleworth (1993):

Rads =
(

as + bs
n

N

)

Rad0, (3.5)

where Rad0 [W m−2] is shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere, n [h] is the
actual number of sunshine hours per day, N [h] is the maximum sunshine hours per
day, as [-] is the fraction of Rad0 on overcast days and bs + as [-] is the fraction of
Rad0 on clear sky days. The net incoming longwave radiation is given by:

Radl = σT 4
a (ae + be

√
ea)(ac + bc

n

N
), (3.6)

where σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant, Ta [K] is the atmospheric temperature
and ea [Pa] is the vapor pressure. ae [k Pa−0.5], be [-], ac [-] and bc [-] are empirical
constants.

Short wave radiation over the day is then approximated similarly as in Daly et al.
(2004):

Radd =
4Rads
δ2

[

−t2d + (δ + 2t0)td − t0(t0 + δ)
]

, (3.7)

where Rads [W] is maximum radiation during the day, t0 [day] is time of sunrise and
δ [day] is the day length.

The long simulation runs (1000 years) are performed on a daily basis. Minimum and
maximum temperature (Tmin, Tmax), precipitation (P ) and mean global radiation
(Rad0) are generated by a stochastic weather generator (Richardson, 1981). Added
to this generator is a reduction function for radiation to account for the effect of cloud
cover. Cloud cover is based on a 50 years time series of measurements of fraction of
sunshine by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Organization (KNMI). Cloud cover
data have been divided into bins, based on month number, difference between Tmin
and Tmax and P . Based on the generated temperature difference and P , a sunshine
fraction is drawn randomly from the corresponding bin. Vapor pressure deficit (D) is
estimated from equations summarized in Allen et al. (1998) based on Tmin and Tmax.
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3.2.3 Vegetation growth

To simulate transpiration and assimilation we used the model described in Daly et al.
(2004). Here we describe the most important processes and assumptions, as well as
the additions and modifications to this model. To allow for competition for light and
water, at every location multiple species can grow. In this study we concentrate on a
situation with two tree species, which means that understory is not simulated in this
study.

The model is based on the single big leaf approach, thus canopy shading and within
canopy variation of ambient variables are ignored. Although we are aware of the
fact that this can influence both transpiration and growth significantly (e.g. Friend,
2001), to limit calculation times, we did not use a double layer model. Furthermore
it is assumed that the plant system acts as a series of steady states, i.e. equilibrium
between soil water flux, water flux through the plant and transpiration is reached
instantaneously and no storage in the plant is taken into account. The model is
sequential in the sense that first transpiration is calculated based on the soil-root-
plant conductance and the stomatal conductance. Then the carbon assimilation rate
is calculated based on biochemical processes, with the stomatal conductance as a
limiting condition.

Transpiration, carbon assimilation, respiration and light interception are calculated
on a half hourly time interval. Rainfall interception can be calculated both on a half
hourly and on a daily time step. All other processes are calculated on a daily time
interval. When the model is run for long simulation runs (longer then 1 year) the
model is run on a daily time step. In this case fluxes of transpiration, carbon assim-
ilation and light interception are summed to daily values in an upscaling procedure
explained hereafter.

Transpiration

The transpiration module is based on Daly et al. (2004) with one modification to
account for oxygen stress due to high soil moisture conditions. Transpiration (ETsrp)
[m d−1] based on the soil-root-plant conductance and water potential in the soil and
the leaf per unit ground area [m s−1] can be described by:

ETsrp = gsrp (ψs − ψl) , (3.8)

where gsrp [m Pa−1 s−1] is soil-root-plant conductance per unit ground area, ψs [Pa]
soil water potential and ψl [Pa] is the leaf water potential. gsrp is described by:

gsrp =
gsrgpLAI

gsr + gpLAI
, (3.9)

where gp [m Pa−1 s−1] is the plant conductance per unit leaf area, gsr [m Pa−1s−1]
soil-root conductance per unit ground area and LAI [-] is the leaf area index. gsr is
calculated using a simplified cylindrical root model that links the distance traveled
by water to reach the root to the root zone depth, Zr [m], and the root area index
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RAI [-] using the approach of Katul et al. (2003):

gsr =
Kθ

√
RAI

πgρwZr
fox(θ), (3.10)

where Kθ [m Pa−1 s−1] is unsaturated soil water conductivity and fox(θ) [-] is a
reduction function for wet conditions causing oxygen stress in the rootzone. The last
function is added to the function of Katul et al. (2003) and model of Daly et al.
(2004) to be able to study the effect of high groundwater levels and water stagnation
on vegetation. To account for additional root growth as a consequence of dry soil
conditions, the RAI is dependent on soil moisture:

RAI = RAI · s−a, (3.11)

where a [-] is a parameter that varies from species to species and s = (θ−θr)/(θs−θr) [-
] is the relative soil saturation. The plant conductance depends on leaf water potential
ψl, because cavitation occurs as a consequence of low water potential in the xylem
vessels:

gp = gp,maxe[−(−ψl/d)c], (3.12)

where gp,max [m Pa−1 s−1] is maximum plant conductance (per unit leaf area), c [-]
and d [Pa] are parameters to scale ψl.

In wet soil moisture conditions, root water uptake can be limited due to a shortage
of oxygen in the rootzone. To account for this effect the reduction function fox is
included. This function is based on Feddes et al. (1978) and Brolsma & Bierkens
(2007):

fox =







1 if θ < θox,1
θox,0−θ

θox,0−θox,1 if θox,1 < θ < θox,0
0 if θ > θox,0

, (3.13)

where θox,1 is the soil moisture content at which root water uptake declines and θox,0
is the soil moisture content at which the water uptake stops.

Transpiration ETpm [m s−1] of plants based on atmospheric demand is determined
using the Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith, 1965):

ETpm =
(λwγwgbaρaD + ∆AR)

ρwλw[γw( gba
gsLAI

+ 1) + ∆]
, (3.14)

where λw [J kg−1] is the latent heat of water vaporization, γw [Pa K−1] the psychrom-
eter constant, gba [m s−1] the series of conductances of the boundary layer and the
atmosphere (per unit ground area), ρa [kg m−3] the air density, D [-] the atmospheric
water vapor deficit, ∆ [Pa K−1] the slope of the saturated water vapor pressure to
temperature relationship, AR [J m−2 s−1] the absorbed long- and shortwave radia-
tion and gs [m s−1] is the stomatal conductance (per unit leaf area). Since gba is a
series of conductances, it can be calculated using 1/gba = LAI/gb + 1/ga, where gb
[m s−1] is the conductance to the boundary layer (per unit leaf area) and ga [m s−1]
the conductance to the atmosphere (per unit ground area).
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The stomatal conductance depends on radiation, air temperature, leaf water potential
and CO2 concentration. The dependence is calculated using the formulation of Jarvis
(1976) which is based on applying reduction functions for the environmental variables
reducing a maximum stomatal conductance gs,max [m s−1]:

gs = gs,maxfRad(Rad)fD(D)fTa(Ta)fψl(ψl)fCO2
(CO2), (3.15)

where fRad(Rad) [-], fD(D) [-], fTa(Ta) [-], fψl(ψl) [-] and fCO2
(CO2) [-] are respectively

reduction functions for radiation, vapor pressure deficit, air temperature, leaf water
potential and CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. Daly et al. (2004) shows that the
method of Jarvis (1976) leads to similar results as the approach of Leuning (1990).

Reduction of the stomatal conductance as a consequence of vapor pressure deficit is
approximated using:

fD(D) =
1

1 +D/Dx

, (3.16)

where Dx is is an empirically determined constant (Lohammer in Leuning, 1995). Air
temperature influences gs both at low and high temperatures:

fTa(Ta) = 1 − k2(Ta − Topt)
2, (3.17)

in which k2 [K−2] is a sensitivity parameter, Topt [K] is the temperature where gs is
at maximum and Ta [K] is air temperature.

The effect of increasing radiation can be expressed as an exponential function such
that stomatal conductance increases at high radiation values:

fRad(Rad) = 1 − exp(−k1Rad), (3.18)

where k1 is a sensitivity parameter (Jones 1992 in Daly et al. (2004)). Finally gs is
directly influenced by leaf water potential, where reduction occurs at low leaf water
potentials:

fψl(ψl) =











0 if ψl > ψl0
ψl−ψl0
ψl1−ψl0

if ψl0 < ψl < ψl1
1 if ψl < ψl1

, (3.19)

where ψl1 [Pa] is the threshold potential at which the root-to-leaf hydraulic conduc-
tance begins to decline, ψl0 [Pa] threshold potential at which the root-to-leaf hydraulic
conductance becomes negligible.

Assuming steady states and no storage, ETsrp equals ETpm. Then ET , ψl and gs are
solved numerically from equations 3.8, 3.14 and 3.15.

Carbon assimilation

Also for the carbon assimilation module the approach of Daly et al. (2004) is followed.
Carbon assimilation is determined by the equilibrium between the assimilation based
on stomatal CO2 conductance, An,gsba [mol m−2 s−1], and the assimilation based on
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the carboxylation capacity of the leaf, An,bio [mol m−2 s−1]. Both are calculated per
unit leaf area. The first is described by:

An,gsba = gsba,CO2(Ca − Ci), (3.20)

where gsba,CO2 [mol m−2 s−1] is the series of stomatal, leaf boundary layer and aero-
dynamic conductances for CO2, Ca [mol mol−1] is carbon concentration at the leaf
surface and Ci [mol mol−1] intercellular carbon concentration. It is assumed that the
leaf boundary layer and atmospheric conductance are constant. The conductances
for CO2 are related to the conductance for H2O by gs,co2 = gs/1.6 [mol m−2 s−1] (per
unit leaf area), gb,CO2

= gb/1.37 [mol m−2 s−1] (per unit leaf area) and ga,CO2
= ga

[mol m−2 s−1] (per unit ground area).

The second is modeled according to the model of Farquhar et al. (1980) and extensions
summarized in Leuning (1995):

An,bio = An,ψlmin(An,c, An,q), (3.21)

where An,ψl [-] is a reduction function for carbon assimilation due to low leaf water
potential (ψl) and An,c [mol m−2 s−1] and An,q [mol m−2 s−1] are the rubisco limited
and the light limited carbon assimilation rate respectively. The reduction of carbon
assimilation due to low ψl is modeled by:

An,ψl =











0 if ψl < ψl,An,0
ψl−ψl,An,0

ψl,An,1−ψl,An,0
if ψl,An,0 < ψl < ψl,An,1

1 if ψl > ψl,An,1

, (3.22)

in which ψAn,1 [Pa] is the threshold potential at which assimilation reduction caused
by chemical action begins to decline and ψAn,0 [Pa] is the threshold potential at which
assimilation reduction caused by chemical action becomes negligible.

For light limited conditions biochemical driven carbon assimilation per unit leaf area
is calculated using:

An,q =
J

4

Ci − Γ∗

Ci + 2Γ∗ , (3.23)

where J [mol photons s−1 m−2] is the incident electron flux resulting from absorbed
photosynthetically active radiation (APAR) and Γ∗ [mol C mol−1 air] is the CO2

compensation point. The CO2 compensation point depends on temperature as:

Γ∗ = γ0
[

1 + γ1(Tl − T0) + γ2(Tl − T0)
2
]

, (3.24)

where γ0, γ1 and γ2 are empirical constants, T0 [K] is the reference temperature and
Tl [K] is the leaf temperature.

In rubisco limited conditions carbon assimilation is modeled by:

An,c = Vc,max
Ci − Γ∗

Ci +Kc (1 + oi/Ko)
, (3.25)
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where Vc,max [mol m−2 leaf s−1] is maximum carboxylation capacity, Kc, Ko [mol mol−1]
are Michaelis-Menten constants for CO2 and O2 respectively and oi [mol mol−1] is in-
tercellular oxygen concentration.

The electron flux depends on:

k1J
2 − (k2Q+ Jmax)J + k2QJmax = 0, (3.26)

where Q [mol photons m−2 s−1] is the absorbed photosynthetically active radiation
(APAR), k1 [-] determines the shape of the non-rectangular hyperbola, k2 [mol elec-
trons mol−1 photons] is the quantum yield of whole-chain electron transport and Jmax
[mol photons m−2 s−1] is the potential rate of whole-chain electron transport. The
latter is calculated using:

Jmax = Jmax,0
exp

[

HvJ
RT0

(

1 − T0
Tl

)]

1 + exp
(

SvTl−HdJ
RTl

) , (3.27)

where Jmax,0 [mol m−2 s−1] is the maximum electron transport rate at T0, T0 is 293.2K,
HvJ [J mol−1] is the energy of activation, Sv [J mol−1 K−1] is an entropy term and
HdJ [J mol−1] is the energy of deactivation.

The Michaelis-Menten coefficients [mol mol−1] are given by:

Kx = Kx0exp

[

Hx

RT0

(

1 −
T0
Tl

)]

, (3.28)

where x stands for c and o, Kx0 [mol mol−1] is the Michaelis-Menten constant at T0,
R [J K−1 mol−1] is the gas constant and Hx [mol m−2 s−1] is the activation energy.
The maximum carboxylation capacity is given by:

Vc,max = Vc,max0
exp

[

HvV
RT0

(

1 − T0
Tl

)]

1 + exp
(

SvTl−HdV
RTl

) , (3.29)

where Vc,max0 [mol m−2 s−1] is the value of Vc,max at T0, HvV is the energy of activation,
Sv [J mol−1 K−1] is an entropy term and HdV [J mol−1] is the deactivation energy.

To evaluate the biochemical parameters Jmax, Kx and Vc,max (eq. 3.27, 3.28 and 3.29)
we need the leaf temperature which is calculated from the closure of the leaf energy
balance as:

Tl = Ta +
AR− ρwλwET

cpρgba
, (3.30)

where cp is the specific heat of air [J kg−1 K−1].

If gs, ET and ψl are calculated Tl can be calculated from Eq. 3.30 after which one
can calculate Γ∗, J , Kx, and Vc,max from Eq. 3.24, 3.26, 3.28 and 3.29. An,ψl can be
calculated from Eq. 3.22. Finally we can solve for Ci by equating Eq. 3.20 to Eq.
3.21. Assuming equilibrium between atmospheric supply of carbon and biochemical
assimilation: An,bio = An,gsba .
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Respiration

To determine the carbon gain and therefore growth of vegetation, also the loss of
carbon due to respiration has to be estimated. Total vegetation respiration consists
of leaf respiration, above ground wood respiration, fine and coarse root respiration
and growth respiration.

Respiration of leaves, stem sapwood, root sapwood, and fine root tissue are modeled
according to Sitch et al. (2003); an approach based on Ryan (1991) and Sprugel et al.
(1995). In this approach respiration is based on the nitrogen content of different tis-
sues. This nitrogen content is representative of living tissue that respires. Therefore a
single nitrogen based respiration coefficient can be used but differentiation is required
for the nitrogen content of the different tissues.

For sapwood tissue respiration a distinction is made for above ground respiration,
Rsws [mol m−2 s−1], and below ground tissue respiration, Rswr [mol m−2 s−1], for it is
temperature dependent. It is given by:

Rsws = fabove ·Bmol · fsw
r

cnw
f(Tday), (3.31)

Rswr = (1 − fabove) ·Bmol · fsw
r

cnw
f(Tyear), (3.32)

where r [g C g N−1 d−1] is the respiration coefficient, Bmol [mol C m−2] is the total
species biomass, fsw [-] is the fraction of sapwood, cnw [g C g N−1] is the C:N ratio
of woody tissue, f(T ) accounts for the dependency of respiration to temperature and
fabove [-] is the fraction of above ground woody biomass.

Leaf respiration Rl [mol m−2 s−1] and fine root respiration Rfr [mol m−2 s−1] are
respectively modeled as:

Rl =
LAI

SLA · Cmass

r

cnl
f(Tday), (3.33)

Rfr =
RAI

SRA · Cmass

r

cnfr
f(Tyear), (3.34)

where Cmass [g mol−1] is the mol mass of carbon, cnl and cnfr are respectively the
C:N ratio of leaf and fine root tissue, SRA and SLA are respectively the specific root
and leaf area [m2 kg−1 leaf]. The temperature dependencies of the respiration of the
above and below ground tissue are calculated using a modified Arrhenius equation:

f(T ) = exp

[

308.56

(

1

56.02
−

1

T + 46.02

)]

, (3.35)

where T [◦C] is the temperature.

The total respiration R [mol m−2 s−1] is the summation of the respiration of all
compartments of the tree: R = Rsws + Rswr + Rfr + Rl. Net carbon assimilation
is than defined as An,net = An − R. Following Ryan (1991) growth respiration is
assumed to be a fixed fraction of the net carbon assimilation: Rgrowth = An,net ∗ 0.3
and therefore the assimilate that is available for growth is: An,growth = An,net∗(1−0.3).
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Light and water interception

Light absorption is calculated for each species present in a cell. A random / homoge-
neous distribution of the leaves in space between the top and the base of the crown
is assumed, where the base of the crown is located at the middle of the height of
the tree. The calculation of radiation absorption is explained based on a case of two
trees with overlapping crowns (Fig. 3.1), but it can easily be expanded to cases with
more trees. To calculate the absorbed radiation, first the absorption per layer ARL

[W m−2], where L denotes layer number, is calculated based on the total LAI per
layer:

ARL = Rad(1 − α)
L
∏

l=1

(

1 − exp−kLAIl
)

, (3.36)

where α is the albedo [-] and k [-] is the light extinction coefficient and LAIl [-] is the
total LAI of layer l which in the case of two species is:

LAIl =
2
∑

i=1

LAIl,i · dzl
dzcrown,i

, (3.37)

where dzl [m] is the vertical thickness of the layer, LAIl,i [-] is the leaf area index of
tree i in layer l and dzcrown,i [m] is the length of the crown of tree i.

Absorbed radiation per tree can now be calculated as the weighted sum of the absorbed
radiation per layer. For every tree in the cell the absorbed radiation is:

ARi =
L
∑

l=1

LAIl,i
LAIl

ARl. (3.38)

Precipitation interception is calculated based on the total LAI of the canopy and than
linearly divided between the individual LAI of the tree species that are present. We
make the assumption that precipitation falls at a constant rate throughout the given
time interval. Part of the precipitation P that reaches the top of the canopy falls on
the soil directly as direct throughfall Pd [mm day−1], while part of the precipitation
is intercepted Pint [mm day−1] depending on the gap fraction fgap:

Pint = (1 − fgap)P. (3.39)

The gap fraction is estimated using only the transmittance part of Eq. 3.36:

fgap = e−kLAI . (3.40)

When running the model on a daily time step we assume that as long as the inter-
ception capacity of the canopy is not exceeded and the open water evaporation for a
day is not exceeded all water is intercepted:

I = EI = min(EO, LAI · Icap/∆t, Pint), (3.41)
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Figure 3.1 Scheme used for radiation absorption by trees. In the model concept the trees do not
stand next to each other but the LAI is homogeneously distributed over the cell area, thus LAI
does fully overlap horizontally.

where I [mm day−1] is interception, EI [mm day−1] is evaporation of interception, EO
[mm day−1] is open water evaporation that is calculated using the Penman-Monteith
equation (Monteith, 1965) applied to open water, ∆t [day] is the time step size and
Icap [mm] is the maximum interception capacity.

When running the model on a semi-hourly time step, I is not limited to EO. This
means that the intercepted water from the previous time step that has not yet evap-
orated is still present in the canopy, thus:

It = min(max(It−∆t + Pint − EO, 0), LAI · Icap/∆t), (3.42)

where t denotes time and ∆t [0.5h] is the time step size. In both cases precipitation
that reaches the ground as throughfall is:

Pnet = P − I. (3.43)

During the time needed for evaporation of the interception, transpiration is neglected.

3.2.4 Temporal upscaling

To perform long simulation runs, the vegetation model that runs on a time scale of
half an hour, has to be scaled up. During the day, meteorological parameters such
as radiation, temperature and water vapor pressure deficit vary while they influence
transpiration (ET ) and carbon assimilation (An) in a non-linear way. This means that
a simple linear upscaling using average values of the input variables leads to biased
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Table 3.1 Values of parameters to fill lookup table of Tr and An. Min and Max are the minimum and
maximum values of the range for which transpiration and assimilation values have been calculated.
Nr of steps indicates the number values between the minimum and maximum value have been
calculated. Step size is the interval between the subsequent values of the calculated values of the
lookup values. var means that an exponential function is used produce variable step sizes for lookup
values.

Parameter Min Max Nr of steps Step size Unit

LAI 0.1 5 21 var [-]
θ θr θsat 22 var [-]
Tmax 0 40 8 5 [◦C]
Tmin Tmax-30 Tmax 7 5 [◦C]
Radmax 0 800 20 var [W m−2]
n/N (cloud coverage) 0 1 6 0.2 [-]
δ (day length) 8 16 5 2 [h]

results. We therefore use the following upscaling procedure. First it is assumed that
fluxes during a half hour time interval are constant. An interval of half an hour is
chosen, because this corresponds to the eddy-covariance flux measurement integration
and report interval. Also, smaller time steps then a half hour would cause a significant
increase in computation time, whereas larger time steps would not capture the daily
variation. Assuming the daily course in temperature and radiation are as described in
equations 3.7 and 3.4, on a daily timescale seven variables influence ET and An: Tmin,
Tmax, Rad, δ (day length), n/N (time fraction cloud coverage), θ and LAI. The range
in values of each of these variables is discretized in steps (Table 3.1). Day sums of ET
and An for all possible combinations of these variables between reasonable bounds are
calculated and stored in a lookup table. For LAI and Rad, the step size increases with
higher values because the system is most sensitive at lower values. For θ the step size
is smaller for both high and low values for the same reason. Because the difference
between Tmin and Tmax during a day is limited Tmin is defined relative to Tmax with a
maximum difference of 30 ◦C. When performing long runs, daily values of Tmin, Tmax,
Rad, δ, n/N , θ and LAI are generated or calculated and the associated ET and An
is then directly read from the table. The filling of the table takes quite some time
(app. 2 days on a PC), requiring the calculation of ET and An at half-hourly time
step for 21 · 22 · 8 · 7 · 20 · 6 · 5 = 1.55 · 107 parameter combinations. However once
filled, long simulation runs (hundreds of years) using realistic An and ET values at a
daily time step are possible.

3.2.5 Growth, allocation, allometry and phenology

To calculate light competition between trees we need to know the height of the trees
H [m] and the LAI. We also need to know the LAI to calculate leaf respiration
and carbon allocation. Because these parameters vegetation are difficult to calculate
based on bio-mechanical principles, allometric scaling relationships have been used to
relate them to biomass per unit area.
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The geometry of the trees is based on woody biomass. The woody biomass is divided
in above ground biomass Babove [kg m−2] and below ground biomass Bbelow [kg m−2]:

Babove = faboveB
Bbelow = (1 − fabove)B

, (3.44)

where B [kg m−2] is the dry biomass of the woody parts of the tree, fabove [-] is the
above ground fraction of biomass. The value of fabove is fixed during growth and the
same for all species.

The canopy is simplified by assuming that the canopy is homogeneous between its
base and its top, where its base is located halfway the top of the canopy and the
ground. It is assumed that 40% of the above ground biomass is located in the stem
and 60% in the branches. The number of trees per area [trees ha−1] is calculated
using:

ntree = anrtree + bnrtreee
−cnrtreeBabove , (3.45)

where anrtree, bnrtree and cnrtree are empirical parameters. The function is fitted on
data form Jansen et al. (1996). From this it follows that the stem biomass per tree
Bstem, [kg] is:

Bstem =
Babove104

ntree
, (3.46)

where 104 is a factor to convert from m to ha [m2 ha−1]. When the wood density is
known(ρstem [kg m−3]) the wood volume per tree, Vstem [m3], is:

Vstem = Bstem/ρstem. (3.47)

The diameter of the stem at breast height (Dstem) [m] is given by (e.g. Landsberg,
1986):

Dstem =

(

Bstem

amd

)(1.0/bmd)

/100, (3.48)

where amd and bmd are allometric scaling factors and 100 is a factor to convert from
cm to m.

Assuming a cylindrical form of the stem of a tree, the height of a tree Htree [m] is
given by:

Htree =
Vstem

(

Dstem
2

)2
π
. (3.49)

So through equations 3.44 to 3.49 height and number of trees is related to biomass
m−2. We assume a fixed relationship between RAI and LAI:

RAI = LAImax ·RAIfrac. (3.50)

The maximum LAI depends on the sapwood area (pipe theory Shinozaki in Friend
et al., 1997):

LAImax = ηfZsw, (3.51)
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where ηf is the sapwood to foliage ratio [-] and Zsw sapwood area at breast height
[m2]:

Zsw = fswDstem
2π/4, (3.52)

where fsw is the fraction of sapwood to total wood. It depends on an allometric
scaling factor:

fsw = exp(aswBabove), (3.53)

where asw is a parameter controlling the sapwood area based on the tree biomass.
The biomass of the sapwood can then be calculated using:

Bsw = Bstemfsw. (3.54)

Phenology depends on the 10 day maximum temperature sum. When this sum exceeds
100 ◦C leaves start to grow at a maximum growth rate that is a fraction of LAImax:

LAIt = LAIt−∆t + LAIg · LAImax∆t, (3.55)

where LAIg [day−1] is the LAI growth rate. The carbon consumed in growth is
subtracted from the carbon storage, which can result in a decline in the growth rate
when the storage gets depleted. At the end of the growing season, when the 10 day
maximum temperature sum becomes lower than 100 ◦C , leaves start to be shed in a
similar way as growth at a fixed rate LAId, where the carbon of the leaves is lost.

Carbon allocation is calculated for each species on a daily time step. Each time
step carbon assimilate is allocated to a carbon storage compartment [mol]. From
the beginning of the growing season, carbon from this storage compartment is used
for leaf growth, until LAImax, is reached or until the carbon storage compartment is
depleted to 10% of its maximum S. When LAImax is reached the carbon assimilate
keeps being allocated to the carbon storage compartment until its maximum capacity.
When the carbon storage compartment is filled upto maximum, carbon assimilate is
used for biomass growth of the woody parts. Biomass growth of the woody biomass
occurs at the above mentioned fractions to the stem and the roots. The amount of
carbon used for leaf growth depends on the LAI and SLA:

Blai =
LAI

SLA
, (3.56)

where SLA [m2 kg−1 leaf] is the specific leaf area index. The capacity of the carbon
storage compartment S [kg m−2] is limited to a fixed fraction of the sapwood (Friend
et al., 1997):

S = fstore ∗Bsw, (3.57)

where fstore is the fraction of sapwood that can be used for carbon storage [-]. When
the store becomes depleted the tree dies, as it does not have enough storage left to
make new leaves the next growing season. Note that the last 10% of the carbon
storage can only be used for respiration, not for leaf growth.
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Vegetation mortality

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, vegetation dies when the carbon storage
becomes depleted. In addition to this assumption a random mortality rate is included
to account for death as a result of disease, wind, lightning. Assuming an average tree
age of 300 years under unstressed circumstances the probability of dying in a given
year is 1/300. This is implemented in the model such that when this happens the
biomass of both species in a cell is reset to the initial condition.

3.3 Results

The model has been evaluated on a short timescale by comparing the simulated and
measured fluxes of H2O en CO2 at 30 minute time intervals. Using the evaluated
model long term simulation runs were performed to investigate the influence of light
competition and the influence of groundwater on vegetation dynamics. Parameter
values for these runs were taken from literature or in some cases submodules were
calibrated against data (Appendix A).

3.3.1 Comparison with fluxdata

To evaluate the model we compared model simulations with measured evapotranspira-
tion (ET ) and CO2 eddy covariance flux data from Hainich forest in Germany (Knohl
et al., 2003). This location was chosen because it is a broadleaf forest and it is located
in the temperate climate zone. The dataset also contains data of soil moisture con-
tent, atmospheric water vapor concentration, temperature and radiation. The model
was run with a 0.5 hour time step corresponding to the integration and reporting
interval of the fluxdata. For this runs the soil texture of Hainich Forest is used which
is a loamy clay. Its soil physical parameters (Table 3.2) are estimated based on a
neural network-based ROSETTA database (Schaap et al., 1998). In this analysis the
soil water balance is not calculated and therefore the influence of the groundwater is
not included. Instead the measured soil moisture content is used.

Figure 3.2 shows the main environmental input variables, the resulting stomatal con-
ductance and ET and CO2 fluxes in summer for day 180 until day 185 (day one is
January first). It can be seen from figure 3.2.g and 3.2.h that the modeled fluxes show
a trend that is similar to the measured fluxes. During the day, the ET flux is some-
what overestimated by the model. The measured carbon fluxdata show an upward
flux during the night, caused by respiration. In the model this flux is underestimated
because only autotrophic respiration is included and soil respiration is ignored.

Figure 3.3 shows the modeled versus the measured ET and CO2 flux data for four
five day periods. The correlations of ET during the growing season are high (R =
0.88 - 0.93). However ET fluxes are overestimated by the model especially in spring
and autumn. Correlations between the modeled and measured CO2 flux are higher
(R = 0.91 - 0.94) with no apparent bias.
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of measured and modeled fluxes and stomatal conductance for a 5 day period
(day 181-185, 2004) in Hainich forest. Influence of environmental variables: (a) incoming shortwave
radiation, (b) soil moisture content θ of root zone, (c) air temperature, (d) water vapor deficit and
(e) precipitation on (f) modeled stomatal conductance and (g) evapotranspiration and (h) carbon
flux. Dashed lines, measured values; solid lines, model results.
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Figure 3.3 Modeled versus measured half-hourly flux data of ET (left) and CO2 (right) for four five
day periods in 2004. Both the 1:1, and the fitted regression line are plotted. Panels (a) and (b),
day 150-155; (c) and (d), day 180-185; (e) and (f), day 210-215; (g) and (h), day 240-245. Day 1 is
January 1st. Each dot represents one time step of 0.5 h.
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Figure 3.4 Daily values of measured and modeled fluxes of ET (a) and CO2 (b) in Hainich Forest
in 2004 using a 10 day running means filter. Modeled data are plotted as a solid line and measured
data are plotted as a dashed line.

We also compared modeled and measured ET and CO2 on a yearly timescale sum-
ming fluxes over a day. Figure 3.4 shows the results for 2004. During summer ET
is overestimated by the model. The net modeled CO2 flux is underestimated dur-
ing winter. The latter is largely caused by absence of litter decomposition and soil
respiration in the model, which is especially apparent in winter.

The cause for the overestimation of ET during summer in the model compared to
the measured data is not clear. Causes can be found in one of the many assumptions
made in the model. Probable explanations are that the vapor pressure deficit (D) as
input for the model is overestimated as it is observed above the canopy of the forest,
instead of within the canopy. Also the part of the radiation used for transpiration
may be over-estimated by neglecting the heat capacity of the canopy.

3.3.2 Light and water competition and the influence of

groundwater

For the long simulation runs of 600 years, climatic forcing by a stochastic weather
generator is used, based on Dutch climate conditions, which is characterized by an
annual precipitation of 700 mm, a mean summer temperature of 17.7 ◦C, and a mean
winter temperature of 3.4 ◦C. The long simulation runs have been performed for four
different soil textures: loamy sand, sandy loam, sandy clay loam and silty clay loam,
of which soil physical parameters are listed in table 3.2. For the long simulation
runs a spin-up period of 400 years has been used to obtain equilibrium situation in
vegetation and hydrological system. All long simulation runs were performed with
a combination of two vegetation species; one which is adapted to dry circumstances
(e.g. oak) and one that is better adapted to wet circumstances (e.g. alder). Table
3.3 gives parameters that determine the soil-root-resistance and carbon assimilation
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Table 3.2 Soil textures used in simulation runs. θsat [-] saturated soil moisture content; θr residual soil
moisture content; Ks [m d−1] saturated conductivity; α [m−1] and n [-] van Genuchten parameters
(Carsel, 1988).

Soil texture θsat [-] θr [-] Ks [m d−1] α [m−1] n [-]

Loamy sand 0.41 0.057 3.50 12.4 2.28
Sandy loam 0.41 0.065 1.06 7.5 1.89
Sandy clay loam 0.39 0.100 0.134 5.9 1.48
Silty clay loam 0.43 0.089 0.0138 10.0 1.23
Loamy clay 0.51 0.102 0.71 1.27 1.38

Table 3.3 Parameters of the tree species adapted to dry and wet conditions.

Parameter Description Wet species Dry species

ψ0 Leaf water potential below which gs be-
comes 0 [Pa]

-0.45e+06 -4.5 e+06

ψ1 Leaf water potential below which gs be-
gins to decline [Pa]

-0.005e+06 -0.05 e+06

ψAn,0 Leaf water potential below which assim-
ilation becomes 0 [Pa]

-0.45e+06 -4.5 e+06

ψAn,1 Leaf water potential below which assim-
ilation begins to decline [Pa]

-0.05e+06 -0.5 e+06

Ox0 Soil moisture content above which root
water uptake begins to decline [-]

θsat-0.03 θsat-0.10

Ox1 Soil moisture content above which root
water uptake becomes 0 [-]

θsat-0.01 θsat-0.05

reduction due to low leaf water potential.

Influence of groundwater

To illuminate the role of groundwater in vegetation dynamics we performed simu-
lations for a case in which only percolation occurs and three cases with different
groundwater levels that result in fluxes between groundwater and soil water. These
simulation runs were performed with sandy loam as soil texture. In the case with
percolation only, percolation only occurs when field capacity is exceeded. Percolation
rate is then equal to Kθ. Figure 3.5 shows the development of biomass of the two veg-
etation types in time. In case of a model in which only percolation occurs, biomasses
up till 7 kg m−2 are reached. In this case both the wet and the dry species can grow,
although the dry species has a slight advantage.

When a fixed groundwater table is included in the model (Eq. 3.2) a capillary flux
from the saturated to the unsaturated zone occurs and results are quite different. In
the case where the groundwater is directly underneath the rootzone (0.6 m below the
surface) the wet adapted species outcompetes the dry adapted species. A maximum
biomass of 28 kg m−2 is reached and rootzone soil moisture content varies between 0.14
and 0.25. Because of the small distance between the rootzone and the groundwater,
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capillary rise in summer is high and water stress is therefore low.

If the groundwater level is deeper (at 1.0 m), soil moisture content decreases as well
as the lifetime and biomass of vegetation. The decrease in soil moisture content is a
direct effect of the deeper groundwater, increasing the downward flux because of the
lower water potential and decreasing capillary rise due to the longer distance between
the rootzone and the groundwater. The smaller biomass is a result of the lower soil
moisture content. This lower soil moisture content causes a lower ψs influencing the
ψl − ψs gradient. At the same time the lower soil moisture content causes a lower
Kθ which causes a lower soil-root-plant conductance (gsrp). This results in smaller gs,
lower ψl and therefore less ET . As a final result An becomes smaller. Additionally
due to less ET the leaf temperature increases and maintenance respiration increases.
The decrease in An and increase in respiration finally results in a lower biomass.

When random mortality of vegetation due to diseases, wind of lightning is not in-
cluded, vegetation in the model still dies after a certain period. As the trees grow
larger, the margin between assimilation and maintenance respiration becomes smaller.
As a period with favorable assimilation and growth conditions is always followed by
a period of less favorable conditions where respiration is larger than assimilation,
the chance of the storage being depleted increases when vegetation approaches its
maximum biomass.

At a low biomass the LAI per volume of sapwood is higher than at a high biomass.
Since carbon storage is a fixed fraction of the sapwood, vegetation with a low biomass
has a relatively smaller carbon storage. The effect is that vegetation with a lower
biomass due to high stress, is more prone to a depleted carbon buffer and thus lives
shorter.

When the groundwater is at 1.5 m the yearly minimum soil moisture content ap-
proaches the residual moisture content every year and the average yearly soil mois-
ture content drops slightly. Biomasses remain smaller and circumstances for the dry
adapted species become more favorable. Because of the high water retention capacity
of sandy loam, the wet species is not yet fully outcompeted.

From the model results it becomes clear that besides the soil moisture content, light
competition plays an important role. Once a species has established under unfavor-
able soil moisture conditions, it cannot be outcompeted by another species with a
smaller biomass even if the latter is better adjusted to the current soil moisture con-
ditions. In case that one species dies its biomass is reset to a primordial amount. The
other species can have a small advantage because it already has a larger biomass. The
difference in biomass after death and the suitability of that species to grow at that lo-
cation determines whether the species that died can outcompete the other vegetation.
This causes the alternation of the two species in time.

Longterm influence of groundwater and soil texture

To determine the combined influence of soil texture and groundwater on soil mois-
ture and vegetation growth, we used a gradient in groundwater levels from 30 cm to
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Figure 3.5 Development of biomass (top) and soil moisture (bottom) of a wet adapted and a drought
adapted vegetation type in a case with percolation only and three different groundwater depths
on sandy loam. Top: solid line, wet adapted vegetation; dashed line, dry adapted vegetation.
Bottom: black line, yearly average soil moisture content; gray line, yearly minimum and maximum
soil moisture content.

400 cm for four different soil textures. This fixed groundwater level influences both
percolation and capillary rise.

Figure 3.6 shows that soil texture and groundwater depth have a large influence on
soil moisture content and biomass. The first thing to note is that silty clay loam
leads to completely different results than the soil textures with higher conductivities
and lower soil water retention capacities. Silty clay loam remains permanently near
saturation, only allowing for growth of the wet species. Even this species, does not
attain high biomasses due to oxygen stress, but also due to water stress that mainly
results from the low soil water conductivity and high water retention capacity. As to
be expected, the decrease in soil moisture conductivity and increase in water retention
capacity in the sequence of loamy sand, sandy loam and sandy clay loam, causes higher
soil moisture contents. The maximum soil moisture content is largely influenced
by precipitation and the groundwater recharge at the and of winter, whereas the
minimum soil moisture content is mainly influenced by throughfall and the vegetations
capability to transpire water from the dry soil in summer.

Vegetation growth on loamy sand, sandy loam and sandy clay loam is rather similar for
a groundwater depth less than approximately 70 cm. The proximity of groundwater
for all soil textures results in a smaller net flux to the groundwater and therefore
relatively high soil moisture contents. The wet vegetation attains approximately the
same high biomasses on all soil textures.

At approximately 70 cm the biomass of the wet adapted vegetation drops sharply
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and the dry species prevails. In reality this drop will not be this abrupt, because the
rooting depth is more variable. When groundwater becomes deeper, the soil textures
with higher water retention capacities and lower conductivities cause the soil moisture
content to be higher and the dry vegetation to obtain slightly higher biomasses. At
groundwater levels deeper than 70 cm the wet adapted vegetation on loamy sand
reaches relatively high biomasses relative to the wetter sandy loam and sandy clay
loam. This is caused by the fact that the dry adapted vegetation experiences more
water stress in summer, causing less carbon assimilation and therefore lower biomasses
and a shorter lifetime. The wet vegetation therefore receives more radiation giving it
more opportunities to grow.

Water balance

To get more insight into the interaction between biomass growth and hydrology we
constructed figure 3.7 showing the most important water balance components: evap-
oration (E), transpiration (Tr), vertical soil water flux (Qv) and runoff (R) as well as
the biomass for each soil texture. For reference table 3.4 provides the water balance
for all cases investigated. It is clear that for most deep open soils as considered here
the majority of runoff occurs through groundwater. Surface runoff by rain on satu-
rated soils only occurs for impermeable soils (or shallow aquifers as will be shown in
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Table 3.4 Biomass (B), Evaporation (E), Transpiration (Tr), flux between soil and ground water
(Qv) and surface runoff (R) for three groundwater levels (Gwd) for four soil textures. Mean yearly
precipitation per year is 702 mm. 0 and 1 for B, E and Tr denote respectively the wet adapted and
the dry adapted vegetation.

Soiltexture Gwd B1 B2 B E1 E2 E Tr1 Tr2 Tr Qv R

loamy sand 0.2 15.8 0.2 16.0 138 9 146 490 0 490 65 0
0.6 4.4 1.9 6.3 108 55 163 177 64 241 299 0
1.5 1.4 2.1 3.5 52 74 125 89 141 230 346 0

sandy loam 0.2 16.0 0.2 16.2 138 9 147 398 0 398 156 3
0.6 1.9 8.9 10.9 41 113 154 69 239 309 239 0
1.5 0.5 4.0 4.5 25 107 132 34 237 271 299 0

sandy clay loam 0.2 17.2 0.2 17.4 138 9 147 420 0 420 126 17
0.6 0.5 5.5 6.0 22 117 139 38 284 321 241 0
1.5 0.4 4.3 4.6 18 111 129 22 273 296 277 0

silty clay loam 0.2 3.5 0.2 3.7 102 9 112 337 0 337 84 338
0.6 1.8 0.2 2.0 73 11 84 218 2 219 264 269
1.5 1.5 0.2 1.7 68 12 79 197 3 200 308 230

the companion paper).

The absence of understory (apart from the under growing second species) in the
vegetation model influences the water balance. Although the model accounts for soil
evaporation under near saturated circumstances, both interception evaporation and
transpiration are expected to increase the total evapotranspiration if understory of
shadow-tolerant species is accounted.

What is obvious from the results is that there is no clear relation between soil texture
and the division between evaporation, transpiration, groundwater recharge and runoff,
nor does such a relation exist for groundwater depths. Instead, this division between
evapotranspired and infiltrated water strongly depends on the biomass as can be
seen in figure 3.8. Note that in this figure both biomass and ET are influenced by
groundwater depth. Whether caused by a combination of soil texture and groundwater
depth that favors one or both species is of no consequence. As long as total biomass
is high, a large part of the precipitation will be evapotranspired instead of discharged
through groundwater or surface runoff. This clearly shows the importance of a good
representation of vegetation growth for hydrology.

3.4 Conclusions

We have developed a coupled soil moisture - groundwater - vegetation model that
is able to simulate the effect of groundwater depth and soil moisture on vegetation
growth and vice versa. The model is able to provide estimates of the variation of
evapotranspiration (ET ) and carbon assimilation (An) at hourly, daily and yearly
time scales, as well as centennial-scale simulation of forest growth under water and
light competition. The results of the 500 year simulation runs clearly demonstrate the
importance of light competition in temperate forests: species established under unfa-
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Figure 3.7 Influence of groundwater depth on the water balance and biomass for four different soil
textures based on 500 year average values. E, evaporation; Tr, transpiration; Qv, vertical exchange
flux between unsaturated zone and groundwater; R, surface runoff. Fluxes are given as fraction of
precipitation (P). The white line represents the biomass.
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vorable soil moisture conditions can almost not be outcompeted by a smaller species
that is better adapted to the local soil moisture regime. Only under extremely wet
conditions the wet adapted species can outcompete the dry adapted species, or if the
difference in biomass between species is very small, i.e. at a very low biomass, a
better adapted smaller species can outcompete taller. The influence of groundwater
is present for a large range of groundwater depths, by both capillary rise and pos-
sible reduction of percolation to the groundwater, while soil texture is important as
well, particularly for higher clay contents. 500 Year simulation runs clearly show that
groundwater and soil texture have a large impact on biomass development and species
composition, i.e. groundwater depth and soil texture determine what species is most
successful. In turn species composition and biomass are important predictors for the
long term water balance and therefore energy balance of the eco-hydrological system.
This study shows that for ecosystems, models for systems with shallow groundwa-
ter can greatly be improved by including fluxes from and to the groundwater. The
companion paper will show the influence of incorporating groundwater dynamics.
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4 Vegetation competition model

for water and light limitation.

II: Spatial dynamics of ground-

water and vegetation

This chapter has been published as:
Brolsma, R. J., L. P. H. van Beek and M. F. P. Bierkens (2010), Vegetation compe-
tition model for water and light limitation. II: spatial dynamics of groundwater and
vegetation. Ecological Modelling 221, pp. 1364-1377.

Abstract

In temperate climates groundwater can have a profound effect on vegetation, be-
cause it strongly influences the spatio-temporal distribution of soil moisture in the
rootzone and therefore the occurrence of water and oxygen stress of vegetation. This
article focuses on vegetation and groundwater dynamics along a hill slope by devel-
oping and evaluating a fully coupled hydrological-vegetation model for a temperate
forest ecosystem. The vegetation model is described in part 1 of this series of two
papers. To simulate the hydrology an extended version of the saturated-unsaturated
hydrological model STARWARS has been used. The coupled model is used to in-
vestigate both the short and long-term dynamics for a system of two species. Both
compete for light and water where one is adapted to wet conditions and the other to
dry conditions. The daily dynamics show that the influence of groundwater is partic-
ularly strong in spring when waterlogging occurs due to decreased evapotranspiration
in winter. Long simulation runs of 1000 years were performed to study the equilib-
rium state for the two species. Comparison of simulation results with observations of
groundwater depth and vegetation types along a dry-wet gradient in a natural forest
shows that a reductionist approach is able to capture these patterns well. Sensitivity
analysis shows that the border between wet- and dry adapted species moves upslope
with increased rainfall, decreased slope angle and decreased aquifer thickness. These
results are similar to previous findings which were based on global maximization of
ecosystem evaporation or minimizing ecosystem stress. Comparison of runs with a
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fixed and a dynamic groundwater table shows that a dynamic groundwater table fa-
cilitates a wider transition zone between vegetation types along the hill slope. In
this transition the biomass of vegetation is higher in the case of a dynamic ground-
water than in case of a static groundwater table. This underlines the importance
of incorporating spatial groundwater dynamics in models of groundwater influenced
ecosystems.

4.1 Introduction

Introducing groundwater dynamics in vegetation growth models is important for sev-
eral reasons. Vegetation growth models that only include soil moisture and omit the
presence of a groundwater table miss out on the effect of capillary rise and reduced
percolation on soil hydrology (Daly et al., 2009; Laio et al., 2009). Percolation is
often only included as sink occurring when a given soil moisture content is exceeded,
regardless of the depth of the watertable, while a proximate watertable can dramati-
cally reduce this flux, causing higher moisture contents in the rootzone (e.g. Running
& Gower, 1991; Friend et al., 1997; Sitch et al., 2003). This effect is most pronounced
in winter, when evaporation and transpiration are minimal. In most vegetation mod-
els capillary rise is not included, while this flux can contribute to higher moisture
contents, and reduced vegetation water stress. This effect is most pronounced at in-
termediate soil moisture contents when matric potentials become more negative and
the soil water conductivity is still significant.

When lateral groundwater flow is considered, the effect on the vegetation can even be
more pronounced. Flow of groundwater from high potential to low potential causes a
groundwater gradient along hill slopes. Relative to the soil surface this causes deep
groundwater levels upslope and shallow groundwater levels downslope. This in turn
results in a soil moisture gradient in the rootzone from low soil moisture contents
upslope and high soil moisture contents down slope leading to zonation of vegetation
types. Also field research shows that such a gradient in moisture content leads to
zonation of vegetation types (e.g. Figure 4.1 and Falinski & Falinska (1986)). The
effect of lateral groundwater flow is also apparent when vegetation upslope is disturbed
by for example forest fire. Changes in upslope groundwater recharge thus influence
downslope moisture conditions and therefore vegetation growth.

In hydrological models on the other hand vegetation dynamics are limited. Evapo-
transpiration is calculated based on atmospheric conditions and most often a fixed
leaf area index (LAI). In more advanced models this evapotranspiration is considered
to be potential evapotranspiration and a reduction function is used to account for low
soil moisture conditions. Sometimes phenology is included in these models to account
for seasonality for deciduous trees, but vegetation development over time is usually
ignored (e.g. Wigmosta et al., 1995; Abbott et al., 1986a,b).

Our aim is to show the effect of incorporating spatio-temporal groundwater dynamics
on simulated vegetation growth in eco-hydrological modeling. We do so by simulating
evapotranspiration and vegetation growth in combination with groundwater and soil
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water dynamics using a bio-physical vegetation model.

In this paper we describe the coupling of the dynamic bio-physical vegetation model
and saturated-unsaturated groundwater model. The paper builds on the vegetation
competition model described in the companion paper. The fully coupled vegetation-
hydrological model is used in long-term simulation runs (1000 years) with simulated
meteorological data as input. Using this model in a sensitivity analysis we evaluate
the influence of different precipitation climatologies, soil textures and slope angles
on long-term vegetation dynamics along a slope. Results of the sensitivity analysis
are compared to a previous sensitivity analysis (Brolsma & Bierkens, 2007) where
vegetation distribution along the slope was related to maximizing long-term whole
ecosystem evaporation or minimizing whole ecosystem stress. Finally we evaluate
the influence of a spatio-temporal dynamic groundwater level relative to a static
groundwater level as was simulated in the companion paper (Brolsma et al., 2010a).

4.2 Methods

To study vegetation and groundwater dynamics as a combined system we coupled
a spatio-temporal dynamic vegetation growth model, as described in the companion
paper (Brolsma et al., 2010a), to a saturated-unsaturated hydrological model. The
dynamic vegetation model has been extended to 2-dimensions to study spatial in-
teractions that result from lateral groundwater flow. In this article only the main
characteristics of and additions to the vegetation model will be explained.

4.2.1 Atmospheric forcing

Atmospheric forcing is produced by a stochastic weather generator, which enables us
to generate meteorological conditions for a period of 1000 years. This generator is
based on Richardson (1981) and is extended to include for the effect of cloud cover.
The statistical parameters are based on Dutch meteorological conditions. These cor-
respond to an annual precipitation of 705 mm and mean summer and winter tem-
peratures of respectively 17.7 ◦C and 3.4 ◦C. The generated weather variables are
precipitation, P [mm/d], minimum and maximum atmospheric temperature, Tmin
and Tmax [◦C], radiation, Rad [W], vapor pressure, ea [Pa], and fraction of cloud cover
n/N [-]. Cloud cover was included to account for its effect on short- and longwave
radiation (see Brolsma et al., 2010a).

4.2.2 Vegetation model

The vegetation model that is described in Brolsma et al. (2010a) is extended to two
dimensions resulting in a field based model with a regular grid of square cells of 100
m2. This grid corresponds to the size of a mature tree. The hydrological model uses
the same grid. Vegetation species competes locally for light, which is determined by
tree height, H [m] and leaf area index, LAI [-]. Also competition for water is local
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and is determined by root water uptake parameters and root area index, RAI [-].
Spatial interaction between cells is limited to groundwater flow.

The model is based on plant functional types. The differences between the plant
functional types are based on their response to soil moisture content. All other veg-
etation parameters are the same for both species. A low soil moisture content can
cause a large negative leaf water potential, ψl [Pa], which results in a low plant water
conductance. At high soil moisture contents oxygen stress occurs, which also results
in reduced root water uptake and reduced leaf water potential. The parameters that
control the reaction of plant conductance and assimilation rate to leaf water potential
as well as the parameters that control the root water uptake function as a result of
high soil moisture contents differ between species. In this case two plant functional
types were studied. The first type is better adapted to wet conditions, in which it ex-
periences less stress than the second type, whereas the second type is better adapted
to dry conditions. The parameters that differ between the two species are listed in
Table 4.1. For simplicity we assume a uniform root distribution within the rootzone.

All vegetation types are assumed to be always present at a primordial biomass in
all cells. Regrowth of vegetation after death of one type starts from this primordial
biomass. This concept is based on the assumption that a seedbank is always present.
The process of dispersal of vegetation is therefore not included. This means that when
one vegetation type dies, the other vegetation type has a small advantage because it
might already have a slightly higher biomass and LAI. The biomass and LAI of the
other species and their suitability to the local soil moisture condition will determine
if the species that has died will again outcompete the other.

Carbon assimilation and evapotranspiration are calculated based on the following
environmental conditions: soil texture and its corresponding soil physical parameters,
soil moisture content θ [-], minimum and maximum atmospheric temperature, Tmin
and Tmax [◦C], radiation, Rad [W], fraction of cloud cover n/N [-], leaf area index,
LAI [-], and day length, δ [-]. Since all environmental variables are generated on
a daily basis, we assume that precipitation intensity and cloud cover are constant
during the day.

4.2.3 Hydrological model

In order to simulate interaction between the hydrological and vegetation dynamics
along the slope over an extended period, e.g., 1000 years, a model is required that
is capable to adequately capture the spatial and temporal changes in soil moisture
and water levels and is at the same time limited in runtime. Such a model was
employed here by modifying the STARWARS model (van Beek, 2002). This model was
originally developed to simulate the influence of slope hydrology on landslide activity
over multiple years. Similar to the original model, the soil profile was discretized into
three layers of variable depth to capture several distinct soil layers (Figure 4.2). These
layers overlie a semi-impervious lithic contact above which an unconfined perched
groundwater level may develop. The unsaturated flow toward this saturated zone
was considered to be vertical only as any unsaturated lateral flow will be small;
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Table 4.1 Parameters of the plant functional type adapted to wet and the plant functional type
adapted to dry conditions.

Parameter Description Wet species Dry species

ψ0 leaf water potential below which gs be-
comes 0 [Pa]

-0.45e+06 -4.5e+06

ψ1 leaf water potential below which gs begins
to decline [Pa]

-0.005e+06 -0.05e+06

ψa,0 leaf water potential below which assimila-
tion becomes 0 [Pa]

-0.45e+06 -4.5e+06

ψa,1 leaf water potential below which assimila-
tion begins to decline [Pa]

-0.05e+06 -0.5e+06

Ox0 soil moisture content above which root wa-
ter uptake begins to decline due to oxygen
stress [-]

θsat-0.03 θsat-0.10

Ox1 soil moisture content above which root wa-
ter uptake becomes 0 due to oxygen stress
[-]

θsat-0.01 θsat-0.05

Philip (1991) concluded on the basis of a 2-D analytical solution of the Richards
Equation that, for a planar slope, the unsaturated lateral flux is negligible for all
inclinations below 30◦. Even if the lateral unsaturated flux is substantial, the large
vertical gradients direct it effectively toward the saturated zone (Jackson, 1992; van
Asch et al., 2001).

Contrary to the original model, however, which ignored the matric potential in the
unsaturated flow, the vertical unsaturated flow in the present model considers both
the elevation and the matric potential. This modification was effectuated to evaluate
the importance of capillary rise on the maintenance of vegetation along part of the
slope. Also, the current model replaces the original parametrization of the soil water
retention curve of Farrell & Larson (1972) with that of van Genuchten (1980).

As shown in Figure 4.2, the vertical discretization of the soil profile includes layers
(T1 to T3) that are constant in time. Within this soil profile, the height of the water
table (WL) can vary depending on the vertical flow from the unsaturated zone, sat-
urated lateral flow and any vertical losses across the semi-impervious bedrock. With
fluctuations in the groundwater level, the location of the nodes within the three soil
layers will vary (Z1 to Z3). If the water level is below or above a particular layer, the
node is located at the center of a that layer (Z1 and Z3 in Layer T1 and T3 in Figure
4.2). If the groundwater level encroaches on the thickness of the unsaturated zone
(Figure 4.2), the location is shifted to half the distance between the top of the layer
and the top of the water level (Z2 in layer T2 in Figure 4.2). The water level itself is
located at Z4. If the part of the layer is unsaturated, the matric suction, ψi+1 [m], is
calculated by means of the Van Genuchten Equation using the mean relative degree
of saturation over the unsaturated layer, θEi [-]. The total gradient is then calculated
as:

Gradi =
ψi+1 − ψi

∆Zi
− 1, (4.1)
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Figure 4.2 Cross section and block diagram of hydrological model. The cross section shows a
schematic representation of the unsaturated fluxes (small arrows) and the groundwater flux (large
arrow). For all plots of the results of the simulation runs the the top of the slope is on the right
side of the plots. The block diagram shows the fluxes and calculation nodes in more detail. ET
evapotranspiration, P precipitation; T thickness of layer; Z height of calculation node; Q flux; Z
thickness of profile; WL water level; QSat groundwater flux; subscripts 1-3 denote layer number, 4
denotes the calculation node on top of the groundwater.

where ∆Zi is the distance between the nodes Zi and Zi+1 or Z4 and Zi, if the ground-
water table reaches into layer Ti. If so, ψi+1 defaults to zero. The gradient is con-
sequently negative whenever flow is down and positive when upward. If a layer is
completely saturated, the corresponding gradient is set to zero thus preventing any
unsaturated flow.

The amount of water transferred vertically between layers, Qi [m], is given by:

Qi = kθE ,iGradi∆t, (4.2)

where kθE ,i is the hydraulic conductivity. This estimated hydraulic conductivity is
the geometric mean of Ti and the maximum of the hydraulic conductivity of layer
Ti and Ti+1 if the groundwater does not reach into layer Ti. Otherwise, it is the
geometric mean of the saturated hydraulic conductivity and the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity for layer Ti.

For each of the unsaturated layers, the water balance is given by:

StorMati,t = StorMati,t−1 +Qi −Qi−1 − TransMati, (4.3)

where StorMat is the unsaturated matric storage in layer Ti at the present time
step, t, and at the previous time step, t − 1, updated by the vertical unsaturated
fluxes Qi and Qi−1 and the actual transpiration loss, TransMati, as returned from
the vegetation model (all variables in [m] water slice). The corresponding relative
degree of saturation, θE,i [-], is obtained by dividing the unsaturated storage by the
total available pore space in the unsaturated zone.
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Special conditions occur at the top of the soil profile and at the top of the ground-
water level. First, for the top layer, the transpiration loss is increased by the actual
soil evaporation and the influx, Q0, is the total net precipitation (direct and indirect
throughfall). Second, the outflow from the unsaturated layer overlying the ground-
water table is passed on to the saturated zone, QCap, which is the capillary rise when
directed upward.

Parallel to the changes in the unsaturated zone, the flow in the saturated zone is
calculated by evaluating the gradient in both the x- and y-directions of the grid.
The total transmissivity over the saturated zone is the weighed saturated hydraulic
conductivity per layer, to which end the water level is broken up into the thickness
per saturated layer, H1 to H3:

Trans =
3
∑

i=1

HikSat,i. (4.4)

Saturated lateral flow, QSat [m3], along the slope is then governed by the gradient
in the x− and x+ and y− and y+ directions of the grid, which is a ratio of the
piezometric head over the grid distance:

QSat = 1/2

(

Transx+ · (ZWL,x+ − ZWL) − Transx− · (ZWL − ZWL,x−)
+Transy+ · (ZWL,y+ − ZWL) − Transy− · (ZWL − ZWL,y−)

.

)

∆t

(4.5)
where x+, x−, y+ and y− are the locations upstream and downstream along the
orthogonal flow directions in the x and y directions, Trans is the corresponding
transmissivity and ZWL is the piezometric elevation of the water level relative to a
common datum Z0.

This leads to a change in saturated storage, StorSat [m], for each grid point. Lateral
boundary conditions may vary but in this case no flow boundaries have been imposed
along the boundaries of the grid, thus preventing any loss from the saturated zone
along the slope other than by exfiltration. The coupling of the saturated and unsat-
urated flow occurs by first considering the vertical fluxes for the unsaturated zone. If
an unsaturated layer experiences a gain and becomes saturated, the saturated stor-
age is updated accordingly and the unsaturated zone becomes absent. Alternatively,
any drainage from a fully saturated layer leads to a new unsaturated zone for which
the depth and relative degree of saturation comply with the equilibrium profile, thus
limiting the risk of dynamic shock in the next time step.

In all calculations of the new storage, care is taken that the fluxes cannot exceed
the available storage. Similarly, any upward vertical flux from the unsaturated layer
overlying the water table is automatically sustained by extra, upward flow from the
saturated zone. Thus, numerical instability can be prevented when the gradient from
a very moist but shallow unsaturated zone to the overlying layer is large and the
resulting flux would exceed the available storage. The changes in the water balance
for the saturated zone includes the vertical exchange between the saturated and un-
saturated layer, QCap, the lateral saturated flow, QSat, and any loss across the lithic
contact, Q4, which was kept at zero in this case. Each time step the resulting water
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Table 4.2 Soil physical parameters for different soil textures used in different simulations (Carsel,
1988).

Soil texture θsat [-] θr[-] Ks [m d−1] α [m−1] n [-]

loamy sand 0.41 0.057 3.50 12.4 2.28
sandy loam 0.41 0.065 1.06 7.5 1.89
sandy clay loam 0.39 0.100 0.134 5.9 1.48
silty clay loam 0.43 0.089 0.0138 10.0 1.23

level is then reconstituted from the bottom upwards on the basis of the available free
pore space. Any saturated storage in excess of the storage capacity of the soil is
passed on to the surface as exfiltration and lost.

Through the coupling of vertical unsaturated flow to the saturated zone, the model is
more economic than a rigorous 3-D solution of the Richard Equation, with calculation
time step sizes in the order of several hours allowing for a simulation period of 1000
years. In this study a time step of 0.1 day (2.4 h) was used in the hydrological model.
The coupling between the hydrological model and the vegetation model occurs at the
daily time step, with the moisture content and water levels at the end of each day
being passed to the calculations for the next day by the vegetation model.

A uniform soil texture is assumed, but the influence of different soil textures is studied
with different runs. Soil physical properties are based on Carsel (1988) and are listed
in table 4.2.

4.2.4 Experiments

In the simulation experiments presented in the remainder of the paper we first focus
on the yearly dynamics, i.e. the dynamics on a daily basis over the period of one
year. We especially analyze on the one dimensional (local) dynamics of groundwater,
soil water and vegetation and the influence of soil texture. On this short timescale
vegetation growth is ignored, but phenology is included in the model. A period of 400
years with stochastically generated weather conditions is used for spin-up of the model,
such that vegetation, soil water and groundwater ae in an approximate equilibrium.
Also the environmental conditions of the studied year were generated stochastically.
Based on yearly sums and averages of environmental conditions the year was checked
to be not an extreme year for any of the conditions.

Secondly we focus on the long-term dynamics. In this case we simulate 1000 year
periods of which the first 400 years are used for spin-up. On this timescale, vegetation
growth and mortality are included. These long simulation runs are used to study the
influence of soil texture, slope angle, aquifer thickness and precipitation on vegetation
and soil and groundwater dynamics. Finally a comparison is made between the system
having a dynamic groundwater level and one having a fixed groundwater level.

The settings for the base line scenario are a grid of 50 * 100 square cells of 100 m2
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each, which results in a slope length of 500 m and a width of 1000 m. The baseline
run has a slope angle of 5 % and the soil texture is sandy loam. The rootzone is
defined as the top 60 cm of the soil column, where a homogeneous root distribution
is assumed.

Here we follow a mesoscopic deterministic approach, optimizing evaporation and car-
bon uptake for each location at a sub-daily time scale. In Brolsma & Bierkens (2007)
we investigated the effect of slope and rainfall on the distribution of wet- and dry-
adapted species. The distribution was modeled from a macroscopic whole system per-
spective by maximizing either long-term evaporation or minimizing long-term stress.
It is interesting to see whether these approaches lead to similar responses of vegetation
to changes in slope or rainfall.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Seasonal dynamics

Figure 4.3 shows the short time dynamics for climax vegetation at four locations along
the slope: near the base, in the transition zone where both species occur with approx-
imately equal biomass, just above this transition zone and at the top of the slope. For
this run the settings of the baseline scenario were used. Where groundwater is near
the surface, the rootzone soil moisture content remains relatively high throughout
the growing season (θ > 0.3). Transpiration is only slightly reduced as a result of
a lower matric potential of the soil, but no reduction as a consequence of cavitation
in the plant occurs. Therefore interdaily differences are mainly caused by changes in
atmospheric circumstances. In this zone the wet adapted species prevails.

When groundwater becomes deeper, but still rises into the rootzone in winter, the
rootzone soil moisture content declines and the difference between soil moisture con-
tent in winter and summer increases (θ 0.38 in winter and 0.16 in summer). Transpi-
ration and carbon assimilation of the drought adapted species increase, but the wet
adapted species still prevails.

Moving even further upslope groundwater becomes deeper and is below the rootzone
all year, the rootzone soil moisture content drops further during the growing season
and the wet adapted species is outcompeted by the drought adapted species. The
drought adapted species can still transpire up till 7 mm/d, but at the end of summer
when groundwater is deepest and the soil moisture content becomes low (θ 0.08)
transpiration and therefore carbon assimilation become negligible. If groundwater is
at a depth of almost 8 m and the influence of groundwater is negligible, the moment
that transpiration and carbon assimilation are severely reduced occurs earlier in the
season. The difference in soil moisture content and resulting transpiration and carbon
assimilation for the situation where groundwater remains just below the rootzone
during the year and the situation with deep groundwater is small, although most
apparent in spring.

Comparing the dynamics of groundwater and soil moisture in the rootzone, it can be
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seen that the deeper the groundwater is the smoother the variations are. The noisy
behavior for the shallowest groundwater is caused by the fact that the soil is close to
saturation. The storage capacity therefore is very small and small changes of recharge
cause large variations in the water table. This effect disappears as the groundwater
becomes deeper. Also striking is that the rootzone soil moisture content is tightly
coupled to the groundwater on the lowest part of the slope, while the lowest figures
show that root zone soil moisture is decoupled, such that its variability increases again
because climatic variations (P and ET ) are not buffered by capillary rise. The other
effect that causes deep groundwater variation to be smoother with depth is that deep
groundwater is related to upslope areas where the drainage distance of groundwater
to the stream is largest and a slower groundwater system thus exists.

4.3.2 Long-term dynamics

Figure 4.4 shows the temporal variability during a 300 year period of the average
whole system biomass, evapotranspiration, carbon assimilation, soil moisture content
and groundwater depth. As to be expected the system average groundwater level
and soil moisture content increase when the soil water conductivity decreases and
water retention capacity increases. The fluctuation for both intermediate soils are
larger than for loamy sand and silty clay loam. The evapotranspiration and biomass
on the loamy sand is approximately the same for both the wet and the dry adapted
species, but the carbon assimilation rate of the dry adapted species is much lower.
The wet adapted species occupies only a small part of the slope, but since it is the
wettest part ET is relatively high, and since the wet adapted species is well adapted
to this part, it reaches a high biomass. Therefore the slope averages are about the
same for both species. For sandy loam the soil is wetter, but the biomass of the
drought adapted species increases. This is a result of the higher soil water retention
capacity that, especially upslope where the dry species prevails, causes the dry species
to transpire and assimilate for a longer period in the growing season, i.e. it is the
dry adapted species that benefits most from this situation. For the sandy and the
silty clay loam the soil becomes even wetter and the biomass of the wet species does
increase. This is mainly caused by an expansion of the zone where the wet species
dominates, not so much as a result of an increase in the maximum biomass per cell. In
extremely dry years carbon assimilation can become smaller then respiration causing
vegetation over larger areas to die. After such a dry period, ET and An swiftly recover
and biomass starts to increase again. This results in fluctuations of the systems
biomass, ET and An. As a result groundwater level and soil moisture content also
fluctuate, where a periods of lower biomass causes higher soil moisture contents and
groundwater levels due to increasing groundwater recharge. It is interesting that the
dry adapted species is most susceptible to variation in yearly rainfall amount. During
dry periods it is the dry species that dies over large areas, while the wet adapted
species hardly responds or even increases. The increase in biomass, ET and An of
the wet species has two reasons: the first direct and most important reason is the
increased light availability of the wet adapted species (in a somewhat wetter soil due
to less interception evaporation) which temporally results in increased biomass of the
wet-adapted species. This occurs mainly upslope. An indirect reason is that the
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Figure 4.3 Evapotranspiration, carbon assimilation, groundwater depth and rootzone soil moisture
content of vegetation near climax situation at four locations at a slope angle of 5%, an aquifer
thickness of 8 meter and sandy loam as soil texture. In the evapotranspiration and carbon assimiation
plots wet adapted species, black; drought adapted species, gray.
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die-back of dry adapted species causes increased groundwater recharge, temporally
increasing the zone of shallow water tables downslope and thereby the biomass of the
wet-adapted species. This upslope-downslope connection can be observed better with
the dynamic content connected to this paper. It shows that a dynamic groundwater
table results in true upslope-downslope connections in ecosystem dynamics.

Figure 4.5 shows the 600 year average of groundwater level, soil moisture content,
biomass and evapotranspiration of the baseline scenario. The slope results in a
groundwater and soil moisture gradient along the slope, where the shallowest ground-
water levels and highest moisture contents can be found at the lowest part of the
slope. This results in a positive feedback where a high moisture content causes high
evapotranspiration and carbon assimilation rates, which causes a larger biomass and
LAI and therefore even higher carbon assimilation and evapotranspiration rates. The
rootzone soil moisture gradient also causes the two vegetation types to develop in two
slightly overlapping zones. The wet adapted species develops at the moist base of
the slope and the dry adapted species develops upslope, which corresponds to field
observations (e.g. Falinski & Falinska (1986); Bosch (2006)).

Strong temporal fluctuations in groundwater and soil moisture content occur which
vary along the slope. These fluctuations are caused by the seasonality in the atmo-
spheric forcing and the resulting phenology. The difference between yearly minimum
and maximum soil moisture content is small where groundwater is near the surface,
i.e. on the lower part of the slope. For deeper groundwater levels the difference be-
tween average minimum en maximum soil moisture is larger. The difference is largest
in the zone where the rootzone is influenced by capillary rise. Thus moving further
upslope the average difference between minimum and maximum soil moisture content
becomes smaller again, depending on the soil texture. For loamy sand where the wa-
ter retention is minimal this difference directly becomes constant whereas for sandy
loam and sandy clay loam the difference decrease slowly.

4.3.3 Sensitivity analysis

The hydrological functioning of hill slopes is strongly dependent on slope and subsoil
properties, i.e. texture and aquifer thickness as well as climate. It is to be expected
that these factors influence the interactions between vegetation growth, species com-
position and hydrology as well. Therefore we also investigated the effect of different
hill slope and hydro-geological characteristics by repeating runs with different slope
angle and aquifer thicknesses and rainfall regimes.

Slope angle and aquifer thickness

The slope angle has a major influence on the groundwater gradient (Fig. 4.6 and
Tab. 4.3). This is clearly the case for coarse soil textures. This effect results in much
lower biomasses for steep slopes in combination with coarse soils and moderately lower
biomasses for fine soil textures. The response of the biomass to increased slope angle
is thus very non-linear and strongly depends on soil texture.
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Figure 4.4 Temporal dynamics during a 300 y period of system average variables: Biomass [kg m−2];
evapotranspiration, ET [mm y−1]; carbon assimilation, An [mol m−2 d−1]; soil moisture content θ
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Figure 4.5 Average groundwater level, rootzone soil moisture content, biomass and evapotranspi-
ration along a hill slope. Averages are based on a 600 y period and a slope width of 100 10 m
cells. In the groundwater level plot the upper and lower boundary of the aquifer, gray lines. In the
groundwater and soil moisture content plot yearly mean values; solid black lines yearly minimum and
maximum values, dotted black lines. In the Biomass and the ET plot the wet adapted vegetation,
solid lines; drought adapted vegetation, dashed lines.
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Table 4.3 Results of sensitivity analysis for four different soil textures. Effects of precipitation magni-
tude (Pmag), precipitation frequency (Pfreq), aquifer thickness (AqTh)[m] and slope angle (Slope)[%]
on the following variables are shown: Biomass wet vegetation (Bwet), dry vegetation (Bdry), total
vegetation (Btot), evaporation wet vegetation (Ewet), evaporation dry vegetation (Edry), evaporation
total vegetation (Etot), transpiration wet vegetation (Trwet), transpiration dry vegetation (Trdry),
transpiration total vegetation (Trtot), and net precipitation (P − ET ). Biomass is given in kg m−2

and fluxes in mm y−1.

Rainfall magnitude
Texture ∆ % P Bwet Bdry Btot Ewet Edry Etot Trwet Trdry Trtot P − ET
loamy sand −10 631.7 2.3 1.4 3.7 63.8 53.5 117.3 129.5 96.1 225.6 288.7

−0 701.8 2.1 2.0 4.1 55.3 70.7 126.0 108.2 132.2 240.4 335.4
+10 772.0 2.0 2.4 4.4 52.0 81.3 133.2 100.3 155.3 255.5 383.3

sandy loam −10 631.7 2.8 3.5 6.3 37.2 91.4 128.6 95.9 207.9 303.8 199.3
+0 701.8 3.5 3.8 7.4 43.6 93.9 137.5 118.0 217.2 335.2 229.2

+10 772.0 4.7 3.9 8.5 53.7 91.4 145.1 154.8 212.2 367.1 259.9
sandy clay loam −10 631.7 4.9 1.7 6.7 81.7 46.5 128.2 283.7 108.4 392.1 111.3

+0 701.8 6.0 1.6 7.6 95.3 41.1 136.5 328.6 92.1 420.8 144.6
+10 772.0 7.2 1.5 8.7 107.1 36.7 143.8 365.4 78.4 443.8 184.5

silty clay loam −10 631.7 1.7 0.2 1.9 70.6 11.1 81.6 233.6 2.6 236.2 313.8
+0 701.8 1.8 0.2 2.0 75.3 11.0 86.4 245.7 2.1 247.8 367.7

+10 772.0 2.0 0.2 2.2 80.4 11.0 91.4 259.0 1.7 260.7 419.9
Rainfall frequency
Texture ∆ % P Bwet Bdry Btot Ewet Edry Etot Trwet Trdry Trtot P − ET
loamy sand −10 631.5 2.2 1.6 3.7 55.2 54.3 109.6 120.1 108.8 228.9 293.1

+0 701.8 2.1 2.0 4.1 55.3 70.7 126.0 108.2 132.2 240.4 335.4
+10 769.0 2.0 2.5 4.5 57.6 89.2 146.7 99.5 154.9 254.4 367.8

sandy loam −10 631.5 2.9 3.5 6.4 35.7 84.1 119.8 101.0 209.4 310.4 201.4
+0 701.8 3.5 3.8 7.4 43.6 93.9 137.5 118.0 217.2 335.2 229.2

+10 769.0 4.4 3.9 8.3 57.4 98.8 156.2 149.4 211.4 360.8 252.0
sandy clay loam −10 631.5 5.0 1.7 6.7 77.7 41.1 118.7 294.6 102.3 396.9 115.9

+0 701.8 6.0 1.6 7.6 95.3 41.1 136.5 328.6 92.1 420.8 144.6
+10 769.0 7.2 1.5 8.7 114.2 40.7 154.8 359.5 80.5 440.0 174.2

silty clay loam −10 631.5 1.7 0.2 1.9 65.6 10.3 75.8 236.0 2.8 238.8 316.9
+0 701.8 1.8 0.2 2.0 75.3 11.0 86.4 245.7 2.1 247.8 367.7

+10 769.0 2.1 0.2 2.3 89.3 11.8 101.1 264.2 1.6 265.8 402.0
Aquifer thickness
Texture ∆ % AqTh Bwet Bdry Btot Ewet Edry Etot Trwet Trdry Trtot P − ET
loamy sand −50 4.0 2.8 1.6 4.4 64.5 59.9 124.4 139.0 110.1 249.1 328.4

+0 8.0 2.1 2.0 4.1 55.3 70.7 126.0 108.2 132.2 240.4 335.4
+50 12.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 55.0 70.6 125.6 106.0 131.4 237.4 338.8

sandy loam −50 4.0 9.1 2.3 11.4 87.9 55.0 142.9 300.8 122.2 423.0 136.0
+0 8.0 3.5 3.8 7.4 43.6 93.9 137.5 118.0 217.2 335.2 229.2

+50 12.0 2.3 4.0 6.4 34.2 101.6 135.8 79.7 230.4 310.2 255.8
sandy clay loam −50 4.0 6.7 0.7 7.5 114.4 22.7 137.1 400.7 37.7 438.4 126.3

+0 8.0 6.0 1.6 7.6 95.3 41.1 136.5 328.6 92.1 420.8 144.6
+50 12.0 5.2 2.4 7.6 77.1 58.5 135.6 258.9 142.6 401.5 164.8

silty clay loam −50 4.0 1.8 0.2 2.0 74.7 11.1 85.8 242.8 2.2 245.0 371.1
+0 8.0 1.8 0.2 2.0 75.3 11.0 86.4 245.7 2.1 247.8 367.7

+50 12.0 1.9 0.2 2.1 75.6 11.0 86.6 247.1 2.1 249.1 366.1

Slope angle
Texture ∆ % Slope Bwet Bdry Btot Ewet Edry Etot Trwet Trdry Trtot P − ET
loamy sand −50 2.5 3.5 1.8 5.3 65.3 63.3 128.5 150.9 118.7 269.5 303.8

+0 5.0 2.1 2.0 4.1 55.3 70.7 126.0 108.2 132.2 240.4 335.4
+50 7.5 1.9 2.0 3.9 53.7 71.5 125.2 100.7 133.2 233.9 342.7

sandy loam −50 2.5 8.9 2.6 11.5 82.6 60.6 143.2 281.1 139.1 420.2 138.4
+0 5.0 3.5 3.8 7.4 43.6 93.9 137.5 118.0 217.2 335.2 229.2

+50 7.5 1.8 4.0 5.9 31.8 103.2 135.0 68.8 233.2 302.0 264.8
sandy clay loam −50 2.5 6.9 0.7 7.7 114.4 22.7 137.1 401.6 38.4 440.0 124.7

+0 5.0 6.0 1.6 7.6 95.3 41.1 136.5 328.6 92.1 420.8 144.6
+50 7.5 5.0 2.3 7.3 77.6 57.6 135.2 260.1 139.5 399.6 167.0

silty clay loam −50 2.5 1.8 0.2 2.0 75.3 11.0 86.3 245.6 2.1 247.7 367.8
+0 5.0 1.8 0.2 2.0 75.3 11.0 86.4 245.7 2.1 247.8 367.7

+50 7.5 1.8 0.2 2.0 75.3 11.0 86.4 245.8 2.1 247.9 367.5
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Aquifer thickness (Fig. 4.7 and Tab. 4.3) has a similar influence as slope angle, since
an increase in water layer increases discharge of water and lower water levels upslope.
Again it can be seen that the change in biomass is largest for the intermediate soil
textures. The conductivity of loamy sand is so high that a groundwater layer of 4 m is
sufficient to discharge all the precipitation surplus through groundwater, which shows
from the narrow zone where groundwater is at the surface. The silty clay loam on
the other hand can not discharge the precipitation surplus with an aquifer thickness
of even 12 m resulting in a wide zone where groundwater is at the surface.

Rainfall intensity and frequency

Changes in rainfall can be caused by changes in rainfall intensities and rainfall fre-
quency. These changes cause a different effect on the ecosystem. The effect of changing
rainfall is investigated by repeating runs with a smaller and a larger rainfall amounts.
Intensity was investigated by changing the amount of rainfall per day (i.e. at the same
frequency but a smaller or larger amount of rainfall on a day that it rains). Frequency
was investigated by changing the number of raindays (i.e. same amount of rainfall
per day that it rains, but at a higher or lower frequency). Both were varied to plus
and minus 10% of the normal amount of rainfall. The influence of different rainfall
intensities (i.e. amount of rainfall per day) is shown in figure 4.8 and table 4.3. The
total biomass increases with higher rainfall intensities for all soil textures as well as
evaporation and transpiration. Although the change in precipitation has only a very
small effect on the silty clay loam, and just a slight effect on the drought adapted
species in case of the loamy sand, for the intermediate soils (sandy loam and sandy
clay loam) an increase in precipitation results in a shift of the zone where the wet and
dry species prevail. In this situation the drought adapted species upslope reaches an
increased biomass as well. Figure 4.9 and table 4.3 show the effect of different rainfall
frequencies on biomass. In this case the effect on the system is much smaller. In case
of an increase in precipitation amount, the number of days that the interception ca-
pacity is exceeded increases, causing a more than proportional increase in throughfall
and therefore more groundwater recharge. If the frequency of rain days increases the
interception evaporation increases only proportionally, as well as the throughfall and
groundwater recharge.

The sensitivity analysis shows that the border between wet and dry-adapted species
moves upslope in case of increased precipitation, smaller slope angles and thinner
aquifers. This effect is largest for the intermediate textures. We obtained qualitatively
very similar results in previous work (Brolsma & Bierkens, 2007). It is interesting that
the latter results were obtained from optimizing a global (whole ecosystem) criterion
(minimization of stress or maximization of evaporation) while current results draw
from local space-time optimization of evaporation and carbon uptake. We cannot
conclude that the system here also leads to global optimization of carbon uptake, net
carbon gain (Schymanski et al., 2009) or minimization of stress (Brolsma & Bierkens,
2007). The intermittency of biomass variation over large timescales considered here
prevents assessing such an equilibrium metric. However, we do see that the reaction
of vegetation zones to varying hill slope morphology and precipitation shows similar
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Figure 4.6 Influence of slope angle on biomass for different soil textures. From left to right: slope
angle 2.5, 5 (baseline) and 7.5% and from top to bottom loamy sand, sandy loam, sandy clay loam
and silty clay loam. Solid lines represent wet adapted vegetation and dashed lines represent drought
adapted vegetation. Lines represent average values of 600 years and 100 cells parallel to the slope.
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Figure 4.7 Influence of aquifer thickness on biomass for different soil textures. From left to right: 4,
8 (baseline) and 12 m and from top to bottom loamy sand, sandy loam, sandy clay loam and silty
clay loam. Solid lines represent wet adapted vegetation and dashed lines represent drought adapted
vegetation. Lines represent average values of 600 years and 100 cells parallel to the slope.
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Figure 4.8 Influence of rainfall amount on biomass for four different soil textures. From left to right:
90, 100 and 110% of mean annual precipitation (700mm) and from top to bottom loamy sand, sandy
loam, sandy clay loam and silty clay loam. Solid lines represent wet adapted vegetation and dashed
lines represent drought adapted vegetation. Lines represent average values of 600 years and 100 cells
parallel to the slope.
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Figure 4.9 Influence of rainfall frequency on biomass for different soil textures. From left to right:
90, 100 and 110% of mean annual rain days (700mm) and from top to bottom loamy sand, sandy
loam, sandy clay loam and silty clay loam. Solid lines represent wet adapted vegetation and dashed
lines represent drought adapted vegetation. Lines represent average values of 600 years and 100 cells
parallel to the slope.
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behavior from local space-time optimization as deduced from global scale optimiza-
tion.

4.3.4 Influence of variable groundwater level

To study the influence of a dynamic groundwater level on vegetation simulation runs
with a dynamic and with a static groundwater level were performed. Figure 4.10
shows the long-term (600 year) averages of biomass. In cases where groundwater
is near the surface (0.05 m to 0.2 m depending on the soil texture) and in cases
where groundwater is deep (deeper than 0.5 to 1.5 m depending on the soil texture)
dynamic and static groundwater levels show similar results. The difference between
the two groundwater regimes can be found in the zone in between these conditions. In
case of a static groundwater level the zone where the wet adapted species prevails and
where the drought adapted species prevails is quite abrupt (within 10 cm groundwater
depth). In case of a dynamic groundwater regime this zone is much wider (0.5 to 1.5 m
depending on the soil texture). This can be explained by a larger temporal fluctuations
of soil moisture content. This soil moisture content is favorable for the wet species
in spring and for the dry species in summer. In case of the dynamic groundwater
regime on sandy clay loam both biomass and ET are slightly higher than in the static
groundwater regime. This is because especially in spring the soil moisture content
and therefore ET and An are higher. This comparison concisely shows how temporal
variability can create multiple niches in the same region.

4.4 Conclusions

We created a coupled bio-physical-vegetation growth and variably saturated three
dimensional hydrological model to simulate both short-term and long-term vegetation
dynamics along a hill slope.

Analysis of the short term dynamics of the model shows that groundwater has a
large influence on vegetation productivity (biomass, ET and An). Especially when
groundwater is near the rootzone groundwater causes a higher soil moisture content
in the rootzone and therefore higher transpiration and carbon assimilation rates.

The results of long-term (600 y) simulations provided resemble observations of ground-
water depth and vegetation gradients in a natural forest. Longterm dynamics also
reveal that die-back of upslope dry adapted vegetation results in an increase in wet
adapted vegetation downslope due to increased upslope groundwater recharge. This
exemplifies the upslope-downslope connection in these ecosystems.

Sensitivity analysis for three environmental parameters: slope angle, aquifer thickness
and rainfall (both magnitude and frequency), shows a great sensitivity of the system
to these factors. Both groundwater and vegetation react to these changes. Especially
soils with a large capillary fringe zone and moderate conductivity are sensitive to these
changes. These finding confirm earlier results from Brolsma & Bierkens (2007) that
were based on global maximization of evaporation or minimization of plant stress.
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Figure 4.10 Effect of a constant (black) and a variable (gray) groundwater level for four different
soil textures on biomass. Solid lines represent wet adapted vegetation and dashed lines represent
drought adapted vegetation. Lines represent average values of 600 years and 100 cells parallel to the
slope.
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The influence of different fixed groundwater levels on vegetation dynamics has already
been shown in the companion article in this series of two papers (Brolsma et al.,
2010a). Comparison of biomass of simulation runs having these static groundwater
levels with simulation runs using a dynamic groundwater model, shows a wider transi-
tion zone between the two vegetation types and a higher biomass within this zone for
the simulation runs with the dynamic groundwater model. This variation is caused by
the temporal dynamics of the groundwater level that results from the climatic forc-
ing and spatial interactions. Together with the upslope-downslope connectivity this
result thus shows the importance of using a fully coupled spatio-temporal dynamic
groundwater-vegetation model in areas with shallow groundwater.
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5 Climate change impact on a

groundwater-influenced hillslope

ecosystem

This chapter has been submitted as:
Brolsma, R. J., M.T.H. van Vliet and M. F. P. Bierkens (2010), Climate change
impact on a groundwater-influenced hillslope ecosystem. Water Resources Research.

Abstract

This study investigates the effect of climate change on a groundwater influenced
ecosystem on a hillslope consisting of two vegetation types, one adapted to wet and
one to dry soil conditions. The individual effects of changes in precipitation, tem-
perature and atmospheric CO2 concentration are compared to the combined effect of
these factors. Change in atmospheric conditions is based on the Netherlands. Pro-
jected climate change is obtained from an ensemble of nested global and regional
climate models (GCMs and RCMs), representing the IPCC SRES A2 scenario for
2100. For each GCM-RCM combination, change factors were determined and trans-
ferred to a stochastic weather generator. All projections show higher temperatures
and less annual precipitation. Simulations were performed using an eco-hydrological
model, consisting of a dynamic soil-plant-atmosphere-continuum model that is fully
coupled to a variably saturated hydrological model, using the stochastic weather data
as input. Model results show that increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration results
in higher biomasses due to higher water use efficiency and a decrease in evapora-
tion downslope where vegetation growth is light limited. The change in precipitation
regime (drier summers, wetter winters) causes a decreased biomass of especially the
dry adapted species and increased upslope groundwater recharge, resulting in ground-
water rise and an upward shift of wet adapted vegetation. Temperature rise results in
decreased biomass, because respiration increases stronger than carbon assimilation,
while increased transpiration causes drier soils and a prolonged period of water limited
growth. The combined effect is dominated by the increase in temperature and change
in precipitation regime, causing decreased biomass throughout. Surprisingly, the ef-
fect on groundwater level depends on the degree by which precipitation distribution
changes within the year, showing a drop at a small change and a rise when change is
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larger. This study thus shows that climate change effects on hydrology and vegetation
are far from straightforward and call for fully coupled eco-hydrological models and
upslope-downslope interaction.

5.1 Introduction

Global climate change projections for the 21st century indicate a rise in air tempera-
tures and a general increase in precipitation under increasing CO2 emissions. However,
large regional differences occur, resulting in regions with a decrease in precipitation
and a change in distribution of precipitation over the year (Solomon et al., 2007).
Field studies and experiments have shown that vegetation reacts in a complex way to
climate change and atmospheric CO2 rise, working at different spatial and temporal
scales.

At the scale of individual plants physiological responses will occur. Increased atmo-
spheric CO2 concentration will result in a reduction of stomatal conductance (e.g.
Medlyn et al., 2001; Kruijt et al., 2008), causing a decrease in transpiration of plants.
However, at the same time the increase in CO2 will cause higher carbon assimila-
tion rates and net primary production (NPP), resulting in a higher biomass, which
increases transpiration. Studies to this effect are however most often based on short
measurement periods on young trees. Long term effects on tree species remain un-
clear, also because the interactions with other limiting factors like nutrients and water
availability are not well known (Karnosky, 2003).

Change in rainfall regime results in change in soil moisture conditions. This in turn
will influence (fine) root growth and growth of mycorrhiza and therefore root water
uptake. The effect of temperature rise will affect vegetation physiologically by increas-
ing biochemical activity. Therefore carbon assimilation is expected to increase, but at
the same time respiration is expected to increase as well. The net effect on vegetation
growth remains unclear and will also depend on other environmental conditions (Saxe
et al., 2001). At higher temperatures also the phenology will be affected, prolonging
the growing season and therefore carbon assimilation, respiration, transpiration and
interception evaporation alike. However, the reaction of phenology is uncertain itself,
as the true mechanisms are still not understood. For instance the relation between
phenology and day length is strong as well (Saxe et al., 2001).

Individual trees react to all of the above changes in atmospheric conditions and re-
sulting changes in soil conditions by changing their growth form, e.g. by increasing
the amount of rootmass relative to the above ground biomass as a reaction to water
stress. At larger spatial scales shifts in the zonation of vegetation are expected to
occur. These shifts are connected to temperature rise and changes in precipitation.
Global vegetation models show vegetation zones to shift toward the poles and on local
scales to higher altitudes. Landscape scale models show that changes in precipitation
result in shifts in the soil moisture regime, which will cause drought tolerant and wet
tolerant species to shift up- and downslope (Brolsma & Bierkens, 2007).

It can be concluded that the effect of climate change is difficult to investigate in
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field experiments, due to the long response time of vegetation systems to change
in environmental conditions. Also geographical substitution to investigate climate
change has limitations, because it is difficult to extract the individual effect of change
of a climate variable, as a consequence of simultaneous change in other environmental
conditions.

Using computer models can help understand and predict the reaction of eco-hydrologi-
cal systems to climate change. The non-linearities in the reaction of vegetation to
climate change show the importance of using a bio-physically based vegetation models.
The majority of modeling studies that have been performed to assess the influence
of climate change on eco-hydrological systems focus on a large (global) scale (e.g.
Friend et al., 1997; Prentice et al., 1993; Sitch et al., 2003). These models however
omit many local interactions and feedbacks, such as competition for light and local
scale variations in soil moisture and groundwater, although vegetation competition is
sometimes included using Lotka Volterra type equations (e.g. Arora & Boer, 2006).
Hydrological models tend to simplify vegetation dynamics and conversely in ecological
models hydrological processes are often over simplified, with Band et al. (1993) as a
notable exception.

The effect of climate change on hydrological systems is thus far from straightforward.
It depends heavily on how vegetation reacts to changes in precipitation, temperature
and atmospheric CO2 concentration. Changes in vegetation affect the hydrological
system due to changes in interception evaporation and transpiration, while changes in
hydrology feed-back on vegetation (Eagleson, 1978). A sound analysis of hydrological
sensitivity to climate change thus demands a coupled vegetation-hydrology approach,
i.e. eco-hydrological models (Rodriguez-Iturbe, 2000).

Up to now, most eco-hydrological models treating both vegetation functioning as
well as hydrological processes in a fully coupled mode, are tailored to water limited
systems (Rodriguez-Iturbe & Porporato, 2004). However, in temperate climate zones
groundwater can have a strong effect on the reaction of vegetation to climate change,
because it strongly influences the spatial temporal distribution of soil moisture and
therefore water and oxygen stress of vegetation.

Including groundwater dynamics in these models is therefore of great importance
(Daly et al., 2009; Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 2007) and especially spatial dynamics
allowing for lateral groundwater flow (Brolsma et al., 2010b).

Here we aim to show the effect of climate change on a temperate forest ecosystem
using a fully coupled hydrological-vegetation model. To account for most of the above
mentioned non-linearities in the reaction of vegetation to climate change and be able
to investigate multiple aspects of climate change, we use a bio-physically based vegeta-
tion model. The resulting eco-hydrological model includes light competition between
two tree-species with different toleration to water and oxygen stress. We particularly
focus on the individual effect of temperature, precipitation and CO2 change and how
these compare to the effect of the combination of these factors. Climate input results
from 8 regional climate model (RCM) experiments from the PRUDENCE project for
current and future (2071-2100) climate under the IPCC SRES A2 scenario (Naki-
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cenovic & Swart, 2000). The output of these models is further down-scaled using a
stochastic rainfall model and weather generator. The hydrological part consists of a
hillslope model including lateral groundwater flow. This way we represent the higher
(drier) and lower (wetter) parts of the landscape and their connection through the
groundwater system.

5.2 Methods

In this study we use a fully coupled vegetation and variably saturated hydrological
model. The vegetation model has been described in detail in Brolsma et al. (2010a)
and the hydrological model in Brolsma et al. (2010b). Climate change scenarios, used
as input into the coupled eco-hydrological model, have been generated by applying
change factors from a selection of RCM experiments of the PRUDENCE project,
which were downscaled to local atmospheric forcing using a stochastic rainfall model
(Burton et al., 2008) in combination with the stochastic weather generator of Richard-
son (1981).

5.2.1 Hydrological model

A first full description of the hydrological model, that only included percolation in
the unsaturated zone as gravitational flow can be found in van Beek (2002). Modi-
fications to include matric potential driven unsaturated flow including capillary rise
are given in Brolsma et al. (2010b). We assume a shallow unconfined aquifer with
no-flow boundaries along the borders. This means that water can only leave the
system through exfiltration, after which water is instantly removed as runoff from
surface of the system. Also infiltration access runoff is instantly removed from the
system. The model (Figure 5.1) consists of three variably saturated layers in which
the groundwater level can fluctuate. Lateral fluxes are limited to the saturated zone
and vertical fluxes are limited to the unsaturated zone and unsaturated-saturated
interface. The vertical Darcy fluxes in the unsaturated zone are based on soil matric
potential and unsaturated conductivity, where both depend on soil moisture content
using van Genuchten (1980) equations. To increase the numeric stability of the model
and allowing relatively large timesteps, every timestep the equilibrium soil moisture
content of the layers was calculated based on the layer above. Within one calculation
timestep a cell that is wetter than the equilibrium soil moisture content cannot get
drier than its equilibrium soil moisture content, and vice versa for cells that are drier
then the equilibrium soil moisture content. The horizontal fluxes are modeled with
Darcy’s equation in two dimensions.

5.2.2 Vegetation model

A full description of the vegetation model is given in Brolsma et al. (2010a). Here
only a brief description is given of the main assumptions and equations. The veg-
etation model is two dimensional and is grid-based, having square cells of 100 m2,
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Figure 5.1 Simplified representation of the hillslope, the aquifer and the groundwater.

corresponding to the surface area of the footprint of a mature tree. The model uses
plant functional types, that are assumed to be always present at least at a primor-
dial biomass in all cells (i.e. no dispersal modeled). The vegetation model runs on
a half-hourly timestep for the calculation of transpiration, carbon assimilation and
respiration. However, to produce long-time (century) runs the model is upscaled to
daily timesteps (see hereafter).

Transpiration, carbon assimilation and respiration

Simulation of transpiration and carbon assimilation is based on Daly et al. (2004),
which is in turn (for the carbon assimilation part) strongly based on the model of
Farquhar et al. (1980). Transpiration of vegetation is assumed to be an equilibrium
between atmospheric demand and the capacity of the vegetation to provide water to
the leaves for transpiration. Atmospheric demand is calculated based on the Penman-
Monteith equation (Monteith, 1965):

ETpm =
(λwγwgbaρaD + ∆AR)

ρwλw[γw( gba
gsLAI

+ 1) + ∆]
, (5.1)

where AR [W m−2] is the absorbed radiation, D [-] the atmospheric vapor pressure
deficit, gs [m s−1] the stomatal conductance, λw [J kg−1] the latent heat of water
vaporization, γw [Pa K−1] the psychrometer constant, ∆ [Pa K−1] the slope of the
saturated water vapor pressure to temperature relationship, ρw [kg m−3] the water
density, ρa [kg m−3] the air density, LAI [-] the leaf area index and gba [m s−1] is the
series of conductances of the boundary layer and the atmosphere. Note that D and
∆ are both functions of temperature.

Stomatal conductance is modeled using the Jarvis (1976) approach, where gs depends
on gs,max through a series of reduction functions related to radiation (Rad), vapor
pressure deficit (D), leaf temperature (Tl), atmospheric carbon concentration (CO2)
and leaf water potential (ψl)[Pa]. The reduction of gs due to large negative leaf water
potentials is modeled as:

fψl(ψl) =











0 if ψl > ψl0
ψl−ψl0
ψl1−ψl0

if ψl0 < ψl < ψl1
1 if ψl < ψl1

, (5.2)

where ψl1 [Pa] is the threshold potential at which the root-to-leaf hydraulic conduc-
tance begins to decline, ψl0 [Pa] threshold potential at which the root-to-leaf hydraulic
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conductance becomes negligible. The dependence of gs to atmospheric CO2 is based
on Kruijt et al. (2008), who determined a decrease in stomatal conductance for woody
species of 0.068% per 1 ppm increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration.

The plants capacity provide water to the leaves is given by:

ETsrp = gsrp (ψs − ψl) , (5.3)

where gsrp [m Pa−1 s−1] is the soil-root-plant conductance and ψs [Pa] the soil water
potential. gsrp depends on the matric potential and unsaturated conductivity of the
soil and the leaf water potential (Daly et al., 2004).

In wet soil moisture conditions, root water uptake can be limited due to a shortage
of oxygen in the rootzone. To account for this effect, a reduction function fox, that
limits the soil root conductance, is used (Feddes et al., 1978; Brolsma et al., 2010a):

fox =







1 if θ < θox,1
θox,0−θ

θox,0−θox,1 if θox,1 < θ < θox,0
0 if θ > θox,0

, (5.4)

where θ [-] is the rootzone soil moisture content θox,1 [-] is the soil moisture content
at which root water uptake starts to decline and θox,0 [-] is the soil moisture content
at which the root water uptake stops. Root water uptake is also sensitive to soil
temperature as a consequence of respiration reduction (Bartholomeus et al., 2008b).
This effect has not been included in this model.

Assuming steady states, atmospheric demand and the plants capacity to provide water
to the leaves is in equilibrium. By solving for ψl and gs such that ETsrp = ETpm gives
the actual transpiration.

Carbon assimilation is based on the equilibrium between the CO2 flux from the atmo-
sphere through the stomata to the intercellular spaces in the leaf An,gsba [mol m−2 s−1]
and biochemical demand for CO2 for photosynthesis An,bio [mol m−2 s−1]. An,gsba de-
pends on stomatal conductance and the gradient in carbon concentration:

An,gsba = gsba,CO2(Ca − Ci), (5.5)

where gsba,CO2 [mol m−2 s−1] is the series of stomatal, leaf boundary layer and aerody-
namic conductances for CO2, Ca [mol mol−1] is the carbon concentration at the leaf
surface and Ci [mol mol−1] is the intercellular carbon concentration.

An,bio depends on radiation, leaf temperature and leaf water potential:

An,bio = An,ψlmin(An,c, An,q), (5.6)

where An,ψl [-] is a reduction function for carbon assimilation due to low leaf water
potential (ψl) and An,c [mol m−2 s−1] and An,q [mol m−2 s−1] are the rubisco limited
and the light limited carbon assimilation rate respectively.

The reduction of carbon assimilation due to low ψl is modeled by:

An,ψl =











0 if ψl < ψl,An,0
ψl−ψl,An,0

ψl,An,1−ψl,An,0
if ψl,An,0 < ψl < ψl,An,1

1 if ψl > ψl,An,1

, (5.7)
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in which ψAn,1 [Pa] is the threshold potential at which assimilation reduction caused
by chemical action begins to decline and ψAn,0 [Pa] is the threshold potential at which
assimilation reduction caused by chemical action becomes negligible.

The light limited carbon assimilation rate is given by:

An,q =
J

4

Ci − Γ∗

Ci + 2Γ∗ , (5.8)

where J [mol photons m−2 s−1] is the incident electron flux resulting from absorbed
photosynthetically active radiation (APAR) and Γ∗ [mol C mol−1 air] is the CO2

compensation point. In rubisco limited conditions carbon assimilation is calculated
by:

An,c = Vc,max
Ci − Γ∗

Ci +Kc (1 + oi/Ko)
, (5.9)

where Vc,max [mol m−2 s−1] is maximum carboxylation capacity, Kc, Ko [mol m−2]
are Michaelis-Menten constants for CO2 and O2 respectively and oi [mol m−2] is
atmospheric oxygen concentration. Vc,max, J , Γ and Kc and Ko all depend on leaf
temperature, which is obtained from closing the energy balance. Once gs and ψl
are known from the calculation of ET , An can be calculated solving Angsba(Ci) =
Anbio(Ci) for Ci.

To perform long simulation runs (> 100 y), the vegetation model that runs on a
time scale of half an hour, has to be upscaled to be used at daily timesteps. During
the day, meteorological parameters such as radiation, temperature and water vapor
pressure deficit vary while they influence transpiration (ET ) and carbon assimilation
(An) in a non-linear way. Therefore a simple linear upscaling using daily average
values of the input variables leads to biased results. On a daily timescale seven
variables influence ET and An: Tmin (minimum day temperature), Tmax (maximum
day temperature), Rad (incoming shortwave radiation), δ (day length), n/N (time
fraction cloud coverage), θ (rootzone soil moisture content) and LAI. The range in
values of each of these variables is discretized in steps (5-22 steps per variable). Half
hourly values of ET based on equations 5.1 and 5.3 and An based on equations 5.5
and 5.6 are calculated, where at each half-hourly timestep the daily course of T and
Rad is accounted for. These half-hourly values of ET and An are summed to daily
values and stored in a two separate lookup tables, for all possible combinations of the
above mentioned seven variables between reasonable bounds. When performing long
runs, daily values of Tmin, Tmax, Rad, δ, n/N , θ and LAI are generated or calculated
and the associated ET and An are then directly read from these lookup tables.

Respiration of vegetation depends on biomass that is located in the different com-
partments of the vegetation (above and below ground woody biomass, leaves and fine
roots) and the nitrogen content and temperature of the different compartments. The
dependence of respiration on temperature is calculated using a modified Arrhenius
equation (Lloyd and Taylor, 1994 in Sitch et al., 2003):

f(T ) = exp

[

308.56

(

1

56.02
−

1

T + 46.02

)]

, (5.10)
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where T [◦C] is the temperature of the compartment.

Finally, carbon assimilate available for growth is defined as:

An,growth = (An −Respmaint) · 0.7, (5.11)

where Respmaint [mol m−2]is the maintenance respiration calculated according to Sitch
et al. (2003) and depending on T according to 5.10 and 0.7 is a factor to account for
respiration as a result of growth itself. In (Brolsma et al., 2010a) model simulations of
daily, and yearly time scale are compared to observations of CO2 and H2O, showing
good results.

As the studied ecosystem consists of deciduous trees, phenology is included in the
model. Phenology is based on the 10 day sum of maximum temperature. When
this 10 day sum is larger than 100 ◦C leaves and fine roots start to grow. When
the sum is smaller than 100 ◦C after having reached the full LAI leaves and fine
roots start to be shed. Leaf and root growth and shedding occur at a fixed rate
depending on the LAI and are included in the carbon balance of the vegetation. To
model vegetation growth, it is assumed that An,growth is first moved to the storage
compartment, which is a fixed fraction of the sapwood of the wooden parts of the tree.
When this compartment is full, excess An,growth is used for biomass growth. Carbon
for leaf and fine root growth are obtained from the storage until a minimum of 10%
of carbon in the storage compartment is reached. The last 10% of the carbon storage
can only be used for maintenance respiration. When the storage becomes empty, it
is assumed that the tree dies. Tree height and maximum LAI are directly related to
biomass through allometric functions (Brolsma et al., 2010a). The relation between
above and below ground biomass is fixed in this model, which means that water or
oxygen stress do not affect the growth form of the tree. For simplicity we assume a
uniform root distribution within a fixed rootzone of 0.6 m depth. As a consequence
the vegetation is not able to adapt to shallow groundwater tables by increasing its root
density in the unsaturated part of the rootzone, or to adapt to deeper groundwater
tables by rooting deeper to reach the groundwater.

Interception

Assuming a homogeneous canopy within a cell for each species, transmission and
therefore interception of light within the canopy are modeled according to Beer’s law
for light absorption (1 − e−kLAI). Light interception mainly depends on tree height
and LAI, where both are a function of biomass of the individual vegetation type.
Both height and LAI increase with biomass. Precipitation interception is modeled as
a bucket model. A gap fraction of the canopy, is used to determine direct throughfall,
and indirect throughfall occurs when the maximum interception capacity is exceeded
or if the precipitation amount is larger than the potential daily canopy evaporation,
based on Penman’s open water evaporation.
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Competition and mortality

Vegetation competition is only local in the sense that there is only competition for
light and water within a grid cell. Light competition is determined by tree height
and LAI, where trees with a higher biomass are taller and have a higher LAI and
thus catch more light. Competition for water is determined by the plants reaction
to large negative leaf water potentials and root water uptake parameters. There are
no explicit spatial interactions between cells; only implicit through groundwater flow.
A low soil moisture content can cause a large negative leaf water potential, ψl [Pa].
This causes cavitation, that leads to lower plant water conductance and therefore
lower leaf water potential, lower stomatal conductance, and lower transpiration and
carbon assimilation. The parameters that control the reaction of plant conductance
and assimilation rate to leaf water potential differ between the species (Table 5.2).

At high soil moisture contents oxygen stress occurs. As a result of oxygen stress root
water uptake is hampered, causing again low leaf water potentials. The parameters
controlling the root water uptake function at high moisture contents differ between
species as well (Table 5.2).

There are two causes of death for vegetation. First of all, vegetation dies when the
carbon storage compartment is empty as described above. Secondly, vegetation can
die as a consequence of disease, lightning, etc., which is modeled as a stochastic
process with a probability of 1/300 per year. Dispersal of vegetation is not included
in the model and regrowth of vegetation after death of one vegetation type is based
on the concept that a seedbank is present, i.e. when a tree dies, the species starts
regrowing the next timestep at primordial biomass.

5.2.3 Weather generator

The vegetation model uses the following daily atmospheric input variables: precipita-
tion amount, minimum and maximum temperature (Tmin and Tmax) and net long and
incoming short (Rad) wave radiation. Time series of these variables are generated as
a stochastic process. Precipitation is simulated using the the stochastic rainfall model
RainSim V3 (Burton et al., 2008) in which multi-site time series are sampled from the
spatial-temporal Neyman-Scott rectangular pulses process (STNSRP) (Kilsby et al.,
2007; Cowpertwait, 1995). Minimum and maximum temperature and clear sky short
wave radiation are generated using the Richardson (1981) weather generator and the
dependence of long and short wave radiation to cloudiness are based on random sam-
pling of historic cloud cover data (Brolsma et al., 2010a).

The baseline run of rainfall is based on the statistical properties of meteorological
measurements of the current climate (1961-1990) of 22 stations around Eindhoven.
These statistical properties of the rainfall have subsequently been used to generate
artificial rainfall series using the RainSimV3 rainfall model (Burton et al., 2008). A
more detailed description of the generated rainfall series that are used in our study,
is given in van Vliet et al. (submitted).

The generated rainfall series were used as input for the weather simulator by Richard-
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son (1981). Usually this simulator determines the occurrence of wet and dry days
based on a Markov chain process that is part of the simulator, but in this case we did
not use this part of the model and used the simulated wet and dry days and daily
rainfall on wet days from the STNSRP model as given.

Parameterization and simulation of the Richardson generator then proceeded as fol-
lows. First, for each month mean minimum temperature (Tmin) and mean maximum
temperature (Tmax) are determined for wet and dry days. Next, crosscovariances of
residuals of minimum and maximum temperature are determined separately for each
month and conditional to having a wet or a dry day. Conditional to month and having
a wet or a dry day, a multivariate normal distribution of Tmin and Tmax is assumed to
simulate their residuals and add them to the monthly means. Vapor pressure deficit
is then estimated from Tmin and Tmax assuming dewpoint temperature Tdew to be
equal to Tmin according to relationships summarized in Allen et al. (1998). Shortwave
radiation is reduced based on cloudiness, which is, together with atmospheric temper-
ature and vapor pressure deficit, used to calculate net incoming long wave radiation
(Shuttleworth, 1993).

To simulate cloudiness, cloud cover data for the period 1961-1990 were divided into
bins based on month number, rainfall amount and the difference between daily min-
imum and maximum temperature. Based on month number and predicted rainfall
amount and the difference between daily minimum and maximum temperature cloud
cover percentages are drawn randomly from the corresponding bin.

5.2.4 Climate change scenario runs

To simulate the effect of climate change we focus on the SRES A2 emission scenario of
the IPCC for the period 2071-2100, which describes a very heterogeneous world with
continuously increasing global population and regionally oriented economic growth.
(Nakicenovic & Swart, 2000). A selection of GCM (general circulation model) and
RCM (regional climate model) combinations for the A2 scenario that were generated
within the PRUDENCE project (Christensen et al., 2007) were used. The climate
change scenarios are based on both the statistical properties of the baseline run and
on the monthly changes in statistics calculated from the outputs of the selected GCM-
RCM experiments between the baseline period (1961-1990) and future period (2071-
2100). In the PRUDENCE project output of several GCMs, forced with the A2
emission scenario, were selected to serve as boundary condition for different RCM
runs. An overview of the selected GCM-RCM combinations used in our study is
given in 5.1. Boundary conditions of the GCMs HadAM3 and ECHAM4/OPYC have
both been used for the runs with the RCMs HIRHAM and RCAO. The RCMs were
also run based on the output of a GCM under current climate conditions to produce
a baseline run.

Based on differences of the RCM output of the baseline run (1961-1990) and the sce-
nario runs (2071-2100), change factors for mean rainfall, daily rainfall variance, daily
skewness coefficient, Pdry (proportion of dry days), daily rainfall lag-1 autocorrelation
and mean temperature were determined for each month. A procedure using change
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Table 5.1 Main characteristics of the baseline run and the climate change scenarios. Name denotes
the name of the scenario used in this article, Period is the time interval for which the rainfall
generator has been calibrated, RCM is the regional climate model that has been used to force the
rainfall generator (Burton et al., 2008) and weather generator (Richardson, 1981), GCM is the general
circulation model that has been used as boundary condition for the RCM, Prec. [mm] is the sum of
annual precipitation and Temp. [◦C] is the mean annual temperature.

Name Period RCM GCM Prec. Temp.

Baseline 1961-1990 data 777 9.7
Arpege 2071-2100 Arpege HadCM3 759 12.8
HAD-H-P 2071-2100 HadRM3P HadAM3P 682 13.7
HIRHAM-E 2071-2100 HIRHAM ECHAM4/OPYC 710 14.6
HIRHAM-H 2071-2100 HIRHAM HadAM3H 709 13.2
RACMO-H 2071-2100 RACMO HadAM3H 756 13.0
RCAO-E 2071-2100 RCAO ECHAM4/OPYC 716 15.1
RCAO-H 2071-2100 RCAO HadAM3H 734 13.4
REMO-H 2071-2100 REMO HadAM3H 750 12.9

factors (Kilsby et al., 2007; Fowler et al., 2007) is followed because the RCMs do
not sufficiently well reproduce meteorological conditions on short timescales. These
changes were then forced on the calculated monthly statistics of the calibrated rainfall
model for the selected rainfall gauges around Eindhoven for the actual situation (van
Vliet et al., submitted). The timeseries of one location (station Eindhoven) were used
as input for the eco-hydrological model, i.e. no spatial fields were used.

The changes in mean temperature per month, based on the RCM outcomes, were
added to the average monthly Tmin and Tmax assuming both to change at the same
rate and the variance to remain the same. The cross covariances of Tmin and Tmax
residuals were, for a wet and a dry day, assumed to remain constant, as well as the
statistical parameters for cloudiness for a given vapor pressure deficit, Tmin and Tmax
and for wet and dry days.

In all the scenarios the temperature is projected to increase. From figure 5.2 it can be
seen that average annual temperature is expected to rise from 9.7 ◦C to 12.8-15.1 ◦C.
The average temperature increase in winter is around 3◦C and in summer around 5◦C.
The RCM runs that are based on the boundary conditions of the ECHAM4/OPYC
GCM (HIRHAM-E, RCAO-E) show a larger temperature increase than the ones based
on the HadAM3H GCM (HIRHAM-H, RCAO-H).

Average annual precipitation is projected to decrease from a present day 777 mm y−1

to 759-682 mm y−1. As can be seen in figure 5.2 precipitation in summer will decrease,
while it increases in winter. This change in precipitation is mainly caused by a
decrease in the number of days that it rains, as the amount of rain on rainy days
slightly increases all year round. The Had-H-P has the lowest annual rainfall amount.
The RCM runs that are based on the ECHAM4/OPYC GCM show a larger change
in seasonal precipitation pattern (larger increase in winter and larger decrease in
summer) than the RCM runs based on the HadAM3 GCM.
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Figure 5.2 Outcomes of the PRUDENCE GCM-RCM combinations for the future time period (2071-
2100) for Eindhoven, the Netherlands relative to the baseline period (1961-1990). Upper left panel
shows the change in temperature, upper right panel shows the change in daily precipitation amount,
lower left panel shows the change in precipitation on days that it rains and lower right panel shows
the change in probability that it rains on a single day. P, the amount of precipitation; P wet day,
the amount of precipitation on days that with precipitation; Prob. wet day, the probability of a day
with precipitation (P > 0 mm).

For the baseline run the atmospheric CO2 concentration is set at 370 ppm. For the
period 2071-2100 the CO2 concentration is assumed to be 730 ppm for all scenarios
and is based on the IPCC SRES A2 emission scenarios (Nakicenovic & Swart, 2000).

5.2.5 Model setup

For this study the hydrological model uses in plan-view square cells of 100 m2. The
thickness of the layers of the hydrological model are from top to bottom of 1, 2 and
5 m, resulting in an aquifer thickness of 8 m. The slope is 50 cells long and 100 cells
wide with a slope of 5%. The soil texture is homogeneous and consists of sandy loam
(van Genuchten parameters: θsat=0.41, θr=0.065, Ks=1.06 m d−1, α=7.5 m−1 and
n=1.89, (Carsel, 1988)). The hydrological model was run at a timestep of 0.1 day for
reasons of stability and the coupling between the vegetation and hydrological model
was on a daily basis.

In the vegetation model two plant functional types are defined. The first type is
better adapted to wet conditions, in which it experiences less oxygen stress than the
second type, whereas the second type is better adapted to dry conditions, in which it
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Table 5.2 Parameters of the plant functional type adapted to wet and the plant functional type
adapted to dry conditions.

Parameter Description Wet species Dry species

ψ0 leaf water potential below which gs be-
comes 0 [Pa]

-0.45e+06 -4.5 e+06

ψ1 leaf water potential below which gs
starts to decline [Pa]

-0.005e+06 -0.05 e+06

ψa,0 leaf water potential below which assimi-
lation becomes 0 [Pa]

-0.45e+06 -4.5 e+06

ψa,1 leaf water potential below which assimi-
lation starts to decline [Pa]

-0.05e+06 -0.5 e+06

Ox,0 soil moisture content above which root
water uptake starts to decline [-]

θsat-0.03 θsat-0.10

Ox,1 soil moisture content above which root
water uptake becomes 0 [-]

θsat-0.01 θsat-0.05

experiences less water stress than the first type. The parameters that differ between
the two species are listed in table 5.2.

For every GCM-RCM combination a 1000 year stochastic weather series was produced.
The first 400 y were used for spin-up of the eco-hydrological model and the following
600 y were used as results. These results were analyzed by looking at the biomass
distribution along the hillslope, average soil moisture content, average groundwater
level, average evapotranspiration and the difference between precipitation and evap-
otranspiration as measure of average groundwater recharge. We simulated changes
in P, T and CO2 separately as well as full climate change, by changing the factors
simultaneously. This way we were able to analyze the separate contributions to the
combined effect of climate change.

5.3 Results

In this section first the outcomes of the baseline run are described. Then the separate
influence of temperature rise, change in precipitation pattern and rise in atmospheric
CO2 concentration on the eco-hydrological system are explained and finally, we de-
scribe the effect of expected climate change, by changing all variables simultaneously.

The results of the baseline run are plotted repeatedly in figures 5.3 to 5.6, showing
the main variables influencing the water balance and the effect on biomass for the
different scenarios. The results are presented as average values of a 600 year period
and 100 cells parallel to the slope. In this period a quasi steady state exists in the eco-
hydrological system, but spatial and temporal dynamics exist. These are for large part
driven by variations in meteorological input. For more information about within year
temporal variation we refer to Brolsma et al. (2010b). For reference we also provided
dynamic content showing an animation of the 600 y simulation for the baseline run.
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The highest biomass (22 kg m−2) is reached by the wet adapted species near the base of
the slope. At the base of the slope biomass is slightly lower as a result of oxygen stress.
Moving further upslope the biomass of the wet adapted species decreases, while the
biomass of the dry adapted species increases. This transition zone is located between
60 and 130 m. Upslope of 130 m the dry adapted species dominates with the highest
biomass just upslope of 130 m and a fairly constant biomass of 5 kg m−2 along the
rest of the slope. Evapotranspiration is also highest downslope and lowest upslope
and is almost constant except for the transition zone (60-200 m) in between. This
transition zone is wider than the transition zone of the vegetation. This indicates
that ET in this zone is not only driven by biomass and vegetation type, but also
by the proximity of groundwater and therefore capillary rise or reduced groundwater
recharge. Average groundwater and rootzone soil moisture content (0.41-0.12) show
a gradient from high to low moving in upslope direction. Due to the assumption of
now flow boundaries the groundwater table downslope is at the surface and almost
constant.

5.3.1 Temperature change

The effect of temperature change on the eco-hydrological system is shown in figure
5.3 and table 5.3. In all model runs the biomass of both species decreases and the
transition zone between species moves downslope. Due to the shift of the transition
zone the biomass of the dry species increases in this zone, but total biomass decreases.
This coincides with an increase in ET along most part of the slope except for the zone
where the shift occurs (80 to 190 m). Because the precipitation amount is equal in all
model runs, groundwater recharge shows the opposite pattern of ET . As a result, the
groundwater level drops as well as the rootzone soil moisture content. The decrease
in soil moisture content is most pronounced in the transition zone, which is caused by
the disconnection between groundwater level and the rootzone during a longer period
of the year and the shift downward of the drought adapted species that is capable of
extracting more water from the soil.

Biomass decreases, because respiration increases faster with an increase in tempera-
ture than carbon assimilation in the temperature range between the current climate
and the future scenarios. The increase in ET is mostly caused by the increase in
vapor pressure deficit (D) and the slope of the vapor pressure curve, (∆). Both RCM
runs based on the ECHAM4/OPYC GCM (HIRHAM-E, RCAO-E) show a stronger
temperature increase than the RCM runs based on the HadAM3 GCM (HIRHAM-H,
RCAO-H) and therefore have stronger effect on vegetation and hydrology.

5.3.2 Precipitation change

The effect of precipitation on the eco-hydrological system is shown in figure 5.4 and
table 5.3. The maximum biomass of the wet adapted vegetation remains approxi-
mately the same (20 kg m−2), but the zone where it dominates becomes wider and
the overall biomass of wet species increases. However, the maximum biomass as well
as the width of the zone of the drought adapted species decreases. Evapotranspira-
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Figure 5.3 The effect of change in temperature on a groundwater controlled forest ecosystem on a
slope. Plots show respectively the effect on biomass of the wet adapted and the drought adapted
species, groundwater level relative to the surface, rootzone soil moisture content, evapotranspiration
and (sub)surface runoff. The lines represent average values of 600 years and 100 cells parallel to the
slope. The base of the slope is located at 0 m.
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Figure 5.4 The effect of change in precipitation on a groundwater controlled forest ecosystem on a
slope. Plots show respectively the effect on biomass of the wet adapted and the drought adapted
species, groundwater level relative to the surface, rootzone soil moisture content, evapotranspiration
and (sub)surface runoff. The lines represent average values of 600 years and 100 cells parallel to the
slope. The base of the slope is located at 0 m.
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tion decreases almost everywhere, although upslope much more (50-200 mm) than
downslope (20-30 mm). Therefore, the groundwater recharge (that is based on both
precipitation and ET) upslope increases whereas downslope it decreases. The ground-
water level rises as well as the soil moisture content. The reduction in soil moisture
content is especially prominent in the intermediate zone.

The decrease in biomass of the dry species is caused by the decrease in annual precip-
itation, and especially in summer precipitation when atmospheric demand is highest.
This causes more water stress for vegetation, higher leaf temperatures due to less
ET and more respiration, while due to closure of the stomata the carbon assimila-
tion decreases. Interception evaporation drops in summer because of the decreased
precipitation and slightly lower LAI. At the same time the amount of precipitation
on days that it rains, i.e. the intensity, increases. This results in more throughfall
because the interception capacity of the canopy is more frequently exceeded, which
is reinforced by decreased LAI (biomass). Additionally in winter, when interception
evaporation is negligible, precipitation increases. This causes an increase in the an-
nual sum of groundwater recharge and therefore higher groundwater levels and higher
average soil moisture contents, especially midslope. This eventually gives room for
upslope extension of the zone of wet-adapted species.

5.3.3 Change in atmospheric carbon dioxide

The increase of atmospheric CO2 content has two opposite effects on evapotranspira-
tion. First, the increasing gradient between atmospheric and intercellular CO2 causes
a larger CO2 flux into the leaf, resulting in higher assimilation rates and thus a higher
biomass. This can be seen throughout the hillslope in figure 5.5 for both dry and
wet adapted vegetation. A higher biomass increases evapotranspiration due to an
increased transpiration area (LAI) and increased interception evaporation. Second, a
higher atmospheric CO2 content results in a reduction of maximum stomatal conduc-
tance (7.4 mm d−1 instead of 10 mm d−1) and thus a reduced transpiration per unit
leaf area (Kruijt et al., 2008). Figure 5.5 shows that the net effect downslope is a de-
crease in evaporation. Apparently vegetation growth, i.e. the increase in biomass, is
light limited so that it cannot offset the decrease in transpiration due to CO2 reduced
stomatal conductance. Upslope however both effects seem to cancel out. Here, the
vegetation growth and evaporation during the summer is water-limited. Due to stom-
atal closure less water is transpired, which leaves additional water to remain in the
soil. This additional water is however immediately used up by the increased biomass
which, mainly due to increased interception evaporation, completely compensates the
decreased transpiration by reduced stomatal conductance. As can be seen, the effect
of CO2 rise on groundwater level and soil moisture is small, because precipitation is
constant and evaporation almost remains the same.

5.3.4 Combined effect

The combined effect of temperature, precipitation and CO2 change can be seen in
figure 5.6 and table 5.3. Biomass will decrease both downslope and upslope for both
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Figure 5.5 The effect of change in atmospheric CO2 concentration on a groundwater controlled
forest ecosystem on a slope. Plots show respectively the effect on biomass of the wet adapted and
the drought adapted species, groundwater level relative to the surface, rootzone soil moisture content,
evapotranspiration and (sub)surface runoff. The lines represent average values of 600 years and 100
cells parallel to the slope. The base of the slope is located at 0 m.
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Figure 5.6 Combined effect of change in CO2, temperature and precipitation on a groundwater
controlled forest ecosystem on a slope. Plots show respectively the effect on biomass of the wet
adapted and the drought adapted species, groundwater level relative to the surface, rootzone soil
moisture content, evapotranspiration and (sub)surface runoff. The lines represent average values of
600 years and 100 cells parallel to the slope. The base of the slope is located at 0 m.
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species. Because the influence of precipitation downslope is negligible, the effect of
change in temperature is dominant, leading to decreased biomass due to increased
respiration. Upslope the dominant factor cannot be recognized as both temperature
rise and precipitation change result in a decrease in biomass. Their effect is slightly
counterbalanced by the increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration. Downslope ET
increases while annual precipitation decreases more, resulting in an evapotranspiration
surplus.

Downslope, where vegetation growth is not water limited, the increase in temper-
ature is the main cause for the decrease in biomass due to increased respiration.
Upslope, the increase in temperature, the decrease in annual precipitation and in-
creased difference between summer and winter precipitation, cause high water stress
and therefore a net reduction in transpiration and carbon assimilation and an increase
in respiration, resulting in a lower biomass and LAI. For the RCM runs based on
the ECHAM4/OPYC GCM, the decrease in biomass is so large that it results in an
increase in groundwater recharge upslope and therefore a rise in groundwater level
and an increase in rootzone soil moisture content. Surprisingly, the scenarios based
on the HadAM3 model show the opposite effect: A smaller increase in temperature
and difference between winter and summer precipitation result in a smaller decrease
in biomass. Combined with a smaller increase in winter precipitation the net effect
is a decrease in groundwater recharge, resulting in a drop in groundwater level and a
decrease in soil moisture content.

5.4 Discussion and conclusions

Table 5.4 summarizes the results from the sensitivity analysis showing the effects of
climate change and individual change in temperature, precipitation and atmospheric
CO2 on the eco-hydrological variables. We separated the effects downslope and ups-
lope, distinguishing between the zone that is never water limited from the zone that
can become water limited in the warm/dry season as well as the RCM runs based on
the ECHAM4/OPYC and HadAM3 GCM.

As to be expected, given the lower no-flow boundary condition for groundwater, pre-
cipitation change has hardly any effect on downslope groundwater and rootzone soil
moisture conditions. As a result, the effect of precipitation on biomass downslope is
negligible. Upslope where groundwater levels are deeper, the soil moisture content is
lower and the effect of the change in precipitation regime is much larger as vegetation
growth is already limited by water availability. Because rootzone soil moisture con-
tent downslope is high and hardly changes due to the shallow groundwater table, the
effect of CO2 rise on biomass downslope is large. Upslope the effect is much smaller
as water is the limiting factor in vegetation growth. The effect of temperature rise is
similar, because the increase in both respiration and carbon assimilation is similar.
As a result of a simultaneous change in precipitation, temperature and atmospheric
CO2 concentration, biomass both upslope and downslope decreases, indicating the
dominance of the temperature (mostly downslope) and precipitation effect (mostly
upslope). Surprisingly the RCM runs based on the ECHAM4/OPYC GCM, show an
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Table 5.3 Averages of biomass and water balance components in the different climate scenarios.
Effects of temperature rise, change in precipitation pattern, CO2 concentration and effect of simul-
taneous change on the following variables: Biomass wet vegetation (Bwet), dry vegetation (Bdry),
total vegetation (Btot), evaporation wet vegetation (Ewet), evaporation dry vegetation (Edry), evap-
oration total vegetation (Etot), transpiration wet vegetation (Trwet), transpiration dry vegetation
(Trdry), transpiration total vegetation (Trtot), and net precipitation (P −ET ). Biomass is given in
kg m−2 and fluxes in mm y−1.

Temperature P Bwet Bdry Btot Ewet Edry Etot Trwet Trdry Trtot P − ET
Baseline 778.8 4.5 3.7 8.1 56.1 94.6 150.7 157.6 216.5 374.1 254.0
Arpege 778.8 2.7 3.1 5.8 56.8 112.8 169.6 143.5 248.0 391.5 217.7
HAD-H-P 778.8 2.5 2.7 5.2 60.2 107.3 167.5 155.9 238.6 394.5 216.8
HIRHAM-E 778.8 2.3 2.5 4.8 60.8 106.1 167.0 159.6 239.7 399.4 212.5
HIRHAM-H 778.8 2.6 2.8 5.4 59.6 107.7 167.3 153.6 239.1 392.7 218.8
RACMO-H 778.8 2.7 3.0 5.7 57.7 113.5 171.2 145.0 246.9 391.9 215.7
RCAO-E 778.8 2.1 2.4 4.5 60.4 108.9 169.3 156.1 245.0 401.0 208.5
RCAO-H 778.8 2.6 2.8 5.3 58.8 107.3 166.1 153.1 240.1 393.1 219.5
REMO-H 778.8 2.7 3.0 5.7 59.3 115.8 175.1 145.2 245.5 390.7 213.0
Precipitation P Bwet Bdry Btot Ewet Edry Etot Trwet Trdry Trtot P − ET
Baseline 778.8 4.5 3.7 8.1 56.1 94.6 150.7 157.6 216.5 374.1 254.0
Arpege 757.9 4.9 3.0 7.8 51.8 69.5 121.3 182.4 185.5 367.9 268.7
HAD-H-P 679.0 4.2 2.5 6.7 38.5 54.7 93.3 163.5 173.2 336.7 249.0
HIRHAM-E 708.6 4.9 2.2 7.2 40.7 45.1 85.8 196.1 153.2 349.3 273.5
HIRHAM-H 709.2 4.5 2.7 7.1 44.1 60.7 104.8 171.8 174.8 346.6 257.8
RACMO-H 758.1 5.6 2.3 8.0 50.7 52.1 102.8 215.9 157.7 373.6 281.7
RCAO-E 719.6 5.5 1.8 7.3 41.3 36.0 77.3 222.7 126.4 349.1 293.2
RCAO-H 736.2 5.2 2.4 7.5 47.8 52.1 99.9 203.2 157.4 360.7 275.6
REMO-H 745.1 5.0 2.7 7.7 49.0 61.0 110.0 190.7 175.3 366.0 269.1
CO2 P Bwet Bdry Btot Ewet Edry Etot Trwet Trdry Trtot P − ET
Baseline 778.8 4.5 3.7 8.1 56.1 94.6 150.7 157.6 216.5 374.1 254.0
Baseline and CO2 778.8 6.9 4.9 11.9 61.5 100.3 161.8 155.7 201.8 357.5 259.5
Total P Bwet Bdry Btot Ewet Edry Etot Trwet Trdry Trtot P − ET
Baseline 778.8 4.5 3.7 8.1 56.1 94.6 150.7 157.6 216.5 374.1 254.0
Arpege 757.9 4.2 3.3 7.5 57.3 95.2 152.5 157.8 207.0 364.8 240.7
HAD-H-P 679.0 3.1 2.6 5.7 45.0 77.5 122.5 141.0 196.4 337.4 219.1
HIRHAM-E 708.6 3.5 2.2 5.7 48.4 66.3 114.7 175.4 177.9 353.2 240.7
HIRHAM-H 709.2 3.4 3.0 6.4 50.6 93.9 144.5 138.2 203.4 341.6 223.1
RACMO-H 758.1 4.4 2.8 7.3 59.9 84.1 143.9 177.6 190.4 368.0 246.1
RCAO-E 719.6 3.7 1.6 5.4 55.5 52.9 108.4 215.5 138.9 354.4 256.8
RCAO-H 736.2 3.9 2.6 6.6 56.6 81.6 138.2 170.5 186.5 357.0 240.9
REMO-H 745.1 3.9 3.3 7.2 55.1 97.8 152.9 148.3 212.4 360.6 231.6

Table 5.4 Summary of the outcomes of the different scenarios (2071-2100), compared to the baseline
run (1961-1990). Downslope refers to the lower 50 m of the slope and upslope to the upper 50 m of
the slope, except for the areas (Awet and Adry) which correspond to the entire slope. The results are
shown separately for the RCM runs based on the HadAM3 and the ECHAM4/OPYC GCM. Bwet,
biomass wet adapted species; Bdry, biomass dry adapted species; Awet, area wet adapted species;
Adry, area dry adapted species; E, evapotranspiration; P−E, precipitation-evapotranspiration; G,
groundwater level; θ, soil moisture content. Five classes of change are used: • large decrease; •
medium decrease; • no change; • medium increase; • large increase.

Change Model Downslope Upslope
Bwet Awet E P−E G θ Bdry Adry E P−E G θ

Temperature HadAM3 • • • • • • • • • • • •
ECHAM4/OPYC • • • • • • • • • • • •

Precipitation HadAM3 • • • • • • • • • • • •
ECHAM4/OPYC • • • • • • • • • • • •

CO2 • • • • • • • • • • • •
Combined HadAM3 • • • • • • • • • • • •

ECHAM4/OPYC • • • • • • • • • • • •
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increase in groundwater level and soil moisture content, while the RCM runs based
on HadAM3 show a decrease in both variables. This shows that sign of the response
can be dependent on the magnitude of the climate change signal and is thus very
non-linear in this system.

The results in Table 5.4 also show that the effect of climate change on hydrological
variables can be highly non-linear, such that even the sign of change can be different
depending on the magnitude of change in temperature and precipitation over the year.
Clearly, the combined effect of the three factors temperature, precipitation and CO2

on the eco-hydrological system is far form straightforward. It depends on the position
in the landscape and cannot be simply deduced from the individual effects.

The results also shows the clear presence of spatial interaction. The upslope-downslope
interaction, which is most pronounced as a result of change in precipitation regime,
where although yearly rainfall decreases, rainfall in winter increases. Decreased up-
slope biomass and increased rainfall in winter cause the groundwater recharge to
increase upslope as a result of increased throughfall in winter. The resulting rise in
groundwater level causes wetter conditions downslope and therefore an enlargement
of the zone where wet adapted vegetation occurs. This could not have been predicted
using a model that does not include lateral groundwater flow. In particular, the non-
linear response to magnitude and the upslope-downslope effects, show that predicting
the effect of climate change on this temperate ecosystem can be far from straightfor-
ward and calls for models that fully couple biophysical vegetation models with the
hydrological system. That is, we need eco-hydrological models that are robust under
climate change.

We stress that the results show the response of one particular system and one CO2

emission scenario, although existing of an ensemble of eight projections. Therefore
this study cannot be used to draw general conclusions about the effect of climate
change in absolute sense. It mostly serves as an example to show the complexity
of the response of the system and give directions for future research. Moreover, the
validation of the model or comparison of the model as a whole against field data is
rather impractical. Experiments with scaled but real vegetation on artificial hillslopes
(Hopp et al., 2009; Kleinhans et al., 2010) may be a way to test whether non-linear
effects observed in the simulations are a property of the model or of the real system.
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6 Synthesis

In the thesis introduction six research questions were formulated:

1. Can a quantitative framework, on a hydrological basis, be formulated to under-
stand groundwater, soil water and vegetation dynamics in groundwater influ-
enced ecosystems?

2. What is the influence of the presence of a static groundwater table on vegetation
dynamics and water fluxes?

3. What is the effect of spatio-temporal groundwater dynamics on vegetation
growth in an eco-hydrological system?

4. What is the effect of climate change on vegetation in a groundwater influenced
hillslope ecosystem under temperate climate conditions?

5. To what extent can the concept of water and oxygen stress of vegetation be used
in systems that are also light limited?

6. Which findings of this study are important for the disciplines of hydrology,
ecology and climatology?

The first four questions have partly been discussed in Chapters 2 to 5. A summary
of these Chapters and a more elaborate discussion will be given in sections 6.1 to 6.4.
The last two questions are based on the outcomes of Chapters 2 to 5. These questions
will be discussed in sections 6.5 and 6.6.

6.1 Groundwater, soil water and vegetation

dynamics based on a hydrological approach

Where groundwater influences the soil moisture content of the rootzone, it can greatly
affect vegetation dynamics and distribution. In Chapter 2 a first attempt was pre-
sented to understand the vegetation distribution along a groundwater influenced hill-
slope. In this case static vegetation on a quasi two-dimensional slope was considered,
where water and indirectly oxygen availability were the limiting factors for vegetation
productivity.
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To provide a quantitative framework on a hydrological basis for understanding ground-
water, soil water and vegetation dynamics in groundwater influenced ecosystems, a
model simulating evapotranspiration and saturated-unsaturated flow along a hillslope
was developed. The effect was shown of two optimality hypotheses about the location
of the boundary, in climax state, between two vegetation types that differ in their
reaction to water and oxygen stress. The first hypothesis states that the boundary is
located at the position where whole system ET is maximized and the second hypoth-
esis states that the vegetation boundary is located where whole system plant stress is
minimized.

The concept of plant stress is based on the concept of water stress as defined by
Porporato et al. (2001) and has been extended to include oxygen stress. Static water
stress occurs when the rootzone soil moisture content is below a certain threshold value
and static oxygen stress occurs when the rootzone soil moisture content is above a
certain threshold value. Dynamic water and oxygen stress depend on static water and
oxygen stress and the duration and frequency of static stress periods. Plant stress is
the combination of dynamic water stress and oxygen stress.

The analysis shows that in the system where stress is minimized, the vegetation
boundary is located at approximately the same location as in the system where tran-
spiration is maximized. The position where the maximum evaporation is at minimum
approximately coincides with the location where slope-average soil moisture is mini-
mal. Due to the limited scope of this study, a conclusion about which hypothesis is
more plausible can not be drawn.

The results are in contradiction with the optimality hypothesis of Eagleson (1982)
stating that water-limited natural vegetation systems are in stable equilibrium with
their climatic and pedologic environments if the canopy density and species act to
minimize average water demand stress, i.e. maximize soil moisture content. However,
despite the simplicity of the representation of vegetation, the optimality criteria en-
ables mimicking the transposition of vegetation zones in reaction to changing climate
and hydro-geology, showing that a wetter climate, less steep slopes and shallower
aquifers cause the wet adapted species to move upslope.

The concept of oxygen stress is useful for evaluating plant stress in groundwater
influenced ecosystems. However, the response to water stress and oxygen stress are
simplified. Both are based on soil moisture conditions, instead of water potentials
within the plant. This has the advantage that it avoids modeling the complex and
not yet fully understood response of vegetation to soil moisture conditions, but of
course also introduces a certain level of empiricism.

It was assumed that oxygen stress occurred at a fixed degree of saturation for all soil
textures. Feddes et al. (1978) already indicated that further research to the decrease
of root water uptake under wet conditions had to be performed. The authors already
mentioned that soil texture and therefore pore space influences the oxygen diffusion
in the soil. Hence, more research on the concept of oxygen stress is needed and
validation using field data is necessary to verify the proposed oxygen stress function.
Furthermore, Bartholomeus et al. (2008a) showed that, based on a plant physiological
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and soil physical process-based model, substantial differences in the minimum gas
filled porosity of the soil (needed for unstressed root functioning) are related to soil
type, soil temperature and soil depth. Consequently, they argue that application of
constant values for the minimum gas filled porosity should be avoided, as they may
result in large prediction errors of both transpiration and plant growth.

In Chapter 2 it was concluded that further understanding of eco-hydrological systems
requires a few additions. Extension of this approach to a two-dimensional hillslope
where actual vegetation patterns can be studied, while considering transient vegeta-
tion dynamics (i.e. growth and dispersal) will reveal how soil moisture and vegetation
patterns interact in space and time. In temperate climate ecosystems such as con-
sidered here, water and oxygen stress only partly explain vegetation distribution, as
nutrient availability, light competition, forest fire and grazing are important too. In-
cluding these processes in the model will improve model predictions. In this study
a global optimization criterion was used, because competition was not explicitly in-
cluded in the model. Local competition, however, may result in a sub-optimal global
optimization. Therefore spatial interactions and local vegetation competition should
be included.

In Chapter 3 and 4, therefore, a more advanced vegetation model in combination
with a hydrological model was used. This made it possible to make evapotranspira-
tion and vegetation growth dependent on plant functioning instead of soil moisture
content only, and to include the effect of light limitation. Furthermore, the model was
extended to a two-dimensional hillslope where vegetation growth and spatial patterns
could be studied and local competition for light and water were included. The effect
of nutrient limitation, grazing and forest fire was not investigated as this was outside
the scope of this study.

6.2 Effect of groundwater on vegetation dynamics

and hydrological fluxes

The proximity of groundwater strongly influences the temporal dynamics of soil mois-
ture and therefore water and oxygen stress of vegetation. For this reason the influence
of groundwater on vegetation dynamics and water fluxes in a temperate forest ecosys-
tem controlled by water and light competition was investigated. This was done by
developing an advanced vegetation model to simulate coupled dynamics of vegetation,
groundwater and soil water including the competition for water and light. First, the
effect of the presence of groundwater and more specifically the distance to groundwater
was investigated assuming a static groundwater level. In Chapter 3 a comprehensive
description is given of the vegetation model, and a comparison is made between mod-
eled and measured H2O and CO2 flux data and the influence of local water and light
competition was shown. The vegetation model is based on a bio-physical representa-
tion of the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum. Transpiration and stomatal conductance
both depend on atmospheric forcing and soil moisture content. Carbon assimilation
depends on atmospheric conditions, stomatal conductance and biochemical processes.
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Light competition is driven by tree height and water competition is driven by root
water uptake and the vegetations water and oxygen stress reaction. The modeled
and measured H2O and CO2 fluxes compare well to observations on both diurnal and
yearly timescales.

An up-scaling procedure was introduced enabling simulations at millennium scale.
These simulations, with a background mortality rate, reproduced realistic densities of
wet and dry adapted tree species along a wet to dry gradient. The results show that
the influence of groundwater is apparent for a large range of groundwater depths, both
by capillary rise and water logging. The results also show that species composition
and biomass have a larger influence on the water balance in eco-hydrological systems
than soil and groundwater alone. The simulations demonstrate the importance of light
competition in temperate forests: once a tree is established under slightly unfavorable
soil moisture conditions, it can not be directly outcompeted by smaller trees with
better soil moisture uptake capabilities, both in dry and in wet conditions.

A simulation run with a static groundwater level only explains part of the vegetation
and hydrological flux dynamics. The presence of groundwater near the rootzone as a
boundary condition causes less variation in soil moisture content, due to percolation
and capillary rise, and therefore more biomass, transpiration and interception evapo-
ration. The use of a static groundwater table is of course unrealistic, because the flux
from and to the groundwater does not effect the groundwater level itself. In Chapter
4 this assumption is therefore relaxed.

Various important processes that can improve model predictions were not included:
(competition for) nutrients, multiple canopy layers, adaptation and resource alloca-
tion, competition for space, variable root distribution, phreatophytes and soil forma-
tion.

Nutrient limitation and therefore competition for nutrients is not included in the
model, although nutrient limitation can have an important role in the competition
between species in temperate forest. Especially nitrogen and phosphorus are im-
portant, but differences in uptake between species are however not well understood
and soil chemical processes would complicate the model and the interpretation of the
results.

In this approach the assumption was made of the canopy being a single big leaf. This
means that for instance leaf area receives an average amount of solar radiation. In
reality there are shaded and non-shaded leaves and a range in between. Also humidity
and atmospheric CO2 concentration vary within the canopy of a tree. This causes
individual leaves to respond differently to environmental conditions depending on the
location within the canopy of a tree, which influences the functioning of the tree as a
whole. As a consequence of location within the canopy different types of leaves can
develop. Many studies use multiple layers within the canopy to model especially the
shading effect (e.g. Dufrêne et al., 2005; Friend, 1995).

Vegetation tends to invest its resources optimally to capture the most limiting re-
source as best as possible. Under dry or nutrient poor conditions for instance, a
relatively large amount of resources is allocated to the roots, whereas under light lim-
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ited conditions more resources are invested in the growth of leaves and stem biomass,
increasing canopy height and light capturing capacity. Such adaptive allocation is
not modeled. Also, under changing environmental conditions it is hypothesized that
biochemical parameters such as Vmax or Jmax are adapted to assure optimal growth
(Schymanski et al., 2009). Related to this, roots tend to grow where water and/or
nutrients are available. This means that trees under wet (shallow groundwater table)
conditions have a shallow rooting depth and under dry conditions (deeper groundwa-
ter and/or low groundwater recharge) have a deeper rooting depth. We used a fixed
rooting depth of 60 cm, which exaggerates the effect of groundwater levels that are
just within or underneath the rootzone. This effect is most pronounced in summer
when the presence of groundwater within the rootzone significantly reduces vegetation
water stress, while in reality the effect of the groundwater level will be more subtle.
Especially the absence of taproots of trees when the groundwater table is deep, causes
an overestimation of vegetation stress in dry periods, i.e. an underestimation of car-
bon assimilation and vegetation growth.

Competition for space between individuals was not explicitly simulated. Instead a
lumped, height-LAI competition approach was used where leaves and roots are ho-
mogeneously distributed in space instead of being distributed in a more clustered
configuration. This issue can be overcome by converting the model into an individual
based model and explicitly modeling stem, branch, leaf and root growth.

Additionally, phreatophytes were not included in this model. These species are able
to transport oxygen from the atmosphere to the rootzone through cavities in their
tissues. These species can be mimicked by setting the threshold for oxygen stress
tolerance for the wet adapted species at a (nearly) saturated level. However, the
maintenance cost of this mechanism has then to be included in the model.

Soil formation, or more specifically, the accumulation of soil organic matter improves
the infiltration and water retention capacity of the soil. This is especially important
for textures with a high conductivity and low water retention capacity like sand.
On the other hand, soil formation in clay soils can largely improve the infiltration
capacity. The effect of soil formation is most significant in summer in the area where
groundwater tables are deeper. In this situation water stress will decrease, because
more water can be stored during winter and this water will be more slowly released to
the roots in summer. This will cause increased assimilation rates and therefore more
vegetation growth and biomass.

The model results show a relatively low biomass at the dry upslope area of the slope.
This is lower than normally observed in the field for temperate climate conditions.
This can be explained by the parameterization of the model, the absence of soil
formation and the fixed rooting depth as described above. Two other reasons for the
low biomass are the relatively low storage capacity at lower biomasses and a lack of
water storage in the tree. Due to the allometric relations, the storage capacity at a
low biomass is relatively low compared to the carbon that is used for leaf growth and
respiration. The storage capacity grows linearly with biomass, while the increase in
leaf area with biomass decreases. Therefore older trees have a relatively large storage,
making them less prone to stress. The model assumes a quasi steady state, i.e. an
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instant equilibrium between root water uptake and transpiration and no storage of
water within the tree. This means that transpiration and assimilation react directly
to atmospheric and soil moisture conditions. In reality on the scale of a tree, these
assumptions are not completely valid. The response in transpiration and assimilation
is attenuated, and therefore stress is expected to be less severe. The fact that no
water storage in the tree is present results in more acute and probably more severe
vegetation stress.

To better understand the value of the presented model a more thorough sensitivity
analysis is needed. This will also provide a better understanding of the sensitivity
of the system to changes in certain parameters. The separate modules have all been
calibrated in other studies, but not all for the system that has been studied here.
This study gives directions for further research, and to evaluate possible responses of
the system.

6.3 Effect of spatio-temporal groundwater

dynamics on vegetation growth

The effect of spatio-temporal groundwater dynamics on vegetation growth was de-
termined, by studying both short-term and long-term vegetation dynamics along a
hillslope. This was done using the coupled bio-physical-vegetation growth model as
described in Chapter 3 coupled to the variably saturated three dimensional hydrolog-
ical model as described in Chapter 4.

Analysis of local short term dynamics of the model shows that groundwater has a
large influence on vegetation productivity (biomass, transpiration and carbon assim-
ilation). Especially when groundwater is near the rootzone, groundwater causes a
higher soil moisture content in the rootzone and therefore higher transpiration and
carbon assimilation rates. The results of long-term (600 y) simulations reveal the
influence of groundwater on spatial dynamics. Die-back of upslope dry adapted veg-
etation results in an increase in wet adapted vegetation downslope due to increased
upslope groundwater recharge. This highlights the upslope-downslope connection in
these ecosystems.

A sensitivity analysis of slope angle, aquifer thickness and precipitation (both mag-
nitude and frequency), showed a great sensitivity of the system to these parameters,
where both groundwater and vegetation react to changes. Especially systems with soil
textures with a large capillary fringe and moderate conductivity are sensitive. This is
in agreement with the results from Chapter 2 that were based on global maximization
of evaporation or minimization of plant stress.

A comparison between simulation runs having static groundwater levels and simu-
lation runs having a dynamic groundwater model shows that in case of a dynamic
groundwater table a wider transition zone between the two vegetation types develops
and that a higher biomass is reached within this zone. Temporal variations of ground-
water levels thus create a wider zone of accommodation where competing species can
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co-exist. Together with the upslope-downslope connectivity this demonstrates the
importance of using a fully coupled spatio-temporal dynamic groundwater-vegetation
model in temperate regions with shallow groundwater.

In this model the spatial interactions are limited to groundwater flow. In reality this
is of course not the case as additional spatial interactions play a role. For example,
in this model only vertical shading was modeled, while in reality trees do also shade
neighboring trees, thereby influencing pattern formation. Horizontal competition for
water by roots was not accounted for, although this also influences competition and
patterns. Finally, variable rooting depth influences spatial patterning, because this
causes a less extreme response of vegetation to soil moisture content and therefore a
less abrupt transition between the species.

The hydrological part of the model can be extended with a better representation of
surface runoff and discharge instead of assuming runoff to be instantly removed from
the system. A better representation will for example allow for re-infiltration of runoff
water causing wetter soil conditions. Also the simulation of riparian circumstances
will then be possible.

6.4 Influence of climate change on a groundwater

influenced temperate hillslope ecosystem

In Chapter 5, the effect of climate change on groundwater and vegetation in a tem-
perate forest ecosystem was investigated. Current climate and projections of climate
change were based on the situation for the city of Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Cli-
mate change projections created using statistical downscaling of an ensemble of GCM-
RCM runs for the IPCC SRES A2 scenario for 2100 as performed in the PRUDENCE
project (Christensen et al., 2007). The IPCC SRES A2 scenario shows an increase in
CO2 level from present day 370 ppm to 730 ppm in 2100. The average annual temper-
ature of Eindhoven is expected to rise from 9.7 ◦C to 12.8-15.1 ◦C, while the average
temperature increases about 3 ◦C in winter and 5 ◦C in summer. The projections
based on the ECHAM4/OPYC GCM show a larger temperature increase than the
prjections based on the HadAM3H GCM. Precipitation is projected to decrease from
present day 777 mm y−1 to 759-682 mm y−1. In summer precipitation will decrease,
while in winter it will slightly increase. The decrease in precipitation is mainly caused
by a decrease in the number of days that it rains, as the amount of rain on rainy days
slightly increases. The projections based on the ECHAM4/OPYC GCM show a larger
change in seasonal precipitation pattern (larger increase in winter and larger decrease
in summer) than the projections based on the HadAM3H GCM. The GCM-RCM
projections were subsequently used to calibrate a stochastic weather generator, which
was then used to generate meteorological time series.

First local interactions, comparing the downslope and the upslope response to climate
change, are described. Given the no-flow boundary condition for groundwater, change
in precipitation regime has hardly any effect on downslope groundwater dynamics and
rootzone soil moisture conditions. As a result the effect of precipitation on biomass
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is negligible downslope. Upslope, where groundwater levels are deeper and the soil
moisture content is lower, vegetation growth is limited by water availability, there-
fore the effect of change in precipitation regime is larger. As rootzone soil moisture
content downslope is largely determined by the lateral groundwater influx, it remains
high. Therefore, downslope carbon assimilation is not water limited and the effect
of increased CO2 concentration on biomass downslope is large. Upslope, the effect
of elevated CO2 concentration is much smaller as vegetation growth is water limited.
Temperature rise causes respiration to increase more than carbon assimilation. This
causes the biomass to decrease both upslope and downslope.

The results also clearly show upslope-downslope interaction. This is most pronounced
as a result of change in precipitation regime; while yearly rainfall decreases, rainfall
in winter increases. In this case, upslope groundwater recharge increases as a result of
increased precipitation in winter in combination with a decrease of upslope biomass
(due to increased water stress in summer), resulting in less evapotranspiration in sum-
mer. This results in groundwater level rise, which causes wetter conditions downslope
and therefore an enlargement of the zone where wet adapted vegetation prevails.

Projected climate change, i.e. simultaneous change in precipitation, temperature and
atmospheric CO2 concentration causes biomass both upslope and downslope to de-
crease, indicating the dominance of the temperature (mostly downslope) and precip-
itation effect (mostly upslope). Surprisingly the projections based on the ECHAM4
GCM, show an increase in groundwater level and soil moisture content, while other
projections show a decrease in both variables. The sign of the response is depen-
dent on the magnitude of the climate change signal and is thus very non-linear in
this system. The results, particularly the non-linear response on magnitude and the
upslope-downslope effects, demonstrate that predicting the effect of climate change
on this temperate ecosystem is far from straightforward and calls for models that fully
couple biophysical vegetation models with the hydrological system. In short, we need
eco-hydrological models that are robust under climate change.

These results only show the response of one system and one CO2 emission scenario,
although existing of an ensemble of eight projections. This study cannot be used
to draw general conclusions about the effect of climate change in absolute sense. It
mostly serves as an example to show the complexity of the response of the system
and give directions for future research. As explained in Chapter 5 validation of the
model or comparison of the model as a whole against field data is rather impractical.
The validation of parts of the model is possible and can further improve predictions.
Experiments with scaled but real vegetation on artificial hillslopes (Hopp et al., 2009;
Kleinhans et al., 2010) may be a way to test whether non-linear effects observed in
the simulations are a property of the model or of the real system.

It would be interesting to make a comparison between different vegetation models
on a hillslope scale as has been done for global scale models (e.g. Cramer et al.,
2001). Comparison should be made with different combinations of vegetation and
hydrological models. Variably saturated hydrological models that are able to produce
for long time series within reasonable time are however scarce and temporal upscaling
procedures have to be used for most vegetation models.
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It would also be interesting to study the effect of transient climate change instead
of studying climate change using dynamic equilibrium conditions. In this research
we resolved the effect of extreme events (e.g. very dry or wet years) on vegetation
dynamics by using long time series (600 y), averaging out these dynamics. Monte
carlo type simulations can be used to study the effect of transient climate change, to
minimize the effect of extreme conditions during shorter simulation periods (100 y).
However, this solution will dramatically increase calculation loads.

6.5 Vegetation stress in water and light limited

forest ecosystems

In Chapter 2 it was suggested that minimization of vegetation stress could be used as
a global emergent optimization criterion for determining the location of the boundary
between different vegetation types. To further investigate minimization of vegetation
stress as principle behind zonation in temperate forests, vegetation stress needs to be
redefined in such a way that it can also be calculated in the model that was described
in Chapters 3 and 4.

Static vegetation stress as defined by Porporato et al. (2001) is only depends on soil
moisture content. In the model described in Chapter 3 vegetation stress can not
directly be related to soil moisture content alone, because the reduction in transpi-
ration and carbon assimilation is also strongly influenced by atmospheric demand
(vapor pressure deficit, air temperature and radiation). Therefore, static vegetation
stress is redefined as the reduction of carbon assimilation given the actual atmospheric
conditions.

Both under wet and dry conditions root water uptake is restricted, and causes a drop
in leaf water potential. Vegetation was defined to be under stress when the leaf water
potential drops beneath the value Ψa,1 [Pa], which is the leaf water potential at which
carbon assimilation starts to drop. At Ψa,0 [Pa] carbon assimilation completely stops.
Static vegetation stress is therefore defined as:

ζ =

{

0 if Ψl > Ψa,1
(

1 −
An,act
An,pot

)

if Ψa,0 < Ψl < Ψa,1
, (6.1)

where An,act [mol m−2day−1] is the actual carbon assimilation as calculated by the
model and An,pot [mol m−2day−1] is the potential carbon assimilation given the ac-
tual atmospheric circumstances and vegetation properties and optimal soil moisture
conditions. Different from the model described in Chapter 2 static water and oxygen
stress are not calculated separately, as both high and low soil moisture contents cause
more negative values of Ψl.

As described in Chapter 2 dynamic stress depends on the static stress and the period
and the frequency of static stress during the growing season:

Stressdynamic =

(

ζTstress
kTseason

)1/
√
ns

, (6.2)
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where Tstress [y] is the mean duration of a stress period during the growing season,
k [-] is a threshold value at which damage occurs to a plant, Tseason [y] is the length
of the growing season and ns [-] is the number of stress periods during the growing
season. The growing season is defined as the period during which the LAI is larger
than 0.01.

Figure 6.1 shows the average values of groundwater level, soil moisture content,
biomass and evapotranspiration over 600 years similar to Figure 4.5 in Chapter 4.
Additionally the dynamic vegetation stress is shown. This figure shows that veg-
etation stress for the drought adapted species is highest downslope in the almost
saturated zone, becomes lowest midslope and increases again upslope where the soil
becomes dry. The wet species has generally the lowest stress downslope and stress
increases moving upslope. Interestingly, upslope the wet species generally experiences
the least amount of stress, which is contrary to what is expected based on the plants’
reaction to water stress under dry circumstances alone.

Figure 6.2 shows the development of biomass and vegetation stress in time in a cell
400 m from the base of the slope. As expected, from the moment both species start
growing the drought adapted species experiences less stress than the wet adapted
species. It can also be seen that in this case the wet species starts with a little higher
biomass, but the dry species is better adapted to the circumstances and therefore
grows slightly faster and keeps up with the wet adapted species. From that moment
on the vegetation stress of the wet adapted species drops below the stress of the
drought adapted species. As the drought adapted species becomes taller than the wet
adapted species, it captures more light, and consequently the ET driven by atmo-
spheric demand increases. This causes a drop in leaf water potential and therefore an
increase in vegetation stress. Despite the experienced stress due to a low leaf water
potential, the light capture advantage causes higher carbon assimilation and therefore
growth rates. At the same time the wet adapted species receives less light, causing
a lower ET driven by atmospheric demand and less reduction of leaf water potential
and therefore less water stress. This shows that in this situation water and oxygen
stress are not sufficient to explain species prevalence. Using the concept of plant stress
under circumstances with multiple species, thus asks for an approach which explicitly
includes light stress. A further comparison between the models of Chapter 2 and 3
has therefore not been made.

6.6 Implications for other disciplines

In this study the interactions within an eco-hydrological system have been investigated
using an eco-hydrological model. This model was forced with atmospheric conditions
that were generated by a stochastic weather generator, which was based on global and
regional climate models. The results of this study have implications for the individual
fields of ecological, hydrological and climatological modeling.
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Figure 6.1 Groundwater level (Gw level), soil moisture content (θ), biomass, evapotranspiration (ET )
and dynamic vegetation stress (Dynamic stress) along a hillslope for four different soil textures. 600
year and 100 cell (parallel to the slope) average values are shown. In Gw level and θ plot: solid line,
average values and dotted line, yearly minimum and maximum values. In biomass, ET and dynamic
stress plot: solid line, wet adapted species and dashed line, drought adapted species.
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Figure 6.2 Development of biomass and dynamic vegetation stress during an 80 year period within
one cell (400 m from the base of the slope) for sandy loam. The first time step shows the death of
the previous vegetation. Solid line, wet adapted species and dashed line, drought adapted species.

6.6.1 Ecological modeling

Most ecological models do not account for the influence of groundwater on vegetation,
let alone include temporal or spatial groundwater dynamics. As shown in Chapters
2-5 groundwater can have a significant influence on the soil moisture content and
therefore on the vegetation.

In Chapter 3 a point model was used to show the influence of a static groundwater
level. The presence of a static groundwater level close to the rootzone results in less
dry soils in summer and therefore less water stress for vegetation, which results in more
biomass. When studying a vegetation system that can be influenced by the presence
of groundwater, groundwater needs to be accounted for in the model to correctly
simulate carbon and evapotranspiration fluxes and resulting biomass. As groundwater
dynamics are difficult to simulate in a 1-dimensional model, a static groundwater
level can be used as boundary condition. Alternatively, when groundwater levels are
measured in the field, these can be used directly as boundary condition in the model.
These options are of course only valid in case one is solely interested in vegetation
dynamics and not in hydrological interactions.

Chapter 4 shows the role of groundwater on the spatial distribution of vegetation and
the effect of changing environmental conditions. When the same study to the effect on
vegetation was conducted based on a static groundwater table, the upslope-downslope
effect would be missed and the net ecosystem productivity would be wrongly pre-
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dicted. A static groundwater level also narrows the transition zone along a ground-
water gradient, and thereby exaggerates the difference between habitats. The simu-
lated effects of climate change on vegetation, as described in Chapter 5, would have
been different when the influence of groundwater dynamics, in particular the upslope-
downslope interaction had not been included. Especially the non-linear effects of
change in precipitation regime on vegetation showing an increase in average ground-
water depth and an upward shift of wet-adapted species, could not have been captured
by a standard vegetation model.

6.6.2 Climate modeling

Most climate models have a spatial resolution in the order of 1 degree and up. Based
on this scale and the effect of within cell heterogeneity it is reasonable to not in-
clude lateral groundwater flow in the model. On the other hand, the local effect of
groundwater can be significant through the groundwater, soil moisture, evaporation
and precipitation feedback (e.g. Bierkens & van den Hurk, 2007; Jiang et al., 2009).

Several climate models, such as ECHAM4/OPYC or HadAM3H do incorporate dy-
namic vegetation models. However, these models are 1-dimensional and do not include
competition other than the prevalence of the plant-functional type with the largest
productivity. Several effects would be different if such a 1-dimensional model was to
be replaced with a dynamic eco-hydrological model as described in Chapters 3 and
4. First, as shown in Chapter 5, a change of climate could lead to a shift of vege-
tation types upslope or downslope, which would only change the fraction of a plant
functional type within a GCM cell, and not move entire cells. However, this buffering
could be accounted for by an intelligent sub-grid parameterization. Moreover, the wet
and dry adapted vegetation in the Chapter 5 model may well fall within the same
plant functional type, so that effects would be lost. Second, the non-linear response
of groundwater recharge, groundwater levels and biomass to changes in rainfall dis-
tributions over the year, as demonstrated in Chapter 5, may have an effect on the
way climate change affects evaporation and runoff in a GCM cell. This effect may
certainly be non-negligible. Finally, a third and most important difference between
the eco-hydrological model presented here and current dynamic vegetation models
included in climate models is temporal behavior. Even if we assume a seedbank to be
present of all species everywhere, it takes decades or even centuries before one vege-
tation type is replaced by a better adapted species. The feedback of this resilience in
vegetation response onto the climate system may therefore be much different from an
instantaneous response as is currently used. If GCM runs need to move from equilib-
rium simulations over time slices to real transient simulations, then spatio-temporal
vegetation models such as presented here are a prerequisite.

6.6.3 Hydrological modeling

Hydrology is greatly influenced by vegetation. Chapter 3 to 5 show that vegetation
greatly determines the fractioning of water fluxes at the surface, dividing precipita-
tion into throughfall and interception and therefore evaporation. The throughfall that
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infiltrates into the soil then either percolates or is taken up by roots. The last one ba-
sically depends on the root density, root water uptake capability and the atmospheric
demand.

Most hydrological studies use the Penman-Montheith (Monteith, 1965) equation for
calculating evapotranspiration. The Penman-Montheith equation yields a reference
evapotranspiration. A crop factor needs be applied to this reference evapotranspira-
tion to correct for the vegetation type, yielding the potential evapotranspiration. To
account for reduction of evapotranspiration as a result of dry or wet soil moisture con-
ditions a Feddes et al. (1978) type function needs to be used, resulting in the so called
actual evapotranspiration. This formulation is often used in hydrological modeling.
Although the Penman-Monteith equation is valid for a large range of atmospheric con-
ditions, reduction of evapotranspiration under more extreme atmospheric conditions,
e.g. temperatures higher than 30 ◦C is not included in the equation. One solution
to account for this is using a Jarvis (1976) type formulation of gs that relates sur-
face resistance to ambient variables including air temperature. However, the Jarvis
model relates the surface resistance directly to environmental conditions and not to
the plant’s physiological state as measured by the leaf water potential. As shown
in Chapter 4, including a biophysical vegetation model thus yields a richer response
of evaporation to environmental conditions than Penman-Monteith, even if a classic
Jarvis model is included.

Using static vegetation is often acceptable in hydrological modeling, when current
conditions are simulated. However, if the effect of climate change is modeled, vege-
tation dynamics will significantly alter, which influences vegetation growth, ET and
groundwater recharge and therefore the hydrological system as a whole. Chapter 5
shows that care should be taken when simply implementing static vegetation in cli-
mate effect studies. In fact, if the aim is to determine how evaporation, groundwater
recharge and groundwater levels are changing, a dynamic vegetation model that is
fully coupled to a spatio-temporal hydrological model is required.

6.7 Main contributions and insights

The main contributions to eco-hydrology and new insights provided in this thesis are:

• It provides important new elements of the eco-hydrology of humid groundwater
dominated vegetation in a quantitative manner, like oxygen stress and light
competition, and is original and unique compared to the eco-hydrology of water-
limited systems that dominates literature.

• It shows that feedbacks between vegetation and a hydrological system in which
topographically driven groundwater flow is important, result in several counter-
intuitive effects when analyzing the effect of climate change, e.g., a decrease
in yearly average rainfall may result in an increase of groundwater levels and
dominance of wet-adapted species.
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• It underlines the importance of using multiple climate projections as input for
climate change effect studies, as climate projections that show the same ten-
dency (decrease of annual rainfall, increase of rainfall in winter, decrease of
rainfall in summer) but at different intensity can have an opposite effect on
groundwater recharge and groundwater levels.

• It is shown that the concept of plant stress as measure of plant fitness (as defined
by Porporato et al. (2001)) does not hold if competition for light is involved,
unless light stress is included explicitly.
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A Parameters Chapter 3

General parameters

Variable Value Unit Description Source
γw 0.0 Pa K−1 psychrometer constant Daly et al. (2004)
λw 2500000 J kg−1 latent heat of water vaporization Daly et al. (2004)
ρair 1.2 kg m−3 air density Daly et al. (2004)
ρw 1000 kg m−3 water density -
cp 1012 J kg−1 K−1 air specific heat at constant pres-

sure
Daly et al. (2004)

G 9.81 m s−2 gravitational acceleration -
P 101325 Pa air pressure -
R 8.31 J mol−1 K−1 gas constant -

Atmospheric parameters

wg = from weahter generator

Variable Value Unit Description Source
δ - h day length variable
∆ - Pa K−1 slope of the water vapour pressure

to temperature
variable

as 0.25 - fraction of Rad0 on overcast days Allen et al. (1998)
ac 0.25 - empirical constant Allen et al. (1998)
ae 0.34 - empirical constant Allen et al. (1998)
bs 0.5 - empirical constant Allen et al. (1998)
bc 0.75 - empirical constant Allen et al. (1998)
be -0.14 kPa−0.5 empirical constant Allen et al. (1998)
Ca 360 mol mol−1 carbon concentration of atmo-

sphere
Daly et al. (2004)

D - Pa vapor pressure wg
Dx 0.0077 kg kg−1 water vapor ’max’ deficit Daly et al. (2004)
emax - kPa saturation vapour pressure at

Tmax

variable

emin - kPa saturation vapour pressure at
Tmin

variable

ea - kPa variable
N - h maximum number hours of sun-

shine
wg

n - h actual number of hours of sunshine wg
P 101325 Pa air pressure mean at sealevel
Radmax - W maximum radiation at top of

canopy at noon
wg

Radl - W longwave radiation variable
Rad - W actual radiation variable
Ta - ◦C actual air temperature wg
tday - h time of day variable
Tmax,C - ◦C maximum air temperature wg
Tmax,K - K maximum air temperature wg
Tmin,C - ◦C minimum air temperature wg
Tmin,K - K minimum air temperature wg
t0 - h time of sunrise variable
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Soil parameters

Variable Value Unit Description Source
α see Table 3.2 m soil physical parameter, van Ge-

nuchten
Carsel (1988)

ψs - Pa matric potential var
θsat see Table 3.2 - saturated soil moisture content Carsel (1988)
θr see Table 3.2 - residual soil moisture content Carsel (1988)
θ - - soil moisture content var
hgw - m depth of groundwater var
Kθ - m s−1 unsaturated conductivity var
Ksat see Table 3.2 m d−1 saturated conductivity Carsel (1988)
m 1− (1./n) - soil physical parameter, van Ge-

nuchten
van Genuchten (1980)

n see Table 3.2 - soil physical parameter, van Ge-
nuchten

Carsel (1988)

Qv - m s−1 vertical exchange flux between
rootzone and groundwater

var

Zr 0.6 m soil depth this article

Vegetation parameters

Variable Value Unit Description Source
α 0.5 - fraction reflected radiation Friend (1995)
Γ∗ - mol C mol−1

air
CO2 compensation point variable

γ0 34.6e-6 mol mol−1 CO2 compensation point Daly et al. (2004)
γ1 0.0451 K−1 empirical constant for calculation

of Γ
Daly et al. (2004)

γ2 0.000347 K−2 empirical constant for calculation
of Γ

Daly et al. (2004)

λsapwood 1 - sapwood fraction of total stem
biomass

variable

ψ0 -4.5e6 Pa leaf water potential where gs be-
comes 0

Daly et al. (2004)

ψ1 -0.05e6 Pa leaf water potential where gs be-
gins to decline

Daly et al. (2004)

ψa0 -4.5e6 Pa leaf water potential where assimi-
lation becomes 0

Daly et al. (2004)

ψa1 -0.5e6 Pa leaf water potential where assimi-
lation begins to decline

Daly et al. (2004)

ψl - Pa leaf water potential variable
ρstem 350 kg m−3 wood density Schwalm & Ek (2004)
amd 0.1 - allometric scaling, tree dimension Zianis & Radoglou (2006)
anrtree 30 - allometric scaling, number of trees this article
asw - kg−1 parameter controlling sapwood

area
this article

a - - parameter influencing RAI variable
An - mol m−2 s−1 carbon assimilation variable
Anψ,l - - carbon assimilation reduction due

to low ψl

variable

Anbio - mol m−2 s−1 carbon assimilation based bio-
chemical processes

variable

Angsba - mol m−2 s−1 carbon assimilation based on stom-
atal conductance

variable

Anc - mol m−2 s−1 carbon assimilation based bio-
chemical capacity, per unit leaf
area

variable

AnQ - mol m−2 s−1 carbon assimilation based on radi-
ation, per unit leaf area

variable

APAR - W absorbed photosynthetic active ra-
diation

variable

Continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Variable Value Unit Description Source
ARL - W absorbed radiation of layer L variable
Babove - kg aboveground biomass per cell variable
Blai - kg biomass of LAI variable
Bmol - mol biomass per cell variable
bnrtree 6900 allometric scaling, number of trees this article
Bsw mol kg sapwood biomass variable
btree 2.5 - allometric scaling, tree dimension Zianis & Radoglou (2006)
Btree - kg biomass per tree variable
Cf,root 0.3 - C fraction of root Foley et al. (1996)
Cf,stem 0.3 - C fraction of stem Foley et al. (1996)
Cfraction 0.45 - carbon fraction of dry biomass Ollinger & Smith (2005)
Ci - mol C mol−1

air
intercellular carbon concentration variable

cnrtree 0.43 - allometric scaling, number of trees this article
c 2 - parameter of the vulnerability

curve
Daly et al. (2004)

cnleaf 29 - leaf C:N ratio Sitch et al. (2003)
cnroot 29 - root C:N ratio Sitch et al. (2003)
cnsapwood 330 - sapwood C:N ratio Sitch et al. (2003)
Dstem - m diameter of stem variable
dz,crown,i - m thickness of canopy layer L for

species i
variable

d 2e6 Pa parameter of the vulnerability
curve

Daly et al. (2004)

EO - m s−1 open water evapotranspiration variable
ETpm - m s−1 transpiration according to

Penman-Monteith equation
variable

fψl
- - leaf water potential reduction func-

tion, for gs

variable

fabove 0.8 - above ground biomass fraction this article
fD - - water vapour deficit reduction

function, for gs

variable

fgap - - canopy gap fraction variable
fox - - reduction function for oxygen

stress
variable

fRad - - radiation reduction function, for gs variable
fstore 0.11 - fraction of sapwood for storage Friend et al. (1997)
fTa - - air temperature reduction func-

tion, for gs

variable

ga,CO2 ga/LAI mol m−2 s−1 atmospheric conductance for CO2 Jones in Daly et al. (2004)
ga 0.02 m s−1 atmospheric conductance Daly et al. (2004)
gb,CO2 gb/1.37 mol m−2 s−1 leaf boundary layer conductance

for CO2

Jones in Daly et al. (2004)

gb 0.02 m s−1 leaf boundary layer conductance Daly et al. (2004)
gba,CO2 - mol m−2 s−1 conductance boundary layer atmo-

sphere
variable

gp,max 11.7e-12 m Pa−1 s−1 maximum plant conductance Daly et al. (2004)
gs,CO2 gs/1.6 mol m−2 s−1 stomatal conductance for CO2 Jones in Daly et al. (2004)
gs,max 0.01 ms−1 maximum stomatal conductance Breuer et al. (2003)
gsba,CO2 - mol m−2 s−1 series of conductances for CO2 variable
gsrp - m Pa−1s−1 soil root plant conductance variable
gs - ms−1 stomatal conductance variable
HdJ 201000 J mol−1 deactivation energy for Jmax Daly et al. (2004)
HdV 202900 J mol−1 the energy of deactivation Daly et al. (2004)
HKc 59430 J mol−1 activation energy for kc Daly et al. (2004)
HKo 36000 J mol−1 activation energy for ko Daly et al. (2004)
Htree - m height of tree variable
HvJ 79500 J mol−1 activation energy for Jmax Daly et al. (2004)
HvV 116300 J mol−1 the energy of activation Daly et al. (2004)
Icap 0.0005 m interception capacity this article
Imax - m s−1 maximum interception variable
Jmax - mol m−2 s−1 electron flux variable
Jmax,0 75e-6 mol electrons

m−2 s−1

potential rate of whole-chain elec-
tron transport at T0

Daly et al. (2004)

Continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Variable Value Unit Description Source
J - mol photons

s−1 m−2

incident electron flux of APAR variable

Kc0 302e-6 mol mol−1 Michaelis Menten constant for
CO2

Daly et al. (2004)

Ko0 0.256 mol mol−1 Michaelis Menten constant for O2 Daly et al. (2004)
k1 0.95 - shape parameter for calculation of

Jmax

Daly et al. (2004)

k1 0.005 m2 W−1 radiation sensitivity constant for
Jarvis

Daly et al. (2004)

k2 0.0016 K−2 temperature sensitivity constant
for Jarvis

Daly et al. (2004)

k2 0.2 mol electrons
mol−1 photons

quantum yield of whole-chain elec-
tron transport at T0 for calculation
of Jmax

Daly et al. (2004)

k 0.5 - light extinction coefficient jarvis and leverenz 1983 in
Woodward et al. (1995)

LAD - m−1 leaf area density variable
LAId 0.1 m s−1 LAI decline rate this article
LAIg 0.03 m s−1 LAI growth rate this article
LAIL,i - - LAI of canopy layer L for species I variable
LAIL - - LAI of canopy layer L variable
LAImax - - maximum LAI given biomass variable
LAI 5.0 - leaf area index Breuer et al. (2003)
Mstem - kg mass in stem variable
nf 5000 m m−1 foliage to sapwood ratio this article
NTr - - number of trees ha−1 variable
oi 0.209 mol O mol−1

air
intercellular carbon concentration Daly et al. (2004)

OX1θ 0.3 - soil moisture content where root
water uptake begins to decline

this article

OX2θ 0.4 - soil moisture content where root
water uptake becomes 0

this article

Pind - m indirect precipitation, throughfall variable
Pint - m interception variable
Rgrowth 0.3*An mol m−2 s−1 growth respiration Dufrêne et al. (2005)
Rleaf 0.015∗Vcmax mol m−2 s−1 leaf respiration variable
r 0.066 g C g N d−1 tissue respiration rate at 10 ◦C Sitch et al. (2003)
RAIfrac 1.5 - RAI-LAI fraction this article
RAI - - root area index variable
Sv 650 J mol−1 entropy term Daly et al. (2004)
S - mol carbon storage of tree variable
SLA 37 m2 kg−1 specific leaf area Zianis & Radoglou (2006)
T0 -273 ◦C absolute minimum temperature this article
T0 293.2 K optimal temperature for carbon as-

similation
Daly et al. (2004)

Ta - ◦C actual temperature this article
Tl - K leaf temperature variable
Topt 298 K optimal temperature of gs for

Jarvis
Daly et al. (2004)

Troot 10 ◦C temperature of root this article
Tstem 10 ◦C temperature of stem this article
Tsum 100 ◦C temperature sum leaf growth this article

Tday - ◦C mean day temperature variable

Tyear - ◦C mean year temperature variable
Vc,max - mol m−2 s−1 maximum carboxylation rate at T variable
Vcmax0 50e-6 mol m−2 s−1 maximum carboxylation rate at T0 Daly et al. (2004)
Vstem - m3 volume of stem variable
Zsw - m2 sapwood area at breast height variable
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B Parameters Chapter 4

Groundwater model parameters

variable means variable within run; constant means constant within run

Variable Value Unit Description Source
∆Z1, ∆Z2,
∆Z3

- m distance between nodes variable

ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 - m matric potential of layer variable
θE,1, θE,2,
θE,3

- - relative degree of saturation of
layer

variable

ET - m soil evapotranspiration variable
Grad1,
Grad2,
Grad3

- - gradient in potential between
nodes

variable

H1, H2, H3 - m water level within layer variable
kθE ,1,
kθE ,2,
kθE ,3

- m d−1 unsaturated hydraulic conductiv-
ity of layer

variable

kSat,1,
kSat,2,
kSat,3

- m d−1 saturated hydraulic conductivity of
layer

constant

P - m precipitation variable
QCap - m capillary rise flux variable
QSat - m3 saturated lateral flux variable
Q0 - m total net precipitation (direct and

indirect throughfall)
variable

Q1, Q2, Q3 - m amount of water transferred verti-
cally between layers

variable

Q4 - m loss across the lithic contact variable
StorMat1,
StorMat2,
StorMat3

- m unsaturated matric storage in layer variable

StorSat - m saturated storage variable
T1, T2, T3 - m thickness of layer constant
t - d time step constant
Trans - m2 d−1 total transmissivity over saturated

zone
variable

TransMat1,
TransMat2,
TransMat3

- m actual transpiration loss of
layer/rootwater uptake

variable

WL m groundwater level in column, rela-
tive to Z0

variable

x+, x−,
y+ and y−

- - locations upstream and down-
stream along the orthogonal flow
directions in x and y directions

constant

ZWL - m piezometric elevation of water level
relative to a common datum Z0

variable

Z0 0 m common data at bottom of soil col-
umn

constant

Z1, Z2, Z3 - m location of calculation node variable
Z4 - m height of calculation node at

groundwater level
variable

Z - m thickness of profile constant
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Other parameters used in the text
wg means from weather generator
Variable Value Unit Description Source
δ - - day length variable
ψl - Pa leaf water potential variable
θ - - soil moisture content variable
ea - Pa atmospheric vapor pressure variable
H - m tree height variable
LAI - - leaf area index variable
n/N - - fraction of cloud cover wg
P - mm/d precipitation wg
Rad - W m−2 radiation wg
RAI - - root area index variable
Tmax - ◦C maximum temperature wg
Tmin - ◦C minimum temperature wg
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Abstract

In temperate climates groundwater can have a strong effect on vegetation, because
it can influence the spatio-temporal distribution of soil moisture and therefore water
and oxygen stress of vegetation. Current IPCC climate projections based on CO2

emission scenarios show a global temperature rise and change in precipitation regime,
which will affect hydrological and vegetation systems.

This thesis provides a quantitative framework for studying eco-hydrology in ground-
water influenced temperate ecosystems. Models with increased complexity have been
developed, to investigate the interactions and dynamics of these ecosystems and de-
termine their response to climate change.

The final model combines a dynamic bio-physiologically based vegetation model to
simulate vegetation dynamics and competition and a physically-based variably-sat-
urated hydrological model. In this model transpiration and stomatal conductance
depend on atmospheric forcing and soil moisture content. Carbon assimilation de-
pends on environmental conditions, stomatal conductance and biochemical processes.
Light competition is driven by vegetation height and water competition is driven by
root water uptake and the vegetations response to water and oxygen stress. Modeled
and measured atmospheric H2O and CO2 fluxes compare well on a diurnal and a
yearly timescale. Long term simulations reproduce realistic densities of wet and dry
adapted vegetation along a wet to dry gradient. The results clearly show the im-
portance of simulating groundwater on modeled vegetation dynamics. This involves
both the presence of groundwater and the upslope-downslope interactions through
lateral groundwater connection. The influence of groundwater is apparent for a large
range of groundwater depths, by both capillary rise and water logging. The results
also show the influence of vegetation dynamics, composition, patterns and biomass on
the water balance of a forest ecosystem and therefore groundwater dynamics. Water
and oxygen stress can occur simultaneously within a slope and at the same location
throughout a year. Light competition is important as the light capturing advantage
of established vegetation most often overrules water and oxygen competition.

The response to climate change is investigated by forcing the coupled model with an
ensemble of nested global and regional climate models, representing the IPCC SRES
A2 scenario for 2100. A stochastic weather generator is calibrated to each GCM-RCM
combination. All projections show higher temperatures and less precipitation. Re-
sults show that increased atmospheric CO2 concentration results in higher biomasses
due to a higher water use efficiency and less evaporation downslope where vegetation
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growth is light limited. Change in precipitation regime (drier summer, wetter win-
ter) causes decreased biomass and increased upslope groundwater recharge, resulting
in groundwater rise and an upward shift of wet adapted vegetation. Temperature
rise results in a lower biomass, because respiration increases stronger than carbon
assimilation, while increased transpiration causes drier soils and prolonged periods
of water limited growth. The combined effect of CO2 and temperature rise change
in precipitation regime is dominated by temperature rise and change in precipitation
regime, causing a lower biomass. The effect on groundwater level depends on the de-
gree by which precipitation distribution changes, showing a drop at a small difference
between summer and winter precipitation and a rise at a large difference. This under-
lines the importance of investigating multiple climate projections in climate change
effect studies.

This study shows that quantifying and understanding the response of temperate forest
ecosystems to climate change requires combined physically-based hydrological and
bio-physically-based vegetation models.
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Samenvatting

Effect van klimaatverandering op gematigde bosecosystemen

In gematigde klimaatgebieden heeft grondwater een sterke invloed op vegetatie, omdat
het de spatio-temporele patronen van bodemvocht en daarmee water- en zuurstofstress
van vegetatie kan bëınvloeden. De huidige IPCC-klimaatprojecties, die gebaseerd zijn
op CO2-emissiescenario’s laten een globale temperatuurstijging en een verandering
in neerslagregime zien. Deze veranderingen zullen effect hebben op hydrologische en
vegetatiesystemen. In dit proefschrift wordt een kwantitatief kader gepresenteerd voor
het bestuderen van ecohydrologie in grondwaterbëınvloede gematigde ecosystemen.

Om de interactie en dynamiek van deze systemen te onderzoeken en de reactie op
klimaatverandering te bepalen, zijn modellen met toenemende complexiteit ontwik-
keld. Het uiteindelijke model combineert een dynamisch biofysisch-gebaseerd vege-
tatiemodel voor het bestuderen van vegetatiedynamiek en -competitie en een fysisch-
gebaseerd verzadigd-onverzadigd hydrologisch model. In dit model zijn transpiratie en
stomatale weerstand afhankelijk van atmosferische omstandigheden en bodemvocht.
De koolstofassimilatie is afhankelijk van atmosferische omstandigheden, stomatale
weerstand en biochemische processen. De competitie voor licht is afhankelijk van ve-
getatiehoogte en de competitie voor water wordt bepaald door het bodemvochtgehalte
en de reactie van vegetatie op water en zuurstofstress.

Gemodelleerde en gemeten atmosferische H2O- en CO2-fluxen komen goed overeen
op de tijdschaal van een dag en van een jaar. De simulaties op lange termijn repro-
duceren realistische verdelingen van aan natte en droge omstandigheden aangepaste
vegetatie langs een nat-droog-gradiënt. De resultaten tonen duidelijk het belang van
het simuleren van grondwater op gesimuleerde vegetatiedynamiek. Dit geldt voor
zowel de aanwezigheid als voor de interactie van grondwater tussen hoge en lage ge-
bieden als gevolg van laterale grondwaterstroming. Grondwater heeft een duidelijke
invloed over een groot bereik van grondwaterdieptes, door zowel capillaire nalevering
als grondwaterstagnatie. De resultaten tonen ook de invloed van vegetatiedynamiek,
samenstelling, patronen en biomassa op de waterbalans van een bosecosysteem en
daarmee op de grondwaterdynamiek. Water- en zuurstofstress kunnen gelijktijdig
binnen een helling en op verschillende momenten op dezelfde plaats voorkomen. Het
belang van lichtcompetitie komt naar voren in het lichtvoordeel van gevestigde vege-
tatie dat overheerst boven een mogelijk voordeel door water- of zuurstofcompetitie.

De reactie van ecosystemen op klimaatverandering is onderzocht met behulp van
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het hierboven beschreven model. De atmosferische aansturing vindt plaats door een
stochastische weergenerator die is aangepast op basis van een ensemble van geneste
globale en regionale klimaatmodellen. Dit ensemble is gebaseerd op het A2-scenario
IPCC SRES voor 2100. Alle projecties laten hogere temperaturen en minder neerslag
zien. De modelresultaten laten zien dat de verhoogde atmosferische CO2-concentratie
leidt tot een hogere biomassa, die veroorzaakt wordt door een hogere efficiëntie van het
watergebruik en minder verdamping aan de voet van de helling waar de vegetatiegroei
lichtgelimiteerd is. De verandering in neerslagregime (drogere zomers, nattere winters)
veroorzaakt een verminderde biomassa en verhoogde grondwateraanvulling hoger op
de helling, wat resulteert in grondwaterstijging en helling opwaartse verschuiving van
natte vegetatie. De stijging in temperatuur resulteert in een lagere biomassa, omdat
de respiratie sterker toeneemt dan de koolstofassimilatie en de verhoogde transpira-
tie leidt tot drogere bodems en langere periodes van water gelimiteerde groei. Het
gecombineerde effect van CO2- en temperatuurstijging en verandering in neerslag-
regime wordt overheerst door temperatuurstijging en verandering in neerslagregime,
wat leidt tot een lagere biomassa. Het effect op het grondwaterniveau hangt af van
de mate van verandering in neerslagverdeling, resulterend in een daling bij een klein
verschil tussen zomer- en winterneerslag en een stijging bij een groot verschil. Dit
onderstreept het belang van het gebruik van meerdere klimaatprojecties in klimaat
effect studies.

Deze studie toont aan dat het kwantificeren en het begrijpen van de reactie van
grondwaterbëınvloede ecohydrologische systemen op klimaatverandering vereist dat
gebruikgemaakt wordt van gecombineerde fysisch-gebaseerde hydrologische en biofy-
sisch-gebaseerde vegetatiemodellen.
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